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Sammanfattning 

En åldrande befolkning är ett globalt problem. Länder så som USA, Kanada och Kina har 

problem med åldrande befolkningar. Med en åldrande befolkning så ställs det nya krav på 

ergonomi eftersom de biologiska förutsättningarna ändras när en person åldras. Styrka, syn och 

uthållighet är alla egenskaper som försämras med ålder. Några av Atlas Copco Tools kunder 

börjar oroa sig för deras åldrande montörer. De oroas sig för belastning och dess koppling till 

sjukdomar associerade med dålig arbetsergonomi. Atlas Copco Tools AB är en av de 

världsledande leverantörerna inom handhållna pneumatiska och elektriska verktyg och 

monteringssystem. Atlas Copco Tools har en lång historia och erfarenhet av ergonomi så nu när 

några av deras kunder är oroliga vill Atlas Copco Tools undersöka situationen och se om det 

finns något som de skulle kunna göra för att hjälpa sina kunder.  

I arbetet har en litteraturstudie gjorts och även 75 semistrukturerade intervjuer med montörer hos 

några av Atlas Copco Tools olika kunder i Sverige. Intervjuerna har gjorts på fyra olika företag 

och på sju olika avdelningar hos dessa. Ett åttonde besök gjordes hos ett företag i Tyskland, där 

fick dock inga montörer intervjuas. För varje företag och avdelning finns en kort introduktion. 

Intervjuerna sammanfattas för varje besök och en slutsats dras av intervjuerna och de 

observationer som gjordes vid besöket. Dessutom görs förslag till förbättringar vid varje 

avdelning. Resultaten av de individuella intervjuerna kan ses i bilagorna. När alla besök är 

presenterade och sammanfattade dras några slutsatser och resultaten från de olika avdelningarna 

jämförs. Detta ligger sedan till grund för förslag på områden för en förbättrad verktygsdesign, 

som sedan följs av en slutgiltig slutsats och en diskussion.  

Verktygen är inte det största problemet, det är de obekväma kroppsställningarna, de monotona 

rörelserna, de tunga lyften och den höga takten i arbetet som är de största problemen. Vissa av 

företagen har något äldre verktyg och dessa skulle behövas uppdateras eller bytas ut mot ett 

verktyg som är bättre lämpat för den specifika uppgiften. De obekväma kroppsställningarna och 

de tunga lyften finns det både stora och små lösningar på. Vissa företag har redan ett system för 

att utvärdera den höga arbetstakten och de monotona rörelserna vid monteringslinan. De ser då 

på ett enklare sätt vad som behöver förbättras. Den höga takten kan lösas med en monteringslina 

med längre takttid för äldre montörer och för montörer med diverse skador.  
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Abstract 

An ageing population is a worldwide problem. Several countries such as the USA, Canada and 

China have problems with an ageing population. With an aging population there are new 

demands on ergonomics, because as a person grows older his or her biological conditions 

change. Strength, eye-sight and endurance are among the characteristics that decrease with age. 

Some of Atlas Copco Tools AB customers are starting to worry about the aging of their 

assembly workers. They worry about the load and how it is connected to the disorder associated 

with poor workplace ergonomics. Atlas Copco Tools AB is one of the world leading suppliers of 

handheld electric and pneumatic tools as well as assembly systems. Atlas Copco Tools has a 

long history and experience of ergonomics and now when some of their customers are starting to 

worry about their aging work forces, Atlas Copco Tools want to investigate it to see if there is 

anything they can do to help their customers.  

A literature search is performed as well as 75 semi-constructed interviews with assembly 

workers at four different companies and seven different departments. An eight visit is performed 

in Germany; however, no interviews were allowed there. An introduction for each company is 

made and for the specific department. The interviews are summarized and a conclusion of the 

interviews and the observations is made for each visit as well as suggestions of improvements. 

The individual interviews can be seen in the appendices. After all the visits are summarized and 

presented there are some conclusions and comparisons made. This is then the foundation of the 

suggestions for areas of improvements on the tool design, which is followed by the main 

conclusion and discussion.  

The tools are not the biggest problem; it is the awkward body postures, monotonous movements, 

heavy lifting and the high pace of work that is the bigger problems. Some of the companies have 

slightly older tools and these could need an updating and others just need to be replaced with a 

more suitable tool for the task at hand. The awkward body postures can be improved with both 

small and larger suggestion. As for the high pace of work and the monotonous movements, some 

companies already have systems for assessing the movements and positions on the assembly line 

to be able to see what needs improving. The high pace could be solved with a special assembly 

line which has a longer tact time for the older and the impaired assembly workers.   
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1. Introduction 

An ageing population is a worldwide problem. Countries such as the USA, Canada, Japan and 

China are among those who have problems with an ageing population. Nowadays people have 

longer life expectancies at the same time as fewer babies are born. This creates a problem when 

the aging generation does not have enough younger people to replace them in the work place.  

Atlas Copco Tools AB is a leading global supplier of handheld pneumatic and electric tools and 

assembly systems. The customers are in a wide range of industries including: the automotive 

industry as well as the engineering, appliance, consumer electronics and aerospace industries, 

among others. [5] 

Atlas Copco Tools have a long history of ergonomics. It all started in the 1950’s when Atlas 

Copco consulted medical experts while developing a new drill. These medical experts gave their 

opinions on the shape and grip of different handles throughout the design process. This resulted 

in Atlas Copcos first ergonomic developed tool and it turned out to be very popular on the 

market. In Figure 1 the development of a drill can be seen from the early 1900s to the year 2008.  

 

Figure 1. The ergonomic development of a drill through the years. 

In the late 1960’s the Ergonomics Department at Atlas Copco Tools was founded by Bo 

Lindqvist. The acoustics laboratory was built in the beginning of the 1970’s and the noise and 

vibration research begun. The first tool with vibration control was a chipping hammer in the mid 

1970’s. Since then the research and development has continued, both in aspect of the noise and 

vibrations and the grip and form of the tools. Atlas Copco Tools is now world-renowned for their 

good ergonomics. [21] 

 

1.2. Background 

A number of Atlas Copco Tools AB customers in Europe and North America are starting to 

worry about the aging of their assembly workers. They worry about the load and how it is 

connected to the disorder associated with poor workplace ergonomics. 

On this basis, an assessment of the older assembly workers work situation will be made. What 

conditions should apply in order to enable assembly workers to work until their retirement? Is 

there a need for special tools? Is the pace of the assembly line to fast? Should the tools be 
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redesigned to better suit the older assembly worker? Are the assembly workers using the tools in 

the right way?  

 

1.3. Problem description 

Ergonomics for older assembly workers is an interesting area and, an area that have not been 

investigated much. As people get older the body changes and you get new or different working 

conditions, e.g. after a certain age your strength decreases as well as your endurance and your 

eyesight.  

This project will investigate what problem or problems older assembly workers can have after 

reaching a certain age and what can be done to solve these problems. The project will include a 

literature review regarding this and it will also give a short background on what ergonomics is, 

the different fields of ergonomics and what they include.  

Improvements on the assembly line or site will be suggested for each department visited, to help 

to solve the different problems the older assembly workers might have. A comparison between 

the different departments/companies will be made. This will give a good picture of what areas 

that might be worth to investigate further. Suggestions might be done on improvements on the 

tools design.  

 

1.4. Aim 

The aim of the project is to assess the older assembly workers situation and to give suggestions 

on how to improve it, with a better tool design and/or perhaps some changes in the assembly 

line.  

 

1.5. Boundaries 

To make the project more feasible some boundaries have to be made. The age span of the 

assembly workers is set to 40-65 years of age and, will in this report be regarded as older 

assembly workers. This project is only assessing the ergonomic problems that the assembly 

workers have during their work time, i.e. during assembly. 

 

1.6. Method 

Data collection will be made by semi-structured interviews with assembly workers within the 

defined age range. Visits to at Scania, Volvo Construction Equipment, Atlas Copco RockDrill 

and Volvo Car Corporation are performed. The visits give a view of the assembly workers work 

situation and the conditions at different companies. They are also a good opportunity to talk with 

the assembly workers and ask questions in a semi-structured interview. Questions concerning 

musculoskeletal disorders, section 2.4., or other problems they might have, if the pace of the 

assembly line is too fast for them etc. Multiple visits also give a solid foundation when 

comparing the different conditions, which the assembly workers at different companies 

experience. What are the differences and what are the similarities? After the visits a literature 

review is made, this to get a good background of the problem or problems that people in the age 

span might have and what already have been done to the area. Literature will be search both on 

internet and in scientific data bases. Suggestions of improvements to the work situation will be 

made for each visit. After the summary of the visits and comparisons are made, suggestions of 

areas of improvements on tool design will be made.  
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1.7. Vocabulary & abbreviations 

To better understand the text some abbreviations or words might need some explaining.  

BMI – Body Mass Index 

SICA-gun – A tool that puts a form of silicon string in-between the two windscreens on the 

cabin to hold them together. Not an Atlas Copco Tool.  

Tact time – The specific time the assembly worker have to perform his or her operations at a 

station along the assembly line, before the product leaves the station. 

Pace – The overall pace and speed of work. 

 

1.7.1. Atlas Copco Tools abbreviations: 

QIF – Quality Integrated Fastening 

EP – Hydraulic impulse nutrunner, pulse tool (ErgoPulse)  

LMS – Impact wrench, non shut-off 

LTP – Pneumatic pistol grip nutrunners 

LUM – Pneumatic screwdrivers with torque control and shut-off clutch 

LTV – Pneumatic shut-off right angle nutrunner 

ETB – Battery driven screwdriver, pistol grip 

ETV – Electric shut-off right angle nutrunner 

Tensor DS – A model of the electric nutrunner, Digitork non-transducer, comes as angle, 

straight and pistol grip 

ST – A model of the electric nutrunner, Syncronized motor, Digital communication, Transducer, 

comes as angle, straight and pistol grip 

Non shut-off – the tool keeps on going until the operator releases the trigger. 

Shut-off- the tool is shut-off after reaching the right torque. 

The number or letters that might appear after the abbreviation is the model, model number or 

size of that specific model. 
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2. Literature review 

To get a better prospective on what happens with the body as you age, how the demographics for 

some major countries seems to be for the future and what work has been done in the area 

already, a literature search is done. The literature search also entails a small description on what 

ergonomics is and a few standards are explained. Databases that are used are: Compendex and 

Inspec. Words that are used are: older, workers, or older, assembly workers 

 

2.1. What is ergonomics? 

Ergonomics is an interdisciplinary area that focuses on the man-technology-organization (MTO) 

interaction. Ergonomics is used to optimize the design and function of a product or a system, so 

that the well-being and the health of the people using them, is preserved. [12] 

The word Ergonomics itself is derived from the Greek words Ergon and Nomos. Ergon translates 

into work and the word Nomos into laws, which represent the science of work. Today the field is 

very wide and extends to more or less all human activity. [17] [15] 

Within ergonomics there are three main areas: Cognitive Ergonomics, Physical Ergonomics and 

Organizational Ergonomics. 

Cognitive Ergonomics is focused on memory, motor response, reasoning and perception, i.e. the 

mental process. These factors play an important part in the human interaction with the 

technologic system. Work stress, training, decision-making, mental workload and human-

computer interaction are among the areas that are relevant for the Cognitive Ergonomics field. 

Areas such as workplace layout, repetitive movement, working postures and materials handling 

are areas which belongs to the field of Physical Ergonomics. Physical Ergonomics is more 

focused on areas related to physical activity, such as human physiological and biomechanical 

loads and anatomical and anthropometric characteristics. 

Organizational Ergonomics is focused on how to optimize social technical systems, which 

includes policies, processes and organizational structures. This can include areas such as quality 

management, teamwork, communication and virtual organizations. [17]  

 

2.2. Demography 

The demographics for Sweden the next coming years indicates that the population aged 40-

65years will actually decrease with 0.12% till the year 2015 and not increase, although the age 

group will still make out 55.7% of the entire working population aged 20-65 years. However, if 

the span is set to year 2020 the population within the age span will increase with nearly 0.26% 

and will by then make out approximately 56% of the working population. By the year 2030 the 

Swedish population aged 40-65 years will have increased with almost 3.24% and make out 57% 

of the working population. This is calculated from the tables in Appendix A – F and some of the 

calculations can be seen in Appendix G.[27] In addition to this the Swedish people live longer. 

The average life expectancy of a Swedish woman in 2010 is 83.1 years and for a man 78.9 years, 

and the life expectancy keeps increasing. In 1968 105 people got to be over the age of 100, in 

2010 this number had increased to 1500 people [29] and according to SCB, of all the girls born 

in 2010 more than half of them will live to see their 90
th

 birthday, for boys the number is slightly 

lower but still 43% will live to see their 90
th

 birthday. [28]  

In 2005, Armstrong-Strassen and Templer wrote that Canada expect the population aged 55-64 

years will increase with more than 50% in the next coming ten years. By the year 2015, they 

expect that 48% of the working age population in Canada will be in the age span 45-64. [4]  
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The American workforce is also aging. In 2007, Roper and Yeh wrote that in the USA, by the 

year 2020, they expect that the population between the ages 55-64 will have increased with 

nearly 40%. [25] This is also mentioned by Perry who says that the number of older workers will 

double in the next coming ten years and that it is due to longer life expectancy, longer careers or 

even second careers. Perry defines older workers as 58 years of age or older. Back in 1977, 38% 

of the workforce in the USA was older than 40 years of age, in 2002 that number was 56%. [23]  

China has had a huge amount of people in working age. After the creation of the Peoples 

Republic of China in 1949 there were a lot of babies born, i.e. a baby boom or as the Chinese call 

it, the bonus generation. [26] In 1979 China formed the law of birth control. Every family is only 

allowed one child, with some exceptions.[14] Now China faces the same problem as Canada and 

the USA, an aging working population, i.e. the bonus generation is aging and soon China will 

have far more older workers than younger ones.[26] 

According to Nagamachi, Japan is on its way to becoming the oldest society on the planet, by the 

year 2020 Japan will have the highest number of older people in the world. Nagamachi argue 

that this is due to the remarkable decrease in deaths among infants and older people. Japan also 

has the longest life expectancy in the world. Much like China, Japan will also have a shortage of 

young workers in the future. [22] 

 

2.3. The aging body 

The physical changes are fairly small up to the age of 40, after 40 the physical changes increase. 

[29][30]
 
Fatigue, strength, motor skills, range of motion and speed of movement are all physical 

aspects that decline with age. [25] A persons muscle strength peaks somewhere between 25-35 

years of age, while a 50-60 year old only have 75-85% of that muscle strength. [23] A study 

made over how the muscle mass decreases with age show that an average person may lose 

approximately one percent of their lean muscle mass and thereby force per year after the age of 

40. The lean muscle mass is the muscle that attaches to the bone and are also known as skeletal 

muscles. Furthermore, between the ages of 50-70, an average person loses 30 percent of their 

muscle strength. [3] The muscles located in the lower region of the body is exposed to a bigger 

decrease in muscle mass than the muscles in the upper part of the body.[13] The result of losing 

muscle mass is that an aging person may lose his or her ability to perform daily routine 

operations. The decline in speed of exertion and the muscle strength are a result of muscle fiber 

atrophy. When a person ages, the muscle fibers are replaced by fat tissue. However, the extent of 

this replacement depends on if a person exercises and how much, if the person is prone to have 

diseases or injuries, the specific diet of the person and it can also be dependent on his or her 

genes. [23] Endurance of the muscles also decreases with age, however slower than the muscle 

strength. The capacity to perform operations over a longer period of time decreases significantly 

after the age of 50. [13] 

Roper and Yeh also write that research show that slowing in all sort of initiation of movement 

are age-related, which includes preparation, movement execution, response and complexity.[25] 

The response time for older workers is slower depending on the complexity of the task at hand. 

The complexity of the task and the response time has a linear connection. Practice and training 

can however improve the performance of the older worker. Furthermore, if the task can be 

designed more flexible, i.e. so that the worker can decide in which order the different operations 

should be done, the performance improvement is even greater. The experience of the older 

worker far exceeds the experience of the younger ones. The older worker can compensate their 

lack of speed and slowing down with their experience. Older workers can use their abilities or 

skills and adapt them to the current task at hand, this way they get results that are comparable 

with the results from the younger workers. However, if the demands of the task exceed the 
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workers abilities, he or she might start taking fewer breaks or increase the physical effort to be 

able to finish the task or operation in time.  

Flexibility is also affected by the aging process, as a person ages he or she loses joint and muscle 

flexibility. With a deterioration of the elastic tissues and the molecular structure of collagen, the 

major joints progressively lose their flexibility. [23] When the tendons’ water content decrease 

they are not able handle stress as they could before and they get more inflexible.[3] Flexibility 

tests, such as a sit-and-reach test, made with persons in their retirement age, show that they have 

a flexibility that is 18-20% lower than the one a younger person has.[23]  

Another age-related physical change is the decrease in eye-sight. The lenses in the eyes lose their 

ability to change shape and when this occur they get cloudy and do not let as much light through. 

A young person needs in average only a third of the light that a 70 year old person needs. This is 

why it is so important to have good lighting at a workstation or at your desk. [29] In addition to 

light sensitivity, research has also found decreases in abilities such as dynamic and static acuity, 

glare and contrast sensitivity, depth perception and the size of the active viewing field. However, 

many of these physical changes do not occur drastically until the age of 70. [13] 

Loss of hearing is yet another physical change which is age-related. As a person gets older it 

becomes more difficult to perceive high pitches and to be able to hear someone talking in a 

buzzing or a noisy environment.[29] A decline in speech perception may result in a missed or 

misunderstood verbal instruction from a co-worker or a foreman.[13] If the frequency of 3000 

Hz is set as a standard, the hearing loss for an aging person in his or her fifties is 10dB, a person 

in their sixties 25dB and a person in their seventies 35dB.[23] These results are representative 

for the population at large. However, if a person is working in a noisy factory or assembly line, 

that environment might aggravate it and the hearing loss will be bigger. In light of this, advanced 

hearing loss may be affecting the performance of older industrial or assembly workers. A 

persons hearing can also get injured early in life from such things as nightclubs, concerts or just 

working in an environment that has a high noise level. Even slightly lower noise levels can be 

harmful if exposed to it for a longer period of time. It does not have to be in the region of a 

concert or a nightclub to be harmful. Exposure to high noise levels can also cause tinnitus. [29]  

According to Roper and Yeh, the three main physical changes are: decrease in muscular strength, 

slowing in reaction and movement times and a decrease in joint mobility. [25] 

 

2.4. MSD – Musculoskeletal Disorders 

Musculoskeletal disorders, also known as Cumulative Trauma Disorders and Repetitive Stress or 

Strain Injury among others, can affect almost all the tissues in the body, such as tendons, 

muscles, tendon sheaths and nerves. They are caused and aggravated by awkward body postures, 

forceful exertion, vibration or repetitive motions. The disorder is a result of a trauma striking a 

body part, repeated actions over of periods of time. [25] It can be a matter of weeks, months or 

years. [18] The trauma itself occurs when the specific body part needs to stretch further, give 

more impact, work harder or function in a tougher way than it is prepared for. It affects the upper 

extremities the most and repeated actions that might cause this trauma are such as bending or 

twisting your arm or hand in awkward positions.[25] The disorder is most commonly focused on 

a joint and will also affect the bone, bursa, tendon and muscle that surround the joint. The list of 

syndromes caused by MSD is very long but some examples of common MSD are: Carpal Tunnel 

Syndrome, Tennis Elbow, Trigger Finger, White Finger Syndrome, Low Back Disorders, Ulnar 

Nerve Entrapment, Blackberry (Cellular phone) Thumb and Tendonitis.[1][2][18]
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2.5. Previous work 

There is some previous work done to the area of assessing the work situation of older assembly 

workers. In 1996 Laflamme wrote a review concerning age-related accidents in assembly work 

within the Swedish automobile industry. She did not visit the industries herself. Existing articles 

were the main source of this study. The study investigates if there are any signs of deterioration 

in strength that can be age-related in the accidents among the female assembly workers. It is 

made over a period of ten years, with three different reference periods and using five different 

age groups. Laflamme writes that she expected older assembly workers to be more prone to 

accidents due to the nature of the assembly work, i.e. assembly work is often time-bound and 

rather inflexible.  

The study shows in general a lower accident ratio among the older assembly workers than among 

the younger ones. However, this could have two explanations according to Laflamme, the first 

one being that the risk exposure for certain age groups may be imbalanced and favoring the older 

female assembly workers. The other being that the female assembly workers that do continue 

their work as an assembly worker after they turn 45 might be a group that consists of more 

skilled and healthier females than the ones that left earlier. This is the so called “Healthy Worker 

Effect”. She goes on by saying that it is not news that accidents happen more frequently among 

younger assembly workers than older ones. However, she is doubts that age is the sole reason for 

this. One reason might be inequality in the exposure to risks in the different age ranges and 

which seems to be more unfavorable towards younger assembly workers.  A contributing factor 

might be the younger workers inexperience. The study gives barely any support to the statement 

that age-related impairment will lead to higher accident ratios among older female assembly 

workers. [19]  

Riedel et al also writes in 2010 that in their study they found that 50% of the older test subjects, 

persons over the age of 55, have a job performance that is similar to the performance of the 

younger test subjects. In addition they found that 50% of the older persons are capable of 

working without a higher risk of accidents or danger due to their age. In their study they found 

body changes such as fine motor skills, threshold of vibration perception, increased response 

times and grip force which are all age-related. They write that with changes made in equipment, 

more ergonomic work place and the work organization it is possible to counteract the age-related 

changes and integrate the older employees. In their study the test subjects were between 18-71 

years of age. [24] 

Gajewski et al wrote in 2010 about a study they made on a series of task switching, the study 

included 91 workers at a big automotive factory. They made a cross-sectional, 

electrophysiological study to assess the cognitive control functions of the workers. They had four 

groups in the study: 23 middle aged and 23 young assembly line workers, 23 middle aged and 22 

young workers with more flexible job demands like maintenance and service. They asked each 

person to perform a three digit categorization task, as well as a memory-based (internally guided) 

and a hint-based (externally guided) task.  

When comparing the young to the older they could see a definite decline in response time for the 

older workers. Despite the information given, they could not find any differences in local switch 

costs between older and younger workers. Older workers with a repetitive job showed a decrease 

in performance in the memory-based miscellaneous section. However, in the hint-based section 

the groups did not have a difference in the miscellaneous costs. They validated this by several 

electrophysiological results which showed specific task preparation impairment and also implied 

an impaired error monitoring in repetitive jobs with older workers. They write that the 

assumption that long periods in unchallenging jobs might provoke several neurocognitive 

impairments is compatible with the results and that the impairments can already be seen in the 

early 50s.[16]  

http://www.sciencedirect.com.focus.lib.kth.se/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=outwardLink&_partnerName=27983&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_linkType=scopusAuthorDocuments&_targetURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopus.com%2Fscopus%2Finward%2Fauthor.url%3FpartnerID%3D10%26rel%3D3.0.0%26sortField%3Dcited%26sortOrder%3Dasc%26author%3DGajewski,%2520Patrick%2520D.%26authorID%3D7003309373%26md5%3Dca2cff0effbee16570164070080d9ce3&_acct=C000034958&_version=1&_userid=4478132&md5=2b63a5bd81394218873b1156aa8db282
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Landau et al, made a study of the workload - strain symptoms on 256 assembly workers and 

workstations at a company in the automotive industry in 2008. In their studies they included age, 

BMI, length of service and gender. They also took subjectively perceived strain, physical 

symptoms and job satisfaction in consideration in the analysis. They noticed that the assembly 

workers choice of working place was influenced by their age. The older the employee the more 

favorable job, according to the expert rating, thus the younger employees ends up in the more 

unfavorable (tougher) jobs. The more favorable jobs have a tendency to be given not only to the 

older assembly workers but also to the smaller/shorter assembly workers and to those of the 

assembly workers who tend to be overweight, i.e. have a slightly elevated body mass index.  

According to Landau et al, an older assembly worker is an assembly worker that is over 45 years 

of age. Despite the low burden in their favorable jobs, older assembly workers still complained 

of lumbar spine symptoms. This may indicate a long-term snowballing effect. However the spine 

symptoms cannot just be based on the working conditions. Older assembly workers, who work 

under more unfavorable conditions, seem to experience more frequently head-neck-shoulder 

symptoms. These symptoms along with the upper limbs and the lumbar spine symptoms are 

influenced by the BMI and height of the assembly worker. It seemed to be appropriate to place 

older assembly workers on jobs where there where less strain to avoid potential physical injury 

or impairment. They also state that younger assembly workers tend to rate their job as less 

monotonous than older assembly workers. Assembly workers, who have more unfavorable jobs, 

rate the time pressure slightly higher than others. The perceived strain on an assembly worker in 

a job is linked to the satisfaction of a job. However, they could not find any effects on 

dissatisfaction or time pressure perception due to age. 

Jobs with the rating very unfavorable and unfavorable were perceived to have the most 

unfavorable body postures. While younger assembly workers did not rate the body posture as 

unfavorable, assembly workers over the age of 34 did. Assembly workers who had jobs which 

had an expert rating of favorable or very favorable had the lowest level of perceived strain from 

body postures. Assembly workers who had a BMI higher than 25 and who had jobs with an 

expert rating of very unfavorable or unfavorable, perceived the highest levels of strain due to 

body posture. Complaints of head-neck-shoulder, lumbar spine, upper and lower limbs 

symptoms were more frequent in the more unfavorable jobs.  

They also found that if an assembly worker is shorter than 164cm they experience head-neck-

shoulder symptoms more frequently in unfavorable jobs than others. With high demands 

assembly workers who are shorter experience the exerted force more stressful than taller 

assembly workers. Thin assembly workers, those with a BMI of 21 or less, working in favorable 

conditions experience more upper limb symptoms than others. They also discovered that tall 

assembly worker with a height of 181cm working in unfavorable conditions did not experience 

any lower limb symptoms. No significant links to age could be shown. 

The age related problems or the decline in performance was found to be more or less completely 

compensated by the fact that the older workers got the more favorable jobs which causes less 

strain on the workers. This was a result from either a decision, like job rotation, taken by the 

foreman or instructions from the company medical officer. They also found a so called healthy 

worker effect, due to the fact that many workers that had musculoskeletal symptoms already had 

been retired/pensioned off for early retirement, which leaves a majority of the workforce to be 

younger and healthier. The findings show a relationship with another car manufacturer who has 

an early retirement project. [20] This also correlates with Laflamme suggestion of a healthy 

worker effect in her article.  

Barclay wrote in 2005 a master thesis for Atlas Copco Tools and Assembly Systems analyzing 

the electric tool system and how it is used. The focus of the thesis lay on cognitive ergonomics. 

He visited twelve customers in three different countries made interviews with both blue collar 

http://www.sciencedirect.com.focus.lib.kth.se/science?_ob=RedirectURL&_method=outwardLink&_partnerName=27983&_origin=article&_zone=art_page&_linkType=scopusAuthorDocuments&_targetURL=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scopus.com%2Fscopus%2Finward%2Fauthor.url%3FpartnerID%3D10%26rel%3D3.0.0%26sortField%3Dcited%26sortOrder%3Dasc%26author%3DLandau,%2520Kurt%26authorID%3D7005181235%26md5%3D53f32ccd5af398268cdcda5a26137f17&_acct=C000034958&_version=1&_userid=4478132&md5=6cbe674bbc1a0734b517c7e0c7f89ef0
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workers and white collar workers. He writes that the customers do not always use all the 

functions provided by the QIF and that some of them can have problems with setting the system 

up in the right way and achieving the preferred goal of the zero fault concept. He also mention 

that some customers are reluctant to pay for support and that this might lead to a more trial and 

error approach to the QIF. He compares the font size of the display of the box and the display in 

the Stockholm subway, which can be seen in Figure 2. Some of the maintenance technicians he 

talked to mention that they find the information material provided by Atlas Copco not to be 

sufficient and also that some of them are having problems keeping up the maintenance training 

provided by Atlas Copco.  

  

Figure 2. Barclays comparison between the display of the Atlas Copco box and the display of the 

Stockholm subway. [6] 

Barclay finds the QIF products to not be design in an optimal way regarding the cognitive 

ergonomics. He thinks that there is a clear improvement potential for standardizing and securing 

the quality of the displays. He also writes that customers often add their own equipment to the 

displays to enhance it.  

The limited and vague introduction given to the user does not give him or her, a lot of knowledge 

regarding mechanisms of tightening. The user is to a great deal dependent on feedback from the 

system and does rarely know how to affect the behavior of the system. This means that the 

system has to be programmed in a correct way. A correct programmed system also counteracts 

the possibility of a user performing an incorrect tightening. He mentions that on assembly lines 

where the product continuously is moving down the assembly line no matter what the result is 

from the tightening, feedback from the box can be informative. However, in the case where the 

product only continues down the assembly line when all the tightenings at a station are done, the 

feedback shows the user what to do.  In both scenarios feedback is important, but the reason for 

paying attention to it may differ. In the first case of scenario all the tightening are registered and 

saved. Wrongful tightenings will later on be repaired by someone else. The second scenario 

could technically send a wrongful product through. A good balance between design and 

programming would increase the users comfort and also reduce the vague situations from 

happening, which in the end reduces the error committing possibility.  

Barclay writes that the displays should be designed so that they are easy to understand for the 

user and will give him or her confidence. He thinks that Atlas Copco should collect information 

about the user and how they behave and thus how the system is used by the user. He thinks that 

Atlas Copco should involve the users in the entire design process and also the knowledge from 

the maintenance technicians and sales persons. One of the key stones of the QIF, according to 

Barclay, is to inform and guide the user to ensure quality. This is why he feel that it is necessary 

to know how the users work and what they need to get out of the system. He also thinks that 

Atlas Copco should design their products with a standardized feedback and coding. He would 

like the competence within the company regarding cognitive ergonomics to be higher. The 

displays should also have a higher level of quality. According to Barclay the study shows that 
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engineers do not spend enough time with the end users. He also says that maintenance personnel 

and sales persons sometimes find it very difficult to convey the needs and whishes of the 

customers to the head office. A technician who is working abroad even says that he would not 

even know who to call and talk to if he had an idea to share. He also mention that sales persons 

and customers sometimes have a tendency to show their best side, and thus making it difficult for 

Atlas Copco to know if the feedback concerning problems are correct. Therefore Atlas Copco 

should secure a systematic gathering of feedback from the users. [6] 

A customer of Atlas Copco Tools that has made their own assessment of the situation in their 

factories is the BMW Group. They anticipate a big increase in older workers, see Figure 3. They 

are working with a project called “Arbeitssystem 2017” or in English “The operating system 

2017”. BMW Group is transforming their factories and improving the working postures, work 

stations and the assembly process and material supply. They use ABA-Tech to analyze the work 

station and improve it. The ABA stands for Anforderungs- und Belastbarkeits- Analyse, which 

translates into requirement and capacity analysis. The traffic light system is a part of the ABA 

system. They write about improvements such as having height adjustable tables, the opportunity 

to sit in standing height for a short time during assembly to ease the body and to install wooden 

flooring on the assembly line to give a better spring back effect. They also mention rotation and 

some physical therapy for workers who have performance limitations. In addition they write 

about creating individual health plans for the workers and setting up individual goals. [7][8][9] 

 

 

Figure 3. The left picture shows the average age of the BMW work force, the right shows the percentage 

of the employees over the age of 50. [9] 

They mention that there are both advantages with older workers and disadvantages. Some of the 

disadvantages can be body strength, reaction time, shorting in the short-time memory and in the 

sensory perceptions such as the hearing, eye-sight as well as the tactile senses. Advantages are 

such things as life and working experience, special knowledge, quality awareness and 

identification with the company. [7]  

Nagamachi write about that the retired people in Japan need to work beyond pension age due to 

the fact that the pension is not enough for them to live on. In addition to this they may retire at 

the age of 60 but they cannot get pension payments until the age of 65. This makes it very 

important for them to be able to work until they can get the pension payments. Nagamachi is a 

consultant in a committee on aging that the Japanese government created. It is correct that aging 

affect the ability of the worker to perform his or her job, according to a proposal from 

Nagamachi. However, the ability to perform his or her job is not depending on age but on how 

well the body functions. He mentions that there are two different ways of maintaining the older 
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workers ability to execute his or her job. Either the option is to redesign the job itself or 

redesigning the work station. By redesigning the job the workers get empowered and it also takes 

their abilities into consideration. Though empowering the older workers is not that easy as their 

learning skills are slowed down. However, redesigning the job gives good quality results in 

enhancing efficient work for the older workers. [22] 

 

2.6. Standards 

There are a lot of different standards, but only one is mentioned here to enable a better 

understanding of the visits and how the ergonomist work. A more detailed instruction of all the 

different components that is entailed in the 3-zone system, described below, can be found in the 

EN614-2 Safety of Machinery- Ergonomics Design Principles - Part 2: Interactions between the 

design of machinery and work tasks. Some basic guidelines for older and disabled persons can 

be found in the CEN/CENLEC Guide 6:2006 Guidelines for standards developers to address the 

need of older persons and persons with disabilities, most of these basic guidelines are already 

mentioned in the section The Aging Body.  

 

2.6.1. The traffic light rating system 

The traffic light rating system, also called the 3-zone rating system, is a method that is used for 

making ergonomic risk assessments. Ergonomic hazards are often vague, due to the wide range 

of the assembly workers abilities, needs, characteristics and the fact that ergonomic hazards are 

often not associated to just one single factor. The complex situation of multiple factors that make 

up the ergonomics hazards is why it is very difficult to answer strict yes or no when it comes to 

questions like these. The 3-zone rating system is used for simplifying the choice of actions that 

should be taken within the design process of, in this case, an assembly line station or position. 

The 3-zone method will help to reduce risk for the operator, i.e. the assembly worker, by safe 

design measures, where factors such as duration of the task at hand and the frequency of 

occurrence are considered. The system presents the complex ergonomic data in a logical and 

easy understandable way. Some ergonomic aspects are difficult to convey as tangible measures 

or measurable units, such as different mental abilities, the traffic light system simplifies this. [10] 

 

2.6.1.1. How to use the traffic light rating system and its definition 

The following three zones are the foundation in assessing an assembly line position. 

Zone 1 (The Green Zone) 

The green zone is signified by: 

o An innate safe approach  

o Safe operation 

o The following ergonomic principles fulfilled: 

 For tasks of frequent use 

 For tasks of longer duration 

 With comfort, e.g. the zone of reach should be comfortable 

Zone 2 (The Yellow Zone) 

The yellow zone is signified by: 

o The following ergonomic principles fulfilled: 

 For tasks of temporary use 
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 For tasks of short duration 

Zone 3 (The Red Zone) 

The red zone is signified by: 

o Ergonomic principles not fulfilled 

o Represent conditions which might lead to an unsafe operation 

The green zone is used for tasks which require a safe operation to ensure the well-being and 

health of the assembly worker. The yellow zone can be used for other tasks and the red zone can 

be used for operations that are very rarely performed. [10] 
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3. Company visits and interviews  

A total of eight departments within five different companies are visited. At all locations, except 

one, assembly workers are interviewed. Each interview takes approximately ten minutes, 

depending on the tact time of the assembly line. The faster the tact time of the assembly line, the 

longer the interview might take due to the fact that the assembly workers are performing their 

operations during the interview. The goal of the interview is not to hinder their job but to get 

information, thus some flexibility is needed from the interviewers part to ensure they finish what 

they are required to finish on time and not to get in their way. The questions can be seen in 

Appendix H. 

 

3.1. Scania AB, Södertälje, Sweden 

Approximately 7000 people are working within the production at Scania AB in Södertälje. The 

contact person, who is an ergonomist at Scania, takes care of roughly 2000 of them. Six years 

ago Scania only had one ergonomist, now there are 4.5 ergonomist posts and all of them are 

operative, i.e. they are out working on the specific departments. This way they get a good 

relation to the assembly workers, also the assembly workers always know where they can find 

the ergonomists, when they need help or want to discuss a problem. Stations that are classified 

with a red light zone have quality problems of four times the average. A maximum absence of 

5% is sought after at Scania and it stays around this number fairly well. However, if the 

attendance drops to 92 % it is seen as a problem 

 

3.1.1. Diesel engine department 

There are 900 employees at the Diesel Engine Department, 600 of which are working on the 

assembly line. Out of these 600 employees, 54 are over the age of 40. An estimated average age, 

by the ergonomist, is approximately 25 years. They manufacture 300 engines per day or one 

every third minute.  

 

3.1.1.1. First visit 

During this first visit to the Diesel Engine Department, six assembly workers were interviewed. 

A summary of each interview can be been in Appendix I and a general summary will follow 

below.  

Most nutrunners used at the engine department are electric nutrunners. However, they also use 

some pneumatic nutrunners. The most common electric nutrunner in the engine department is the 

angle nutrunner, see Figure 4 A), other than this they also use multiples and spindles, see Figure 4 

B).  
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Figure 4. A) An Electric angle nutrunner used at the Diesel Engine Department. B) A multiple spindle 

nutrunner that is used at the Diesel Engine Department, not an Atlas Copco Tools tool. 

The torque of the nutrunners used here has a span of 20-50Nm. If the torque is over 50Nm in an 

electric nutrunner the station immediately gets a red zone classification. Pneumatic nutrunners 

are not popular to use in the engine department, due to the fact that they do not have the torque 

precision that is needed. The electric nutrunners also have the advantage of traceability. The 

tightening is stored and can later on be traced. The electric nutrunners are used to secure the high 

precision standard of the tightening that is needed in an engine.  

The assembly workers work at the same station for 30-60 minutes, after this they should change 

station to one that does not have the same load pattern as the one they just worked at. However it 

is not always possible occasionally they have to work at a station for more than 60 minutes.  The 

tact time at the Diesel Engine Department is 2 minutes and 45 seconds, which means that at each 

station, the assembly workers has precisely 2 minutes and 45 seconds to execute all the 

operations necessary on that specific station.  One assembly worker, who has worked at Scania 

since 1979, mentioned that when he started at Scania they had a tact time of 3 minutes and 20 

seconds, since then the tact time has decreased with 35 seconds. He also mentioned that they will 

decrease the tact time with 15 seconds before the vacation in the summer of 2011, i.e. to 2 

minutes and 30 seconds. 

If the assembly worker at a certain station does not have the time to finish all the operations he or 

she should perform, he or she has to pull an ANDON-cord. This cord calls an ANDON, an 

ANDON is a person who knows all the stations on a line and when called upon comes to aid the 

assembly worker so all the operations can be finished as soon as possible, hopefully within the 2 

minutes and 45 seconds. 

The ergonomist mentions that the Swedish requirement on maximum noise level for whole day 

exposure is 85dB. However, Scania has an even stricter requirement at 75dB. All stations does 

not meet this requirement at present time, there is one or two stations that has a level above 

75dB. There is a plan for these stations to undergo a transformation within the next three years. 

This will reduce the noise level significantly. The ergonomists have received complaints 

regarding the pneumatic nutrunners that are used within the department, complaints such as that 

they are too big and awkward. 

Five years ago, the department got a new floor on the assembly line, parquet flooring. Parquet 

floor has more spring back effect than a concrete floor and this was installed so that assembly 

workers would not get such aches in their back and feet etc. Additionally the parquet floor is in 

some places elevated to make it easier to perform heavy and awkward lifts, due to the fact that 

the engine block cannot be lowered to more than 2-3dm above the floor. If a station requires 
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stationary work, i.e. the assembly worker is always standing still, that station is immediately 

classified as a red zone.  

 

3.1.1.2. Second visit 

This second visit to the Diesel Engine Department is made in order to interview additionally five 

assembly workers and to have a meeting with the ergonomist, in order to discuss how they work 

with ergonomics in Scania AB. A summary if each interview can be seen in Appendix J and a 

general summary will follow below. 

Scania uses the SES, the Scania Ergonomic Standard, which originates from BUMS. BUMS is 

an ergonomic load evaluation model and originate from GM, General Motors and was 

introduced to SAAB Automobile. Scania first started using SES in 2005 and at that time only the 

factory in Oskarshamn. With every new balance, alternation of a station, that is made or a new 

tact time, a new assessment has to be made. To enable reduction of the tact time there has to be 

more pre-assembly, i.e. the parts that are assembled on the assembly line have to be more 

complete, already with screws in their right places etc. The SES – assessment that is made of the 

140 different body postures that they have at the Diesel Engine Department, is conducted by 

both a production engineer and an assembly worker together. They view a video that has been 

made of every station on the assembly line and all its different body postures while they work 

through the assessment form, every station takes about 2-2.5 hours to assess. On the assessment 

form itself there are twenty different points regarding neck, shoulder, back, static work, how the 

assembly is done and lifting, among others. Every point on the assessment form is assigned a 

color in accordance with the EN614 standard, after this all the different points and their colors 

are added together. If the final color of the station turns out to be red, this station has to be 

prioritized in the improvement process. Due to the fact that every station has multiple operations 

to be carried out, there is a need to see every station in detail so it is as easy as possible to see 

what needs to be improved. This is easy accomplished with the twenty different points on the 

assessment form, you have easy access into the assessment of every station and to see what is 

causing the red light. All the operations that are measureable are measured in one way or 

another. The measurements are often made with a so called dynamometer. In actuality it is after 

this assessment where the real work begins, i.e. improvements and new ways of working has to 

be inserted into the instructions that exist for the assembly workers. If there is a need for a 

special solutions, such as new tools as to be ordered or new lifting aids, then the improvement 

process can take up to several months.  

The ergonomist believes that many assembly workers feel stressed and also that many of them 

want to have approximately 5 seconds to spare before the next engine arrives to his or her 

station, just so that they can relax for those few seconds. She points out that if the station has a 

very heavy monotonous job, then the assembly workers should rotate more often. However, this 

may be made more difficult if there are many new assembly workers on the team. In most cases 

new assembly workers might only know how to work one or two stations which makes it more 

difficult to get a good rotation of the assembly workers.  

The ergonomist also mentions that several of the new assembly workers experience pain or have 

problems with the wrist-forearm and shoulder-back regions the first few months. However, it can 

take up to two months for the muscles and tissues to adapt to this new work load. After these two 

months the most common problem areas for the assembly workers are: wrist, forearm, shoulder, 

back and feet. At the Diesel Engine Department they try to counteract and prevent feet problems 

by inserting parquet flooring on all the assembly lines. Where there is no parquet flooring, such 

as on pre-assembly stations, there are special rubber mats.  

In 2010, 250 new employees where hired. Every new employee that is hired at Scania gets an 

introduction course of ten days, which includes a two hour introduction course into ergonomics 
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and how Scania works with ergonomics. The ergonomist also mentions that Scania has managed 

to get the municipality to open a health care centre on the grounds and encourages the employees 

to seek help there if they experience any problems with their health. The employees also have 

access to a physiotherapist and a personal trainer. All of this is a part of the comprehensive 

occupational health system that Scania has built up. Another thing that can be added is that 

Scania is working towards LEAN, i.e. minimizing the waste in every aspect, such as the 

unproductive time and minimizing the unnecessary storage. 

 

3.1.1.3. Summary interviews 

In total eleven assembly workers were interviewed, six during the first visit and five during the 

second. The age range of the eleven people that were interviewed is 28-56 with an average age 

of 44. It should be pointed out that just one of these assembly workers is under the age of 40. 

Something else that should also be pointed out is that of these eleven assembly workers only one 

is female.  

The duration of employment differ a great deal, see Figure 5 below. It differs from six months to 

over 32 years. Four out of the eleven that were interviewed have been employed for 2.5 years or 

less. Before working at Scania, some of the assembly workers had had occupations such as 

painter, working at a daycare center, salesperson in a retail store or a teacher’s assistant, among 

others. All of the assembly workers find their work situation to be good or fairly good.  

 

Figure 5. The distribution of years as an assembly worker. 

Most of the interviewed assembly workers find the pace of the assembly line to be too high, see 

Figure 6. One assembly workers expressed it as “The pace is tough, it is not adapted to us who 

are over the age of 20.” Another worker said “You learn to live with it.” One of the two 

assembly workers who did not find the pace too high has been working as an assembly worker 

for six months. The other has worked as an assembly worker for six years. One person thinks 

that the pace is experienced as uneven. The pace can be too high but it can also be good.  
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27% 

27% 

9% 

Years as an assembly 
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0-5 years 

6-10 years 

21-25 years 

31-35 years 
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Figure 6. The pace of the assembly line as perceived by the assembly workers. 

Six of out eleven say that they find their job heavy, see Figure 7. Three of the five that does not 

find their jobs heavy has worked for 6 years or less as an assembly worker. A fourth does not 

work on the assembly line due to a medical condition he only works at the pre-assembly. The 

fifth person pointed out that he does not find the job heavy but that others might do.  

 

Figure 7. How the assembly workers perceive their jobs, in regards of heavy lifting. 

Ten out of eleven of the assembly workers say that awkward body postures are occasionally 

needed at different stations, see Figure 8. The eleventh assembly worker who does not experience 

awkward body postures does not work on the assembly line. He is always working in the pre-

assembly due to a medical condition. One assembly worker mentions that when you need a part 

from the lowest box, i.e. the one located on the floor, and the part is far back there will be 

awkward body postures. Another assembly worker say that it depends on how much time you 

have, if you have little time to execute all your operations you are more likely to use awkward 

body postures and not work in the right way as you should. Three of the assembly workers also 

mention that they experience that awkward wrist or arm positions are occasionally needed. One 

assembly worker mentions that even though the carrier is lowered as far as possible it is still too 

high in some cases and when you need to lift heavy part onto the engine there will be awkward 

body postures as well as heavy lifting.  
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Figure 8. Shows that the majority of the assembly workers work in awkward body postures at some 

stations. 

Six out of eleven say that they experience one bodily problem area, see Figure 9. There is no one 

that has more than one problem area but five out of eleven say they do not experience any 

problems at all. The different problem areas can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9. Percentage of assembly workers who experience problem areas. 

Different problem areas that assembly workers at Scania Diesel Engine Department experience 

can be seen in Figure 10 below. As shown in the figure the two major problems are backaches 

and shoulder problems. The assembly worker who mentioned that he has a problem with white 

finger syndrome got this during the 1980’s with its many pneumatic tools and high vibrations. 

One assembly worker mentions that heavy lifting is the reason for his back aches and another 

says the same about his shoulder problems. One assembly worker who has problems with his 

lower back says that they also originates from heavy lifting, despite of him asking for a lifting 

aid, he did not get one. The assembly worker who mentions wrist problems argues they originate 

from awkward wrist positions during assembly.  
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Figure 10. The assembly workers different problem areas. 

Nine out of eleven assembly workers at the Diesel Engine Department at Scania use electric 

angle nutrunners. A few of them also use spindles and pneumatic angle, spindle or pistol 

nutrunners, see Figure 11. The tools have a good grip and they are easy to use. The tools mounted 

to balancers hanging from the ceiling, are easy to move around; however, those mounted on 

torque arms are a bit more difficult to move around.  

 

Figure 11. The different tools that the assembly workers use. 

As shown in Figure 12 below, four of the five assembly workers interviewed at the second visit 

wants the lights on the electric angle nutrunner to be bigger, as well as one of the six assembly 

workers from the first visit, i.e. the only one there at the time of the second visit, also agree in 

this. The lights are indication lights that are placed on the electric nutrunners handle to easily 

show the operator when and if the torque is right. If the torque is right the light up in green, if it 

is wrong in some way they light up in red.  
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Figure 12. Assembly workers thoughts on bigger lights on the electric angle nutrunner. 

Six out of the eleven that were interviewed had some general thoughts. Two of them mention 

that they want more lifting aids and one of them also wants height adjustable tables at the pre-

assembly. One assembly worker wants the tools to be located on the wall next to the assembly 

line instead of hanging from the balancers. Someone mentioned that more rotation prevents 

problems and that if electric nutrunners are programmed well they have a softer dampening 

which feels better for the user. Another assembly worker mentions that height adjustable floors 

on the assembly line would help shorter persons. If you are short enough you still might have 

problems with some heavy lifting due to the carrier is still too high for you at the lowest position. 

Only six out of ten were asked about their thoughts on the future, what they are doing in five 

years. Four out of those six states that they will still be working at Scania but three of them may 

be at some other department. They do not want to stay on the assembly line. One assembly 

worker does not know what he will be doing in five years and the sixth assembly worker thinks 

he might be retiring in five years. 

 

3.1.1.4. Observations 

An observation that was made during the visit was that there was little space around the 

assembly line; if there are more than one person on one side of the line it is very tight. It is not 

that easy to walk past assembly workers on the assembly line. The carrier which is hanging from 

the ceiling is a very smart and ergonomic system. There is good lighting and the noise level is 

quite low; however, the tools are sometimes hanging a bit low from the balancers and it is quite 

easy to bang ones head against them on the assembly line.  

 

3.1.1.5. Conclusions interviews & observations 

All of the interviewed assembly workers find their work situation to be at least fairly good or 

better. However, they do feel that the pace of work is too high, the majority also find the job to 

be heavy and a few are complaining about that they do not have good lifting aids, despite of that 

some of them asked for it.  

All of the assembly workers who work on the assembly line say that there are awkward body 

postures occasionally during assembly. There are awkward body postures if there is heavy 

lifting, if the part that you need to grab is in the box on the floor and far back so they cannot 

reach it. Lack of time is also one factor to which contributes to awkward body postures, a few 

mention that if they have a short amount of time they do not perform the operations as they 
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should, the take shortcuts and “cheat”. Also if the assembly worker is a little too short it is very 

difficult to lift parts onto the engine despite the carrier being in its lowest position. Six out of the 

eleven interviewed say they experience some kind of problem. The areas the majority has a 

problem with are the back and shoulders. Several say it is due to heavy lifting.  

The most common tool in the department is the electric angle nutrunner. They use a lot of 

electric nutrunner for their precision and their traceability. However, they also do use several 

pneumatic nutrunners. Six were asked about the lights on the handle of the electric angle 

nutrunner and five of them want the lights to be bigger than they are. Some other wishes were to 

get more lifting aids, to get height adjustable tables on the pre-assembly stations and maybe 

height adjustable flooring on the assembly line, or maybe just at some stations on the assembly 

line.  

Out of the six that were asked about their future four said that they will still be working at Scania 

in five years time. However, three of them do not want to work as an assembly worker and 

maybe not even on the Diesel Engine Department. Scania seem to have a work policy that 

enables workers to easy apply for and switch to jobs in other departments within the company. 

They also have opportunities to get a higher education within the company. Several assembly 

workers strive after higher positions and get their education through the company. This might 

also be a contributing factor to the low average age within the department. 

 

3.1.1.6. Suggestions of improvement 

The overall atmosphere and work situation seems to be very good at Diesel Engine Department. 

However, there might be a few things that can be improved. Heavy lifting and awkward body 

postures seem to be the biggest problem at the department at hand. Several assembly workers 

mentioned that they would like to have more lifting aids and although the space is sparse they 

might be able to fit some lifting aids to help with the heavy lifting and counteract awkward body 

postures that heavy lifting may contribute to. Also the boxes on the floor with the parts that some 

assembly workers mention might use a look over. There might be a good way to solve it. If it is 

not possible to change places of the boxes to the heavier parts are located higher up there might 

be a way to ensure that the assembly worker do not have to bend all the way down and reach far 

back in the box to reach the parts. Tilting the box more might be helpful but then the problem 

with getting their hand or fingers pinched might arise.  

The problem with the low hanging tools might be hard to solve too. They cannot be located too 

high up, because then the assembly workers will not be able to reach them. It might also be a 

problem that you have in the beginning; you learn to bow your head after a couple of times of 

banging your head against them.  

 

3.1.2. Bus chassis department  

During the visit to the Bus Chassis Department ten assembly line workers were interviewed. A 

summary of each interview can be seen in Appendix K and a general summary will follow 

below. The department moved in 2002 from Katrineholm to Södertälje and still 50% of the 

assembly workers are commuting from Katrineholm.  

There are 90 assembly workers working at the Bus Chassis Department and the average age is 

estimated by the Production Manager, to be approximately 40 years of age. They manufacture 21 

bus chassis per day, six out of these 21 are never assembled completely, they are shipped off in 

modules, and these are called KD, Knock Down, and are shipped to such countries as Iraq and 

Israel. Two to three of the remaining fifteen bus chassis are assembled and then disassembled 

again. Parts such as the cooler and some of the tires are disassembled to fit the chassis better into 
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the containers. These are then shipped off to Mexico, and they are called SKD, Semi Knock 

Down.  

 

3.1.2.1. Summary interviews  

During the ordinary assembly work, ten assembly workers were interviewed at different stations 

along the assembly line. Also assembly workers at some pre-assembly stations were interviewed.  

The age range of the assembly workers that were interviewed is 31-60 with an average age of 

50.5. Only one of the ten assembly workers that were interviewed was under the age of 40, that 

assembly worker is also the only female assembly worker that was interviewed.  

Employment duration can differ a great deal, see Figure 13 below, it ranges from two up to 42 

years. Two out of ten have been employed for less than five years. Previous jobs among the 

assembly workers are welder, working with logistics, on a paper mill, in health care, construction 

or with industrial painting. Three out of the ten assembly workers find the work situation to be 

fairly ok or good. Five think that it is stressful or very stressful, one even say that the work 

situation is catastrophic, and one assembly worker says that the situation was better before the 

move from Katrineholm.  

 

Figure 13. The distribution of years employed as an assembly worker.  

The majority of the interviewed assembly workers find the tact time to be either too high or very 

high, see Figure 14 below. One of the assembly workers even called it “not humane”. Other 

workers say that “new employees might find the pace too high, but when you have worked a 

while you get used to it” or “I notice that I am getting older, it gets harder and harder to keep 

up”. A fourth assembly worker mentioned that he finds the stress level to vary. There are three 

types of chassis and depending on the type of chassis you have to work faster. Some chassis are 

more demanding than others. 
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Figure 14. The assembly workers point of view on the tact time and pace of work. 

Out of the ten assembly workers, six find their job to involve heavy lifting, see Figure 15. Only 

three out of ten mention that they use or have access to good lifting aids. One assembly worker 

mentions that some of the tools are quite heavy to lift and to work with. A lot of the tools also 

have reaction bars which increases their weight. In addition to this, three out of ten also find their 

job to be heavy mentally.  

 

Figure 15. The assembly workers thought on if the job includes heavy lifting or not. 

Nine out of ten, or 90%, of the assembly workers answered that they experiences that the work 

requires awkward body postures in some way, see Figure 16. Two out of the nine that say they 

experience awkward body postures, only experiences awkward positions of the wrist and/or arm. 

Two also say that it is up to yourself, you can choose how to work. You can choose to go around 

to the other side to tighten a bolt instead of leaning over the chassis or the part that you are 

assembling. However, seven out of ten say that awkward body postures or positions of the wrist 

and/or arm occur daily.  
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Figure 16. The majority of the assembly workers experience that the job requires awkward body postures 

or position of the wrist/arm. 

Out of the ten assembly workers who were interviewed, eight say they experience some kind of 

problems. Out of this eight assembly workers, 50% say that they experience more than one 

problem area, see Figure 17. Only two out of the ten say they do not experience any problems at 

all.  

 

Figure 17. The percentage of assembly workers who experience problem areas. 

The two largest areas that cause problems for the assembly workers are the back and the wrists, 

see Figure 18. This is follow by two people who have problems with their elbows, and then the 

other areas as well such as the shoulders, neck, knees and fingers. One assembly worker that 

mentions that he has a problem with his wrist and his back has not injured them during work. 

The wrist he injured during a soccer game and the back in a motorcycle accident. The problem in 

his back also tends to make his legs numb occasionally. When asked if they spontaneously can 

come to think of anything that would help to ease their problems one assembly worker mentions 

that better flooring would be good. She has seen the parquet flooring at the Diesel Engine 

Department and wish that they could get the same at the Bus Chassis Department. They also 

mention height adjustable tables, adjustable height on the assembly line, i.e. in the beginning 

they have to push the chassis manually right now and they would like to get something similar to 

the aircushions they have later on at the assembly line. These air cushions are height adjustable 

and they ease the moving of the chassis a great deal.  They also mention that more rotation and 

exercise might help to ease or even improve the condition of their problems. 
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Figure 18. The different problem areas where the assembly workers experience problems. 

The tool that most assembly workers use in the Bus Chassis Department, is the pneumatic pistol 

nutrunner, see Figure 19. Figure 19 also shows the other types of tools that are used. The majority 

of the ten assembly workers find the grip and form of the tool to be fairly good or good. Two 

assembly workers reply that the grip and form can always be improved but that it is fairly ok as it 

is. A few do not think that the tools are that easy to use, however, the majority does and the tools 

also give good feedback. One assembly worker even said “they are awesome to use” about the 

pneumatic nutrunners. A few assembly workers mention that some of the pneumatic pistol 

nutrunners can get a little cold when using them. Most of the tools are easy to use. However, 

those pneumatic tools without a reaction bar are not to be trusted some assembly workers say. If 

you use such a tool you have to know how to hold it, it is very easy to get your hand pinched 

between the chassis and the tools itself, due to the jerk. One assembly workers mentions that the 

air hoses for the pneumatic tools may cause problems occasionally, such as they are in the way 

or they get tangled up. Three of the assembly workers mention that the LTP 51 pistol nutrunner 

is a little heavy and awkward to use. A few also mention that some of the heavier pistol 

nutrunners are not that pleasant to use. In addition to this two assembly workers also mention 

that the impact wrench they use is awful, it vibrates too much and is really heavy.  

The assembly workers who work with the electric angle nutrunners are very pleased with them, 

except one. The one nutrunner that is not good is an old one and has done over 2 million 

tightening so it jerks a bit. The two assembly workers who work with it wants to get a new tool 

or maybe it can be fixed if they change the engine in the tool, they say. They also think that the 

tools are tough to pull down from the balancers. In addition to this the rail that holds the 

balancers at their station is bent, so when they let the tool go it goes over to the other end of the 

station, due to the tilt of the bent rail. When they need to use it again they have to go or reach to 

get it. At the cooler assembly station where they use the electric angle nutrunners with focus 

boxes, they are very pleased with the tools. He also mentions that they will be programming the 

focus boxes so the tool only can do the operations in a certain order; he thinks this is really good.  
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Figure 19. Distribution of the different tools that are used at the Bus Chassis Department.  

When asked if they have any general thoughts about the assembly line or the work situation, a 

few had some thoughts on improvements. One assembly worker mentions that he would like 

there to be a FLEX-system. They had a system like this when the department was located in 

Katrineholm and for every new station you learn you get an increased paycheck every month, 

but of course this is only valid if you rotate and actually work at the different station that you 

have learned. Others mention that there are a lot of small things that can be improved on the 

assembly line that would make a big difference. One assembly worker wants a longer tact time, 

another wants more space and more information about the tools and one also mentions that the 

management does not follow the production system. A sixth assembly worker talks about his 

friend who used to work with the tanks, and mentions that he had to retire early due to strain 

injuries to his shoulders. He was not able to work anymore. He says nowadays the speed is the 

only thing that counts. It is not the same quality as it used to be. The welders do not even remove 

the spatter from the welding when they are done. No one takes pride in their work anymore, not 

like they used to do. 

Looking into the future five years, four of the ten interviewed assembly workers will be or hope 

to be retired. Four will probably still be working at the Chassis Department and two wants to 

pursue something else. Out of the two that wants to move on, one is currently looking for a new 

job and the other wants to find something that is less stressful.  

 

3.1.2.2. Observations 

At one of the pre-assembly station where they use the electric angle nutrunner they have a socket 

that is used with a torque of 70Nm, but they do not have any reaction bar or a torque arm. The 

other electric angle nutrunner at that station was a bit old and worn out, it jerked a lot.  

Awkward body postures occur at some station along the assembly line such as those in Figure 20. 

These body postures are not ergonomic and they involve working upwards with their arms and 

trying to squeeze in to small spaces over the rear axle. 
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Figure 20. Awkward body postures at the Bus Chassis Department.  

The lighting in the department is good and there seems to be good space. The manual pushing of 

the chassis in the beginning of the assembly line is not to recommend. Small things on the 

assembly line that should and could be move to other places are such things as trash cans do not 

have to be blocking the tools on the section of wall they are located on next to the assembly line.  

Another thing is the tools in Figure 21 below. For a novice person it seems to be very chaotic 

with tools hanging from balancers, so many tools at the same station.  

 

Figure 21. Tools on the assembly line hanging from balancers. 

3.1.2.3. Conclusions interviews & observations 

There is very good lightning in the facilities. Half of the interviewed assembly workers find the 

work situation to be stressful or very stressful, one assembly worker even called catastrophic. 

Only three out of ten find it to be fairly ok or good. The majority finds the tact time to be too fast 

but one mention that he thinks it varies due to the different chassis; some are more demanding 

than others.  

Over half of the ten assembly workers experience heavy lifting while working but only three 

uses or have available lifting aids. A few also thinks that the job is heavy mentally. Nine out of 

ten also experience awkward body postures while working and seven say that it occurs on a daily 

basis. Eight say they experience some problem areas and four of those eight say they have more 

than one problem area. The two biggest problem areas are the back and the wrists followed by 

the elbows. One assembly worker mention that a parquet flooring like the one they have in the 

Diesel Engine Department might help some of the back problems. Parquet flooring is better for 

the back than concrete flooring. A few also mentions that height adjustable tables in the 

beginning of the assembly line would be good and some kind of air cushion like they have later 

on at the assembly line. In the beginning they have to move the chassis manually and that is very 
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hard and difficult. Some also mention more rotation and exercise as solutions to some of their 

problems.  

The most common tool at the Bus Chassis Department is the pneumatic pistol nutrunner, 

followed by pneumatic angle nutrunners and electric angle nutrunners. The pistol nutrunners can 

get a bit too cold when they use them, they are of an older model and they do not have the rubber 

coating on the handle that newer models have, and this is why they can feel quite cold. Some of 

the assembly workers also mention that it is easy to get your hand pinched between a pneumatic 

pistol nutrunner and the chassis if you do not know how to hold it in that specific situation, if the 

pistol nutrunner does not have a reaction bar. Some pistol nutrunners are heavy and they get 

heavier with the reaction bars mounted on them. Three mention that the LTP 51 is awkward and 

heavy to use. Some other heavier pistol nutrunners are not so pleasant to use either. A few uses 

an impact wrench and they say it is awful to use, vibrates too much and it is really heavy. One of 

two electric angle nutrunners at a pre-assembly station is worn out and jerks a lot. 

One assembly worker mentioned a FLEX-system, where you get a higher salary the more 

stations you know and can work at. They want more rotation, longer tact time and more 

information about the tools. The assembly workers also mention that there are a lot of small 

things that can be adjusted on the assembly line to improve it.  

Out of the ten four will be retired in five years. The fact that the Bus Chassis Department was 

located in Katrineholm a few years ago might help to explain the fairly high average age within 

the department. In smaller cities it seems that people are more likely to stay longer at a 

workplace, this might be explain by that there are usually fewer job available and so they stay at 

the same company. These assembly workers even stayed when the department moved.  

 

3.1.2.4. Suggestions of improvement 

The lighting in the facility is very good and the overall noise level is also good. Some of the 

assembly workers mention that they would like to have a lifting aid available. That is something 

that might help several of the assembly workers with their problems, getting a lifting aid. 

Another thing is the flooring, right now the assembly line is on concrete floor. It would be better 

for the assembly workers feet and backs if there were some kind of wood flooring.  

In the beginning of the assembly line they are pushing the chassis by hand. This is rather heavy 

and awkward for them. If they could get air cushions like they use further down on the assembly 

line that would help a lot. The air cushion would solve the problem of having height adjustable 

tables and the chassis would be easier to push to the next station. A moving assembly line would 

be a too great change, as the assembly line at present day is not straight. Although some 

mentioned that it might come in the future.  

Regarding the different problems they experience with some of their tools, such as some 

pneumatic pistol nutrunner getting too cold, others jerking and pinching the assembly workers 

and some are too heavy etc. The best would be if the salesmen from Atlas Copco Tools and the 

responsible persons at the Bus Chassis Department would take their time and go through the 

tools the assembly workers experience problems with and see if there is another tool more suited 

for the job at hand. They also should update the tools that get to cold so they have handles with 

the rubber coating and insulates the hand from the cold metal.   

The FLEX-system that one assembly worker mentioned might help to solve the problem of 

rotation. Not everyone wants to rotate but this might be an encouraging factor that motivates 

assembly workers to want to start rotating among the stations. When looking closer on the small 

things on the assembly line that could be altered to improve it, there is such a small thing as a 

trash can. At one station a trash can was somewhat blocking the section of wall where the tools 
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where located, this trash can could so easily be moved next to the section wall instead not 

blocking the tools.  

 

3.2. Scania AB, Oskarshamn, Sweden 

The Scania facilities in Oskarshamn manufacture the cabins for the trucks that are assembled in 

Södertälje. There are approximately 2000 employees at the Oskarshamn facility, which include 

the cabin department, the paint shop and the metal sheet work shop, among others. The factory is 

divided into two productions: MB, were the B stands for Body and this includes the pressing, 

body work and paint shop. The MC, were the C stand for Cab, includes the assembly of the cabin 

and logistics.  

As in Södertälje, the Scania facility in Oskarshamn has its own health center, which opened in 

1991. At the health center they have two work environmental engineers, two company nurses, 

two doctors and two ergonomists, among others. The employees at the facility also have access 

to the gym located in the health center, exercise classes, massage and foot care. An ergonomist at 

Scania in Oskarshamn and also the guide for the day mentioned that they just hired another 

ergonomist. However, she is going on maternity leave in a couple of weeks so she will be on her 

on a while longer.  

 

3.2.1. Cabin department 

During the visit to the Cabin Department, eleven assembly workers were interviewed. A 

summary of each interview can be seen in Appendix L and a general summary of the interviews 

will follow below.  

At the Cabin Department in Oskarshamn they manufacture the cabin for the Scania truck. At 

present time they manufacture 248 cabins per day. Ten years ago, when they introduced the 

assembly line, they still had the station assembly and with that assembly procedure they 

manufactured approximately 50 cabins per day. During the station assembly they had a tact time 

of approximately 30-45 minutes and back then the assembly workers assembled the major part of 

the cabin at their station. Currently the tact time is set to 194 seconds and they work in two 

shifts. However, the tact time is always under consideration and might be lowered. In the 

assembly they only have one robot; its job is to mount the windscreens onto the cabin.  

Out of the 600 assembly workers in the cabin department (MC) 97 are over the age of 40. Of 

these 97 assembly workers there are 3 that are over the age of 60. In recent years they have seen 

a raise in the number of female assembly workers. During each shift you have a break of 18 

minutes, lunch of 30 minutes and then another break of 10 minutes.  

Much like the Diesel Engine Department in Södertälje they have a wooden floor here. Not as 

nice as the parquet flooring but a wooden floor, see Figure 22 A). The wooden floor is better for 

the feet and back due to its spring back effect that is much better than concrete floors. The entire 

assembly facility has a very good lighting and the final check point for flaws has an even better 

lighting, see Figure 22 B). The ergonomist mentions that in 20 years she has only had to relocate 

one person due to injuries, he had a problem with white finger syndrome, and that happened 

some ten years ago. 
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Figure 22. A) The wooden floor along the assembly line. B) The bright lights at the final check point. 

In addition to the main assembly line they have two side assembly lines, one for the doors and 

one for the dashboard. Regarding the tools they have mostly pneumatic tools and battery driven 

nutrunners but also some electric ones. The electric nutrunners are used at higher torques. 

However, they have started to get more and more of the electric pistol nutrunners.  

They are well aware of that fact that many assembly workers are working at stations rated as red 

zones. They also know that they have too many red zone stations. However, they are working on 

improving this. As in Södertälje they have an ongoing work with the SES and assessing all the 

positions. The ergonomist also mentions that several assembly workers are in the need for a wrist 

support. Wrist rests are the biggest need closely followed by the need for insoles in shoes to help 

ease the feet.  

 

3.2.1.1. Summary interviews  

Eleven interviews were conducted with assembly workers during the ordinary assembly work, at 

the different stations along the assembly lines. The age span range from 35 to 58 years and the 

average age of the eleven assembly workers interviewed is 45.91 years. For more detailed 

information regarding the individual interviews, see Appendix L. Out of the eleven workers who 

were interviewed three were female.  

The length of employment differs a great deal; it ranges from two years up to 33 years, see Figure 

23. Some of the different occupations the assembly workers had before becoming an assembly 

worker entail such things as working within purchase, being a security guard, building houses, 

being unemployed or working with other miscellaneous things. Five out of eleven say that they 

find their work environment to be stressful. Three say that it is good, two that it is very good and 

one says that it can both be good but also sometimes quite stressful.  
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Figure 23. Years employed as an assembly worker.  

Ten assembly workers out of the eleven that were interviewed find the pace of work to be high 

or too high, see Figure 24. Several of the assembly workers mention that they find the pace 

constantly increasing. One assembly worker say he first found the pace a bit high but that he now 

has got used to it. 

 

Figure 24. The assembly workers thoughts on the pace of work.  

The majority, six out of eleven, does not think that the job involves heavy lifting, see Figure 25. 

However, five assembly workers do think there is heavy lifting and a few also mention that they 

do not have that many good lifting aids. In addition nine out of the eleven interviewed assembly 

workers say that they find the job to be heavy in the more monotonous way. They also say that it 

is on its way to be even more monotonous.  
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Figure 25. The majority of the assembly workers do not find the job to entail heavy lifting. 

The greater part of the eleven interviewed assembly workers find that awkward body postures 

occur while working, see Figure 26. Several of them mention that it occurs daily. Out of those 

who said that awkward body postures occur, all of them also experience awkward positions of 

the wrist and arm. Those assembly workers who said no to the question of awkward body 

postures mentioned that although they had no problem with the overall body posture they 

experience awkward positions of the wrist or arm. Two of the three who say that they do not 

experience awkward body postures have height adjustable tables at their stations. The tables are 

in addition also able to be tilted in different angles.  

 

Figure 26. The majority thinks that awkward body postures occur while working. 

Six out of the eleven who were interviewed say that they do not experience any problem areas at 

all. Three have multiple problem areas and two have one problem area, see Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Assembly workers that experience one, multiple or no problem areas. 

Among the five assembly workers who experiences problem areas, the areas who most have 

problems with is the shoulders, arm and elbows, see Figure 28. One of the assembly workers, 

who have multiple problem areas, slipped on an ice patch last winter and fell, within the Scania 

compound. She still has problems with her back, thumb and legs. Another assembly worker has 

had a pain in the shoulder for the past six months. Other problem areas are such as the neck and 

hands. 

 

Figure 28. The different problem areas the assembly workers have. 

The most common tools used at the cabin assembly is the pneumatic pistol nutrunner followed 

by the pneumatic angle nutrunner, see Figure 29. All the tools seem to be appreciated for their 

good grip and form, except the new tensor pistol, an electric pistol nutrunner. The grip and form 

of the tensor is really bad according to a couple of assembly workers, one assembly worker say it 

is because the handle is too thin. One assembly worker does not like the grip and form of the 

tools. He says that they are not adjusted for the individual person who is going to use them. The 

tools are easy to use and to move around, some tools might be a bit too heavy and clumsy 

though. The feedback is good, one or two mentions that it could be better. A few assembly 

workers mention that they want better, smaller, stronger and lighter tools. One assembly workers 

also mentions that he wants more and better information about the tools. Some mention that the 

pneumatic tools shake too much and some have a problem with a pistol gripped LUM 12, they 

feel it jerks too much, it has a torque of 6-8Nm. The few assembly workers who use the electric 

angle nutrunner and look at its lights on the handle mention that the lights are good but they are a 

bit small and they could be a bit bigger.  
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Figure 29. The different types of tools that the interviewed assembly workers use.  

When asking the assembly workers if they have any general thoughts about the assembly line or 

the work situation in a whole, two mention that they want the tact time to be longer. One of them 

said that “You need to breathe. Even the younger assembly workers are beat when we leave 

work for the day”. One said that he would like the cabin to stand still while assembling or for the 

moving belt to be wider so that it would be easier to go with the cabin during assembly. As it is 

now you can hardly fit next to the cabin on the moving belt, see Figure 30. Other comments are 

such as someone wants better ergonomics, lighter tools, one assembly worker wants the tools 

and work posture to be better for his wrists and one assembly worker mentions that he wants the 

station assembly back, but he also realizes that that is not possible.  

 

Figure 30. It is hard to fit alongside the cabin on the moving assembly belt.  

In five years time one out of the eleven interviewed assembly workers might be retired, but he 

has not made up his mind about that yet. Four say that they will still be at Scania in five years 

and five say that they probably will still be here. One assembly worker mentions that he will be 

quitting at Scania in November to go back to his home country of Kenya to be a web designer 

and pursue gardening.  
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3.2.1.2. Observations 

There is good lighting in the facilities. Unfortunately there are not that many lifting aids to help 

the assembly workers with the heavy lifting. They have to do the lifting by hand. Along the 

assembly line they do have good flooring, wooden flooring which has a better spring back effect 

than if they were to stand on the concrete floor.  

Some of the tools seem quite old but the assembly workers do not complain about them. There 

was one tool, an angle tensor that is quite new, that has a torque of 84Nm and is used when a 

tightening at a previous station is not correct. However, this tool does not have any reaction bar 

or a torque arm despite the torque of 84Nm.  

 

3.2.1.3. Conclusions interviews & observations 

There is a very good lighting in the facility and especially at the stations where the final 

checkups are done, i.e. the station where they check for flaws on the cabin. Even with the good 

lighting five find the work situation to be stressful but the other five find it good or very good, 

one thinks both. The overall opinion is then the one where it is a good work situation although 

stressful. That is also reflected in that all assembly workers that were interviewed but one finds 

the pace of work to be high or too high.  

Six assembly workers do not think there is heavy lifting involved at work; however, the five that 

do think work involves heavy lifting they also mention that they do not have that many good 

lifting aids. Nine also feel that the work is heavy, but in the monotonous way. Regarding 

awkward body postures eight say that they do occur and several say it occurs daily. Almost all 

the assembly workers also experience awkward positions of the wrist or arm, daily. Only two 

that have height adjustable tables which are also tillable do not experience this. Six assembly 

workers do not experience any problems, out of the five that do experience problems three have 

more than one problem area. The three biggest problem areas are the shoulders, arms and the 

elbows.  

The pneumatic pistol nutrunner is the most common tool used at the Cabin Department, followed 

by the pneumatic angle nutrunner and then the battery driven pistol nutrunner. Some of the 

assembly workers complain about the grip and form of the new pistol gripped electric nutrunner 

they have. One also says that the handle is too thin. A number of the assembly workers find 

some tools to be a bit too heavy and clumsy and that the pneumatic tools shake too much. A few 

have a problem with the pneumatic pistol nutrunner LUM 12 (6-8Nm), they find that it jerks too 

much and that hurts their wrists. Those few that use electric angle nutrunners do like the lights 

on the handle. However, they feel that they could be a bit bigger. A number of assembly workers 

want the tools to be better, smaller, stronger and lighter also tools that are kinder to wrists.  

A wider moving belt is something a few of the assembly workers would like to have. They feel it 

is difficult to go with the cabin while assembling. There is not enough space on the moving belt. 

Although nine say that they will still be working at the Cabin Department in five years time.  

 

3.2.1.4. Suggestions of improvement 

An updating of the tools would be good, if the salesmen and the responsible person at the Cabin 

Department could sit down and go through the tools they have and see if there is something that 

could be done. Some of the tools look a little old, and also the assembly workers are complaining 

about some of the tools, there might be a better tool suited for that specific job that does not 

shake so much or that has a better grip than the ones they are currently using. One tool that 
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especially would need an updating is the electric angle nutrunner with the high torque (84Nm). It 

is only used every now and then but it should have a torque arm regardless of this. Also the 

LUM 12 needs to be assessed.  

 

3.3. Volvo Construction Equipment (VCE), Hallsberg, Sweden 

During the visit to Volvo Construction Equipment in Hallsberg, ten assembly workers are 

interviewed. A summary of each interview can be been in Appendix M and a general summary 

of the interviews will follow below. 

The Volvo Construction Equipment factory in Hallsberg manufactures sheet metal parts, fuel 

tanks, cabins for haulers and loaders and hydraulic cylinders. Approximately 550 people work 

within the production in Hallsberg, before the financial crisis that number was in the region of 

800 employees, during the worst period of the financial crisis the number were as low as 320 

employees. At present time they have a manufacturing rate of 9000 cabin per year but they 

estimate that by the year 2013 they will manufacture 15 000 cabins per year. They are on their 

way of introducing a new system, where they no longer will work towards buffers but instead 

towards Just in Time
1
. However they mention that they experience some so-called thick walls 

towards change from some of the employees.  

They are well aware of the fact that their assembly workers work a great deal in red zones. They 

use a lot of pneumatic tools and thereby they also have a lot of air hoses lying around at the 

stations. At the present time they are in the progress of replacing the pneumatic tools with battery 

driven tools. This due to the fact that they have had a lot of incidents with the air hoses for the 

pneumatic tools which are in the way, people are tripping over them etc. Other incidents with a 

fairly high incident rate are those with forklifts.  

Some employees experiences injuries from vibration and carpal tunnel syndrome. Even if a tool 

is considered to be good enough to work with a few hours a day there will be problems or 

injuries if you work with that same tool for ten years. At present time they have two employees 

in the welding department that are waiting for operations due to injuries they obtained while 

working for several years with sanding. In other areas of the factory they have been using 

chipping hammers. However, nowadays they are not allowed to use them anymore, they are to 

harmful for the workers.  

 

3.3.1. Cabin department, Hallsberg, Sweden 

The interviews are made at the cabin department assembly lines and pre-assembly. Assembly 

workers at VCE Hallsberg only have one shift and only work daytime.   

 

3.3.1.1. Loader assembly 

At the loader assembly line there are 48 assembly workers. The ceiling of the cabin and the back 

wall, among other part, are pre-assembled to the left of the assembly line. All of these pre-

assembly stations get their specification slips in the same order otherwise there would be chaos. 

Everything has its place on the floor between the pre-assembly stations and the assembly line. 

The line itself has a tact time of 11 minutes per station, but has an average of 7 minutes and 30 

seconds. However, 50 % of all the options on the cabin are not included in the tact time. The 

extra time can be needed. There are ANDON-cords that the assembly workers can pull if they do 

                                                 
1
 Just in Time is a way of thinking and a planning philosophy; an aspiration to deliver just the right amount of 

products at the time when they are needed.  
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not think they will finish all of their operations in time. On this assembly line there are three 

ANDONs. When the loader cabins are finished they are transported to Arvika, where the orders 

come from. 

 

3.3.1.2. Hauler assembly 

The hauler assembly has 27 assembly workers and they have a tact time of 29 minutes, they also 

have a pre-assembly of the door on the right side of the assembly line. They use small torques (1-

8Nm) and use a lot of LTV, ErgoPulse and ETB tools. If both a torque and an angle are required 

they use ETV, which they also use for bigger torques and critical joints. Sometimes an assembly 

worker works at the same station all day or maybe at two different stations. At present time they 

manufacture about 13 cabins a day. There is an age span from 19-55 years of age and the average 

age is about 35 years. This is not a moving assembly line, the assembly workers have to 

manually push the cabin to the next station when the time comes. The cabin is height adjustable 

on some stations but on other stations there is a lot of crawling to enable seat assembly or floor 

assembly for example, see Figure 31.  

   

Figure 31. The body posture during A) the seat assembly B) assembling the floor C) mounting the seat 

belt. 

There are no balancers for the tools due to the fact that the tools are located on the wall next to 

the assembly line. This assembly line is a heavy assembly, heavy parts that you have to crawl on 

the floor to be able to fit into the cabin in the right way etc. The hauler cabins are transported to 

Braås when they are finished, that is where their orders come from. 

 

3.3.1.3. Bodywork 

On pre-assembly bodywork there are 9 assembly workers and they are using pneumatic angle 

nutrunners, LTV, with balancers. They work with rivet nuts and manufacture approximately 90 

fenders and 80 shutters per day. The nutrunner used on the shutters jerks a bit, LUM 12 which 

has a torque up to 8Nm.  

 

3.3.1.4. Summary interviews  

Ten interviews with assembly workers were conducted during the ordinary assembly work, at the 

different stations along the assembly lines. Assembly workers on both the hauler and loader 

assembly line were interviewed, as well as at different pre-assembly stations.  
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The ten assembly workers who were interviewed had an age range of 19-65 with an average age 

of 48.8. Two of the assembly workers were under the age of 40 and four out of the ten were 

female. 

The number of years employed as an assembly worker span from seven months to over 33 years, 

which can be seen in Figure 32. Five of the assembly workers find their work situation to be 

good. Two say the experience it as stressful, one as fairly good and two others say that it 

involves some heavy lifting at times but overall it is good.  

 

Figure 32. Distribution of years employed as an assembly worker. 

Four out of ten finds the pace to be too high, which is the same percentage of assembly workers 

who think that the pace is just fine, see Figure 33. As can be seen in Appendix M, no link could 

be found to age to this question. Two assembly workers answered that they find the pace to be 

uneven, that it can differ a great deal, sometimes good and sometimes very stressful. One 

assembly worker mentions that it can get very stressful when part from the supplier does not 

arrive in time and then when they do arrive they have to catch up the lost time.  

 

Figure 33. How the assembly workers perceive the pace on the assembly line. 

Four out of ten say that they find their job heavy, see Figure 34. One assembly worker says they 

have lots of lifting aids to help them with the heavy parts. On the other hand there is another 

assembly worker who says that there is heavy lifting and the lifting aids cannot be used due to 

that the heavy lifting has to go inside the cabin.  
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Figure 34. Shows the assembly workers thoughts on if there is heavy lifting.  

When asked if the work involved awkward body postures three of ten answered no, see Figure 35. 

One of the assembly workers who answered no was during the interview, working with his hands 

upwards mounting bolts in the cabin ceiling or fastening the load bars on the roof, which 

qualifies as an awkward body posture even though he answered no. The awkward body postures 

the assembly workers mention are such as crawling, squatting, awkward positions of the wrist 

and arm, working upwards with arm or the table being too high.  One assembly worker mentions 

that, sometimes when the supplier stacks the parts in the wrong way in the crate. She is not able 

to lift the parts with the help of the lifting aid. She needs to pull it out of the crate and lift it by 

hand. The crate itself is usually located on the floor so this creates awkward body postures.  

 

Figure 35. Awkward body postures experience by the assembly workers. 

Six out of the ten assembly workers experience problems and five out of these six have multiple 

problem areas, which can be seen in Figure 36 below. What problems they experience can be 

seen in Figure 37, which shows all the different problem areas that the assembly workers have.  
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Figure 36. Percentage of the assembly workers who have one problem area, more than one or no 

problem area. 

Out of the 60% of the assembly workers who have one or more problem areas, the biggest 

problem area is the shoulder area, see Figure 37. Figure 37 also shows the other problem areas that 

the assembly workers experience.  

 

Figure 37. The different problem areas that the assembly workers experience trouble with. 

Regarding the tools they all seem to have a good grip and are easy to use, except one pneumatic 

pistol nutrunner. They use pneumatic, battery driven and electric nutrunners see Figure 38. The 

pneumatic nutrunners and screwdrivers jerk a lot and the pistol grip LUM 25 screwdriver 

especially, three assembly workers use this and they all complain about it. One assembly worker 

even calls it the tool from hell. Another assembly worker mentions that they have to be really 

careful and think about how you hold the pneumatic angle nutrunner. It jerks so much and so 

hard that if you are not careful it can pinch your hand between the wall and the nutrunner itself. 

She also mentions that she wants to be able to see when the torque is done, like you are able to 

on the battery driven and the electric nutrunners.  
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Figure 38. Percentage of how many that uses the different tool types. 

Three out of ten assembly workers had some general thoughts. One assembly worker mentions 

that she wants more helping aids, such as something to lock the steering wheel in place while 

mounting it, so she does not have to use her head to push it down. Another mention that he wants 

more rotation and that it would be great if you could get a pause for 30seconds or at the most a 

minute, when you are working at the tough stations, before the next cabin comes. He also 

mentions that if there is a problem with the SICA-gun the cabin will be delayed and this 

occasionally happens. The last of the three mention that she wants lighter nutrunners and better 

connections between the hose and the nutrunner.  

When asked about what they will be doing in five years, six out of ten say they will still be 

working at VCE Hallsberg. Two of these will in five years time start to prepare for retirement 

and two out of ten will actually already be retired. One assembly worker wants to study in a year 

or two and one does not know what he or she will be doing in five years time.  

 

3.3.1.5. Observations 

During the interviews an assembly worker complained about an operation she performs at her 

station. When fastening the steering wheel she has to keep it in place with help of her head, i.e. 

holding it in place my using her head to push it down, hard.  

Two other assembly workers complained about the connections between the pneumatic tools and 

the air hoses. The connection is leaking a great deal when using the tool. They have one air hose 

for several tools and they switch the tools fairly often. 

The same two assembly workers complained about how they fasten the seatbelt holder. When 

they fasten it they have to hold the bolt on the backside by hand with an ordinary wrench. The 

wrench is not that comfortable to hold and they have tried to improve it by dressing it with a 

neoprene hose, but it does not work that good.  

Some awkward body postures that were observed can be seen in Figure 39 below. On the far left 

there is an assembly worker installing a part of the dash board. In the middle is one assembly 

worker using a small ladder to get a better working position on top of the cabin, standing on a 

ladder, while assembling, is not something that could be recommended. On the right an assembly 

worker is mounting the side mirrors onto the cabin. It requires some awkward positions for the 

arms as well as quite heavy lifting.  
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Figure 39. Some of the awkward body postures that were observed during the visit. 

The company is well aware of the fact that their assembly workers work in a lot of red zone rated 

stations. However, they do not have an ergonomist or a physiotherapist to help them improve this 

situation. The factory itself is rather dark and lights are only lit over the assembly lines and pre-

assembly.  

 

3.3.1.6. Conclusions interviews & observations 

The lighting in the facility is not optimum, there is good lighting over the two assembly lines and 

the different pre-assembly stations. However, the rest of the facility does not have good lighting. 

The majority of the assembly workers find their work situation to be good or fairly good and two 

find it stressful. Four assembly workers find the pace of work to be too high while the same 

number of assembly workers found the pace of work to be good as it is.  

A few assembly workers think that their work involves heavy lifting. However, one assembly 

worker mentions that they have a lot of lifting aids. The lifting aids are not always usable, such 

as when some parts need to go inside the cabin. The majority of the assembly workers 

experience awkward body postures while working. There is a lot of crawling and squatting. Just 

over half of the assembly workers also experience problems and the biggest problem areas are 

the shoulders followed by the back and neck.  

Pneumatic nutrunners are the most used tools flowed by the battery driven nutrunners. The 

assembly workers, who use the LUM 25, complain about it. Some also mention that when using 

pneumatic angle nutrunner they have to be careful so that they do not pinch themselves between 

the nutrunner and the wall of the cabin when the tool jerks. One assembly worker also mentions 

that if the SICA-gun that is used for mounting the windows together stops working the entire line 

stops. 

Some of the wishes from the assembly workers are such as they want more lifting aids, more 

rotation and some want a pause for approximately 30 seconds at the tougher stations so they 

have a chance to breathe before the next cabin comes along. Six of the ten will still be working 

there in five years time. 
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3.3.1.7. Suggestions of improvement 

As mentioned the lighting is not optimal and the lack of light in some parts of the factory may be 

a contributing factor to the incidents they have with forklifts. This might be avoided if the 

lighting would be improved throughout the facilities.  

If it is possible the salesmen for VCE Hallsberg and the person responsible for buying the tools 

at VCE should get together and go through the tools that the assembly workers experience 

problems with. There might be other tools better suited for that specific task at hand, such as the 

LUM 25 and LUM 12. Also the pneumatic angle nutrunner might need some accessories such as 

a reaction bar so that the assembly workers do not pinch their hand or new connection between 

the air hoses and the tools. The SICA-gun is not an Atlas Copco Tools tool. However, it might be 

a good idea to have a backup SICA-gun, so that the line does not have to stop due to that the 

SICA-gun is not working as it should.  

 

3.4. Volvo Construction Equipment (VCE), Eskilstuna, Sweden 

During the visit to Volvo Construction Equipment in Eskilstuna, eleven assembly workers were 

interviewed. A summary of each interview can be been in Appendix N and a general summary of 

the interviews will follow below. 

 

3.4.1. Axle & transmission department 

Volvo Construction Equipment in Eskilstuna manufactures axles and transmissions for loaders 

and haulers. As of now they manufacture 100 of each per day. They use a lot of electric 

nutrunners but also some pneumatic nutrunners. VCE has about 1000 employees in Eskilstuna 

and, 8-900 of them are working within the production. Five years ago VCE made a huge 

investment of 1.1 billion Swedish kronor. This money has partly been used to buy new electric 

tools in order to replace the old ones, they have built an extension and thus expanded the factory 

and they have upgraded their logistics and modified the factory to obtain a better flow than they 

had before. Previous they had a lot of LTP with a reaction bars but as a result of this investment 

they purchased several electric tools to replace the LTP, some of them with a torque arms, see 

Figure 40. In total they now have thirteen electric nutrunners on torque arms. However, all the 

torque arms are not from Atlas Copco, they also have several from Techneo. 

 

Figure 40. Shows an electric angle nutrunner suspended on a torque arm. 
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There is some heavy lifting on the assembly lines for axles. One brake piston may weigh up to 

18 kg. There are lifting aids but they are not always used due to that many are old and the 

assembly workers feel that they take too long to use, it is faster to lift them manually. One aid 

that is used frequently is a setting tray, which is a tray that contains all of the critical components 

and follows the axle throughout the assembly line, see Figure 41. There are four different axle 

assembly lines and on these the axles are transported on a height adjustable table, see Figure 42. 

 

Figure 41. On the left is the setting of the tray and the right shows how the tray follows the axle 

throughout the assembly line. 

 

Figure 42. Shows the height adjustable tables that transport the axle through the assembly line, this one 

located on the biggest axle assembly line (2.185 ton). 

On the three transmission assembly lines there is a carrier that transports the transmission on the 

assembly line, it can rotate it 360 degrees and it is also height adjustable, see Figure 43. This 

makes it easier to access with the tools. The axle assembly lines have a tact time of 11.1 minutes 

up to 28 minutes depending on the size of the axle.  
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Figure 43. Here the transmission is located on the carrier that transports it through the assembly line, 

tilts it in an angle and/or raises /lowers it. 

VCE Eskilstuna manufactures three different transmissions: HTE100, 200 and 300. The HTE100 

is the smallest transmission and is manufactured for the L90 up to the L120 hauler. The HTE200 

model is manufactured for the L150 up to L180 hauler and the HTE300 model for the L220 up to 

L250 hauler. The assembly line for HTE200 and 300 have a tact time of 25 minutes and the 

assembly line for the HTE100 has a tact time of 36 minutes. This can partially be explained by 

the fact that the HTE200/300 assembly line has five stations while the HTE100 assembly line 

has only three stations. 

Only one assembly line has a three shift schedule, the other two have a two shift schedule. After 

the summer holidays they will gradually change all the lines to three shift, due to higher orders. 

During the worst period in the financial crisis, 300 assembly workers had to be let go, most of 

which are back. The assembly workers that are not back had already got a new job or chosen to 

go back to school to get a higher education. 

 

3.4.1.1. Ergonomist/Physiotherapist 

VCE Eskilstuna has one ergonomist/physiotherapist, who is at present time reviewing all the 

different work stations in the assembly. As a result of the redevelopment and the new building, 

all the different cells have to be reviewed. In the assembly department a cell includes one 

assembly line and in processing department a cell is a group of machinery. He films and observe 

the assembly workers during their different operations and he talks to them and their supervisors, 

this to obtain such a good information and observation of the operations as possible. The 

assessments he makes for every station is later on the basis for making a so called cell map. A 

cell map is a map where you can find where the different cells are located and what color they 

have. The ergonomist works according to the Volvo STD standard which is built on the EN614 

standard with the different zones in green, yellow and red. The Volvo STD standard sets higher 

demands and the demands are more specific than the demands from the Swedish Work 

Environment Authority. In addition to the paint shop and the annealing workshop there are 5-10 

stations per cell and there are 31 cells to review. He also reviews office workplaces at different 
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departments. The processing department takes a little longer to review than the others due to all 

the calculations that have to be made.  

The problem areas where the assembly workers experience the most problems with are the neck, 

arms, hands and back. In many cases it can be concerning heavy lifting at 10-25kg below knee 

height. Even though there is lifting aids available, everyone does not use them, they think they 

are too slow, i.e. it takes to long time to use them. He mentions that the only station that is 

assessed as green is the setting station, i.e. the station where they set the tray with all the critical 

components that will follow the axle along the assembly line. All the assembly lines, except the 

2 ton axle line, has got parquet flooring to help ease the problems the assembly workers have 

with their feet and back. If the assembly worker has a job where he or she stands still a great 

deal, they usually ask for a rubber mat to have on top of the parquet floor to ease the feet and 

back even more. Feet are often a problem and they actively work with it to find solutions. They 

have special shoes with special insoles and, they also work very active with an orthopedic clinic 

that can cast special made insoles for the assembly worker who is not helped by the ordinary 

special insoles. 

 

3.4.1.2. Summary interviews  

During the visit to VCE Eskilstuna eleven assembly workers were interviewed, all of which were 

male. All the interviews were conducted during the ordinary assembly work on the assembly line 

or pre-assembly. For more detailed information regarding the answers from the assembly 

workers, see Appendix N. 

The age range of the interviewed assembly workers span from 32-62, with an average age of 

45.45. Only two of the eleven assembly workers are under the age of 40 and, they have an age of 

32 and 36.  

The duration of employments have a range from seven years up to over 45 years, see Figure 44. 

One assembly worker who has been employed for 18 years mentions that he was only supposed 

to stay at VCE one year, but somehow he is still there. An assembly worker was earlier a 

bartender and another used to be a CNC-programming teacher. The assembly worker who has 

worked for VCE for 40 years spent his first 20 years at VCE being an assembly worker on 

tractors and working in the paint shop. Most of the interviewed assembly workers find the work 

situation fairly good or good. One assembly worker thinks it is tough and one wants the station 

assembly back. Five out of eleven mention that they find the work heavy due to its monotonous 

character and the rotation seems to differ a great deal. Some assembly workers mention that they 

rotate after every day, i.e. they work one station per day. Others mention they rotate on a weekly 

basis, i.e. they work at the same station for one week before rotating. One assembly worker 

mention that if it is hot outside it is also hot inside, so during summer it can be really tough to 

work, especially if it is a hot summer. 
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Figure 44. Distribution of years employed as an assembly worker. 

The majority of the assembly workers do not find the tact time to be too high. However, 45% or 

five out of eleven assembly workers find the tact time to be too high, see Figure 45. One of the 

assembly workers mention that if the supplier is late with parts there is not much to do, but then 

when the parts come you have to work fast to catch up for lost time, then it gets stressful. 

 

Figure 45. Opinions on the tact time of the assembly line and overall pace. 

Seven out of eleven of the interviewed assembly workers think that there is heavy lifting 

involved in their work, see Figure 46. Two out of eleven assembly workers say that is no time to 

use the lifting aids, because they take too long time to use, while others use the lifting aids for 

every heavy lift they need to do.  
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Figure 46. The assembly workers opinion on if the job involves heavy lifting. 

Out of eleven assembly workers, six say that they do not have awkward body postures, see Figure 

47. However, two of them say that some stations require difficult angles or positions or the wrist 

or arm. The five assembly workers who think there are awkward body positions mention for 

example a station where you need to work with your arm high up for lifting and such, some 

stations at the transmission line and one station which requires you to hold from both underneath 

as well as from above.  

 

Figure 47. The percentage of the assembly workers who experience awkward body postures while 

working. 

Out of the eleven assembly workers, seven say that they experience problems. Two out of eleven 

say that they have more than one problem area, see Figure 48, and five say they have one problem 

area.  
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Figure 48. The percentage of the assembly workers who experience problem areas. 

Different problem areas that assembly workers at VCE Eskilstuna experience can be seen in 

Figure 49 below. The largest post is the shoulder area, followed by the back area. One assembly 

worker who has problems with his shoulders and neck think his problems might be solved by 

more rotation and/or height adjustable tables. Another assembly worker who has a shoulder that 

is worn out argues that it originates from working with manual torque nutrunners. One assembly 

worker has a repetitive strain injury from the concrete floor and, another has problems with his 

elbows and if the heavy lifting and the manual torque nutrunners are avoided it would be better 

for him. In addition to this he might be able to work until his retirement. 

 

Figure 49. The different problem areas that the assembly workers have. 

Regarding the tools they all seem to have a good grip and form and they are easy to use and to 

move around, with exceptions for those tools mounted on torque arm which are a bit more 

difficult to move around. However, they give good feedback. One assembly worker also 

mentions that the LTP he uses is a bit awkward to use. However, it is not so frequently used. 

Another assembly worker mentions that pneumatic pistol nutrunner with a reaction bar are 

awkward and difficult to use. The pneumatic tools are calibrated once a week. Out of all the 

different tools the assembly workers use 82% are electric nutrunners and 18% are pneumatic 

nutrunners, see Figure 50. For more detailed information see Appendix N. Most frequently used 

are the electric angle nutrunners. Nine out of the eleven assembly workers who were interviewed 

says they use them.  
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Figure 50. Shows what kind of tools the assembly workers use. 

An assembly worker states that earlier they had some problems with cords on the floor. Now 

they have hung them up and there is not that many left on the floor to trip over. Also they have a 

tendency to tangle if the cords lie on the floor and you move the tools around. Some of the 

assembly workers experience that the tools jerk, some at 310Nm, 80Nm and others at 50Nm. An 

assembly worker who states that two of his tools jerk, say it may be due to the short shafts they 

have.  

As can be seen in Figure 51, four out of eleven assembly workers want the lights on the electric 

angle nutrunner to be bigger. Four out of eleven also say that they look at the station box for 

confirmation instead of the lights on the handle. An assembly worker mentions that older 

assembly workers look at the lights on the handle of the tool while newer assembly workers look 

on the station box for confirmation on the torque. Figure 51 also shows that there is one assembly 

worker who does not use the electric angle nutrunner.  

 

Figure 51. Assembly workers thoughts on bigger lights on the electric angle nutrunner. 

A general thought from an assembly worker is that he wants the station assembly back. He 

believes that that type of assembly was better for his body and health. Overall, several people say 

that the work feels more stressful now with the assembly line than before. Another assembly 

worker mention that he wants new pressing tools because the one he have are starting to get old 

and tough to operate. A third assembly worker mention, that the assembly workers on the 

assembly line for the 2.185 ton axle work the hardest at VCE. The work with a heavy axle as that 

is grueling. Another assembly worker mentions that he wants bigger tables at the pre-assembly 
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stations. One assembly worker wants the station boxes to be located lower so it is easier to see 

them and he also would like the text to be bigger. In addition he mentions that if the heavy lifting 

and the heavy body work are avoided, if there are good lifting aids available and if the tact time 

of the assembly line is slowed down, he might be able to work until his retirement.  

When asked about the future and what they will be doing in five years time five of them 

answered that they will probably still be at VCE. One assembly worker says that it is very 

difficult to say, if he changes work he will not go to another industrial work but change his 

career completely. He also say that if he wins the lottery he will definitely not stay, one of the 

assembly workers who said that he will probably still be at VCE also mention that if he wins the 

lottery he will not stay. Two of the assembly worker will be retired in five years time and two 

others are hoping for another work, though one of them never applies for any new work. One of 

them flat out, does not know what he will be doing in five years.  

 

3.4.1.3. Observations 

There is good lighting in the facilities and good space. The investment of over 1 billion Swedish 

kronor is well spent, nice and fresh facilities. 

 

3.4.1.4. Conclusions interviews & observations 

As mentioned under observation the lighting is good and the space. The majority of the assembly 

workers find their work situation to be fairly good or good despite it being very stressful at 

times. The rotation differs among the different assembly lines and stations some rotate every day 

and some stay at the same station for a week. Almost half of the interviewed assembly workers 

find their work to be heavy due to its monotonous character. They also mention that the facility 

get very warm if it is warm outside and cold if it is cold. Five also mention that they find the tact 

time to be too high.  

The majority say that there is heavy lifting involved in their work and two of them say that there 

is no time to use the lifting aids available, even though others use them for every lift they have to 

do. Six do not experience that awkward body postures occur while working. However seven do 

experience problem areas. The biggest problem area is the shoulders followed by the back. There 

is one assembly worker who will have great difficulty working until his retirement, despite him 

wanting to do so, due to his problems. 

The most commonly used tool is the electric angle nutrunner, followed by the electric spindle 

nutrunner (multiples). Some mention that pneumatic pistol nutrunners are awkward and difficult 

to use and also one LTP that is not used so frequently. There are some problems with tools that 

jerk too much, electric nutrunners, which might be due to a too short shaft. Four out of the nine 

that use the electric angle nutrunner wants the light on the handle to be bigger. A few mentions 

that they would like to have the focus box lower down so it will be easier to see the box and the 

text on it.  

 

3.4.1.5. Suggestions of improvement 

Several of the assembly workers have problems and that might be helped if the rotation gets 

better. Instead of rotating every day or every week they could try to rotate after one hour or even 

after half a day to start with. That would make the work less monotonous at times too.  

There are already wooden floor on three of the assembly lines, by integrating that into the other 

lines as well it would be better for the assembly workers with a better spring back effect than 

what the concrete floor gives them.  
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Regarding the tools the salesmen from Atlas Copco Tools and the responsible person or persons 

at VCE Eskilstuna should if possible take their time to go through the tools the assembly workers 

experience problems with. There might be a better suited tool for some operations than the one 

they currently have. There might also be some accessories that can help ease the jerk from some 

of the tools. If possible VCE could lower some of the focus boxes so the assembly workers 

easier can see them and read the text in the display.  

 

3.5. Atlas Copco Rock Drill AB, Örebro, Sweden 

Atlas Copco Rock Drill in Örebro manufactures drilling rigs, drilling units, haulers and loaders 

for mining, tunneling and construction. They manufacture three different drilling rigs, Boomer, 

Boltic and Simba. Simba is a drilling rig solely used for mining, the Boltic model reinforces the 

walls as it drills and Boomer is used at tunneling, construction and in mining. The drilling rigs 

come in various size and variations. The haulers and loaders are manufactured in several 

different types and sizes.  

 

3.5.1. Final assembly department 

There are approximately 600 people working as assembly workers at Atlas Copco Rock Drill in 

Örebro. They manufacture between 1500-1600 machinery per year and several of them are 

currently shipped to Australia and Africa. It is mostly haulers being shipped. However, loaders 

are of course needed as well as haulers. They work on order and there are approximately four 

people that work on every station, i.e. on every drilling rig, loader or hauler. The assembly 

workers at Atlas Copco Rock Drill work very versatile due to that they work with everything on 

the drilling rig, from assembly of the different modules that make out the foundation in the rig, 

i.e. the electrical module, engine module and the drilling beam module, to the wiring of the 

power current (1000V). The tools that they use are such as (ErgoPulse) EP 8, 10, 12 and they 

have five electric nutrunners, Tensor DS that has a torque of over 3000Nm, it has a high torque 

but low gear.  

Atlas Copco Rock Drill also manufactures electrical machinery such as the ST 7 hauler, this way 

you get rid of diesel as fuel and also a lot of the noise. The model named ST 1030 is a Scooptram 

hauler which they build approximately one per day of. The biggest hauler they manufacture has a 

capacity of 60 tons and at full capacity it weighs just over 100 tons.  

Atlas Copco Rock Drill has no ongoing ergonomic work with different body postures or such. 

However, as of now they are reviewing the ST 7 model, looking into better suggestions on new 

tools.  

A public notion seems to be that the pneumatic tools are better, i.e. their handling is a bit 

rougher.  

 

3.5.1.1. Summary interviews  

Ten assembly workers were interviewed at Atlas Copco Rock Drill in Örebro. Due to the 6-8 

weeks it takes to finish a drilling rig the assembly workers on these stations had time to sit down 

and do the interviews. Some of the others on stations with smaller machinery did not have the 

time to sit down to do the interviews.  

The assembly workers have an age range of 25-58 years, with an average age of 41.3. Five out of 

the ten assembly workers were under the age of 40 and four of these were 35 years or younger, 
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only one of them were under the age of 30, see Appendix O for more information. Three female 

assembly workers were a part of the interviews.   

Years of employment differ a great deal, from three years to over 30 years, see Figure 52. Some 

of the jobs the assembly workers had before coming and working for Atlas Copco Rock Drill are 

such as being an assembly worker at VCE Hallsberg, a forklift driver, construction worker or an 

assembly worker at SJ
2
. Seven out of the ten assembly workers find the work situation to be 

good. One assembly worker thinks it is too unorganized, another one that it is fairly busy right 

now due to the fact that he is involved in the 5S
3
 and in a new model. The tenth assembly worker 

says that she had to prove herself in the beginning, that she was able to do the job, after a while 

she felt more relaxed and did not feel that she had anything to prove anymore.  

 

Figure 52. Distribution of years employed as an assembly worker. 

Two out of the ten assembly workers find the pace to be too high, see Figure 53. Even though the 

majority fins the pace to be good right now, sometimes it is stressful. A few assembly workers 

mention that it gets very stressful when suppliers do not deliver the right parts in time and when 

they finally arrive they have to work fast to make up for the time lost.  

 

Figure 53. The assembly workers opinion on how the pace of the assembly line is. 

Half of the interviewed assembly workers think that the work involves heavy lifting and haft 

does not think it involves heavy lifting. This can be seen in Figure 54. However, four out of the 

ten interviewed assembly worker think that there are good lifting aids available. One assembly 
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worker mentions that some of the tools are heavy in themselves, such as the tool they use to 

fasten the wheel on a loader.   

 

Figure 54. The assembly workers opinion on if the job involves heavy lifting. 

All of the assembly workers who were interviewed said to experience awkward body postures in 

their work. Six out of ten say they experience it daily and the four others say it occurs 

occasionally. All of them also say it concerns both body postures and awkward positions of the 

wrist or arm. One assembly worker says that there is a lot of crawling underneath the haulers, 

loaders and drilling rigs. You often have to bend your wrist or arm in awkward angles or 

positions to be able to reach some of the nuts or to install cables and such. 

Four out of ten say that they experience problems, see Figure 55. Each assembly workers who 

experience problems have only one problem area.  

 

Figure 55. How many that experience problem areas. 

The 40% of the assembly workers who experience problems have problems that are distributed 

over four different areas, see Figure 56. Their problem areas include shoulders, white finger 

syndrome, tinnitus and tennis elbow. The assembly worker, who experiences problems with 

tinnitus, does not know if this was caused by his working situation or not. However, the high 

noise level at work cannot and have not helped his condition. Tennis elbow is a problem for 

another assembly worker and he believes that it may be a strain injury.  
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Figure 56. Shows the different problem areas which the assembly workers have. 

Regarding the tools, all the interviewed assembly workers use pneumatic pistol nutrunners, see 

Figure 57. Most of them feel that they have a good grip, are easy to use and easy to move around. 

One assembly workers mentions that they have an old nutrunner which has a metal handle which 

makes it cold to hold. A few mention that the tools are a bit old and heavy and some are a bit 

awkward to use. They cannot get in to small areas with some of the tools. Some of them also 

mention that the air hoses present a problem, they get dirty and they are in the way. The bigger 

nutrunners jerk a lot and most of the tools have a very high noise level.  Several mention that the 

tool does not always deliver the right torque. The tools are calibrated once a year and one 

assembly workers thinks they should be calibrated more often than that. A couple of the 

assembly workers want to be able to see on the tool if the right torque has been delivered, as you 

can see on, for example, the electric angle nutrunner. One assembly worker says that they always 

check if the right torque has been delivered when the bolt is bigger than M16, another one say 

the same thing but over the size of M12. One male assembly workers state that he likes the older 

tools better, because they jerk more.  

 

Figure 57. The tools used by the assembly workers.  

Five of the assembly workers had some general thoughts, two of them really want to replace the 

pneumatic nutrunners with battery driven ones or with electric nutrunners. Two other assembly 

workers mention that they do not want the tools to jerk so much or to have that high noise level, 

one of them also mention that they are not reliable. The other one that also mentioned the noise 
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and jerk also mention that it would be nice if the tool could be lighter. The fifth assembly worker 

wants to get information about new tool and would really like to work with some newer tools.  

When asked about the future and what they will be doing in five years time, all of them said they 

would still be at Atlas Copco. Two of them say they are hoping for something else, but that they 

would probably still be there. Three say they may be at another department and one says she is 

going to the USA in two months but will perhaps be back in Sweden in five years.  

 

3.5.1.2. Observations 

An observation during the visit was that they very frequently have to climb up onto the drilling 

rig to be able to get to a nut or a cable etc. This is really a balancing act, they have to stand on 

their knees on a very small section, while connecting the cable or fastening the nut.  

The tools they have seem quite old. Mostly pneumatic pistol nutrunner and far from all have the 

rubber coating on the handle. There is a very high noise level at times.  

 

3.5.1.3. Conclusions interviews & observations 

The lighting at the facilities is good and the majority of the assembly workers find their work 

situation to be good. Two of the ten assembly workers find the pace of work too high. Even 

though most of them find the pace to be good they find it a bit stressful at times, such as when 

suppliers are late delivering parts and they have to work faster to catch up to the time schedule.  

Half of the assembly workers find that there is heavy lifting involved in their work. Although 

there seems to be a lot of good lifting aids available. One assembly worker mentions that some 

tools are heavy in themselves. All of the assembly workers experience awkward body postures 

and awkward positions of the wrist and arm. There is a lot of crawling underneath the machinery 

and they bend their wrist and arm to be able to reach into narrow spaces to tighten a bolt or 

install a cable etc. Four or ten experience problems and the percentage of the problem areas are 

distributed equally among the shoulders, white finger syndrome, tinnitus and tennis elbow.  

The tools they use are mostly pneumatic nutrunners with the pneumatic pistol nutrunner being 

the most common one. Some of the tools seem quite old and they do not have the rubber coating 

on the handles, so they get quite cold while using them. Other than old some say that the tools 

are heavy and awkward to use. There are also those who say that the air hoses get in the way and 

they get very dirty. The bigger nutrunner jerk a lot and most of the pneumatic nutrunner have a 

very high noise level. Several assembly workers say that the tools do not always deliver the right 

torque. The pneumatic tools are calibrated once a year. A few also mentions that they would like 

to be able to see on the tool if the torque is right.  

Two out of the ten wants to replace the pneumatic tools with battery driven or electric nutrunner. 

Other things they mention are that they want newer tools and more information about new tools. 

They want tools with a lower noise level and less jerking. All of them will still be working at 

Atlas Copco RockDrill in five years time.  

 

3.5.1.4. Suggestions of improvement 

The tools seem very old and an update would be beneficial, even though some of the assembly 

workers like the old pneumatic tools that shake and vibrate a little. Several want tools that with a 

lower noise level and that does not jerk as much as the ones they already have. Also the tools 

they have at present time do not have the rubber coating on the handle which makes the handle 

of the tool to get very cold. They do not always use the tools every day but they want better tools 
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and they should have that if possible. There might be some smaller tools that make it easier for 

the assembly worker to get into the narrow spaces and tighten a bolt.  

 

3.6. Volvo Car Corporation, Torslanda, Sweden 

Volvo Car Corporation is one of the world’s leading car manufactures. Here in Torslanda just 

outside Gothenburg Volvo manufactures the V70, XC70, S80, XC90 and the V60 models. The 

rest of the models, C30, C70, S40, S60, XC60 and V50 are manufactured in Gent, Belgium. 

However, in 2012 Volvo will move the manufacturing of the S60 from Gent to Torslanda and the 

same year there are new models coming of the S80 and the XC90. Preparation for this has 

already begun. In addition to this, China has begun to manufacture a so called limo or a town car 

version of the model S80, i.e. a longer model of the S80 compared to the original model. In 

Torslanda they also manufacture the well known Volvo police car, which is in high demand. 

This one is not manufactured in the same final assembly as the ordinary civilian cars. They have 

their own assembly department.  

 

3.6.1. Final assembly department 

At the final assembly there are approximately 5-600 employees, per shift, working within the 

production. This year, both before and after the summer holidays, Volvo will hire 2-300 people 

to be able to keep up with the orders that are coming in. As of now they manufacture 55 cars per 

hour in the Torslanda factory which translates into 3300 cars per week. During the upcoming 

autumn that number will increase up to 57 cars or more per hour. The absolute top 

manufacturing speed is 72 cars per hour and most of the time VCC are located around 90% of 

absolute top speed. It is the so called marriage point, the marriage between the engine, rear axle 

and chassis that is the bottle neck and have the top speed of 72 cars per hour. There are two 

bolting tables in the marriage point, one for the front bolting, see Figure 58, and one for the rear 

bolting. At the final assembly department they work two shifts, at the sheet metal department 

they work three shifts and the paint shop, which is located between the other two, works 

something in between two and three shifts. Which means that when needed they may work into 

some late Friday nights or come in on Sunday night to start the ovens for the upcoming week.  

 

Figure 58. A) The Bolting Station inside the marriage point, here the Bolting Front Table. B) The Bolting 

Front Table in action. 

The final assembly department will cross over to a more rotating schedule during the upcoming 

autumn, when you go on a breakfast break now, the assembly line stops. The more rotating 

schedule means that the assembly line will not stop during the breakfast break, the assembly 

workers will be replaced during their break. The drawback of this method is that the last one to 
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go on his or her breakfast break will get it very close to their lunch break, maybe as close as 20 

minutes before.  

The side loops (the side assembly lines), such as the engine loop and the rear axle loop, has to 

work faster than the tact time of the ordinary assembly line. They deliver the engines to the 

assembly line and have to have a couple of engines to spare if the loop stops. If the loop stops 

they have a few engines to get the loop going again, this way the big assembly line does not stop 

when a minor problem occurs on the engine loop.  

There are approximately 800 active pneumatic tools at the final assembly and approximately 450 

active electric tools. They use a lot of LTV with a torque range of 3-50Nm, however if the torque 

is over 50Nm they only use electrical tools with either a torque arm or a reaction bar. All the 

critical joints are assembled with electrical tools to ensure safety. With the electrical tool there is 

a traceability that ensures safety and makes it easier to keep track of the different joints and if 

they are done the right way. There are approximately 80-85 critical joints in one car, several 

concerning collision safety, which translates into 8-10% of all the different joints in the car. 

Some of the assembly workers feel that the angle nutrunner gets a bit too warm. There is also a 

risk of the glove getting caught so they have had to put a cover on the tools. They also have some 

battery driven tools with Bluetooth and they are mostly used in the very end of the final 

assembly line when they cannot use tools with cords or hoses that might scratch the car.  

The assembly workers have a rotation of around one hour per station. They work with a lot of 

awkward or difficult angles of the arm, awkward body postures, squatting, working upwards 

with their arms etc. If you are working a tougher station you can apply for dispensation and 

change station every 30 minutes. However, if there a lot of new or leased assembly workers this 

might not work as it should. New and leased assembly worker does not know that many stations 

so this makes it harder to rotate. A handful of assembly workers stay until their retirement. There 

used to be a better chance to be able to switch to logistics as you got older, today that chance 

barely exists.  

In the beginning of every new section on the main final assembly line there is a camera. This 

camera reads a so called chessboard on the top of the car, this chessboard contains the 

information about the car and what parts that specific car should have, from what kind of model 

the car is, what engine and other options it has etc. The chessboard can be seen in Figure 59 

below. 

 

Figure 59. The chessboard on top of the car which is read by a camera in the beginning of every new 

section of the main assembly line. 
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3.6.1.1. Interview with two calibrators 

Sture mentions that the bigger pneumatic tools are now being replaced by electric ones. He also 

mentions that when the pneumatic tools have a thin hose they are experienced as more jerky or 

shaky, so they have been trying to put a thicker hose onto the pneumatic tools. He goes on by 

saying that it seems like assembly workers react to smaller and smaller tools, he thinks it may be 

due to that people are not used to do mechanical work.  

He finds mounting the reaction bar on a pneumatic tool a bit difficult. Their own reaction bars 

are mounted with clamps, which will break the tool. He would like there to be a clearly marked 

zone where you can safely mount the reaction bar with clamps without damaging the tool. The 

older pneumatic pistol tools which have no rubber coating on the handles can get very cold while 

using them, so the rubber coating is very good and important. However, the plastic tools are not 

that good. The plastic is of a bad quality and they break easily if dropped. It would be very nice 

with a new type of plastic that is strong, does not look so plastic and cheap and which does not 

break as easy.  

During the financial crisis he had a hard time ordering new tools. They had to work with the ones 

they already had and try to repair them as good as they could. Sockets were so worn out so that 

they slip of the bolt, damaging the bolt and making it unusable, in addition the tightening is not 

ok so they have to take a new bolt and try to redo the tightening with the same worn out socket. 

Regarding the air hoses he mentions that swivels make it easier, but Atlas Copco Tools swivels 

is not so good or flexible in his opinion, see Figure 60. Swivels are a multi-directional connector 

between the air hose and the tool itself, which will make the air hose stay in the ideal position 

while using the tool.
4
 

  

Figure 60. Swivels. 

The calibrator has been working as a calibrator for four years, before that he worked as an 

assembly worker. He thinks that it is much freer to work as a calibrator; it was much more 

stressful as an assembly worker he says. He mentions that the noise level on the pneumatic tools 

is a bit too high, the older ones get very dirty with the oil and they get very jerky when the oil 

disappears. He also thinks the air hose very quite awkward.  

 

3.6.1.2. Summary interviews  

During the second visit to the Volvo Car Corporation in Torslanda, twelve assembly workers 

were interviewed. Due to their short tact time the assembly workers were replaced at their 

stations to attend the interview in their respective break room. For more detailed information 

regarding the interviews, see Appendix P.  

                                                 
4
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The twelve interviewed assembly workers have an age ranging from 28 to 59, with an average 

age of 40.5. Half of them are under the age of 40 but only two are under the age of 30. Out of 

these twelve assembly workers four were female. 

The duration of employment range from eight years up to 27 years, see Figure 61. Half of the 

twelve interviewed have been employed at Volvo Car Corporation between 6-10 years. Three of 

the assembly workers have worked in restaurants before, one as a chef. Other jobs that the 

interviewed assembly workers have had are such as a forklift driver at Pripps
5
, a security guard, 

one work in health care and two were teachers, one teacher and one that was studying to be a 

teacher. Almost every assembly worker that was interviewed thinks that there is a good work 

situation. Some of them mention that it is a bit stressful and monotonous character for the work 

at hand. A few assembly workers mention that it is tough and noisy but that they still like their 

job. One assembly worker says that you make your own work situation, if you are a pessimist 

you do not belong here.  

 

Figure 61. The distribution of years as an assembly worker. 

The majority of the assembly workers find the pace to be high and 33% find it to be too high, see 

Figure 62. Some of the assembly workers, who think that the pace is too high, mention it as very 

stressful. One of them says that if you have a lot of the so called “wrong” car model it gets very 

stressful. With the wrong car model he means cars that have a lot of options on them, i.e. a lot of 

extra parts to assemble.   

 

Figure 62. How the assembly workers feel about the tact time of the assembly line and overall pace. 

                                                 
5
 Pripps a former brewery company in Sweden, now integrated into the Danish Carlsberg Group 
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Only two of the interviewed assembly workers find that there is heavy lifting involved in their 

work, see Figure 63. A few of them thinks it is heavy more due to the monotonous character of 

the work. Some of the assembly workers mention that they have height adjustable tables and 

lifting aids which makes the lifting easier.  

 

Figure 63. The assembly workers opinion on heavy lifting involved in the job. 

Out of twelve assembly workers, ten feel that there are awkward body postures involved while 

working, see Figure 64. Several of the assembly workers mention that there is a lot of bending 

over at some stations. This might be due to a bolt that should be fastened from underneath or that 

there are shorter persons who set the standard and then tall assembly workers have to bend. 

Several also mention that there is a lot of working with the arm upwards over his or her 

shoulders at some stations. An assembly worker mentions that there is a lot of working above 

shoulder height in the marriage point. However, they have time to take a short pause in-between 

the cars. Another situation is when the cargo net is being mounted in the V60 model. It is too 

narrow to get a torque arm into the cars so the assembly workers have to work with their arm 

upwards. Some of them also mention that there are a few stations where there are difficult 

positions or angles of the wrist or arm needed, such as when working on the engine loop there is 

some narrow and tight spaces on the engine itself where they need to get in and fasten a bolt or 

screw. In addition one assembly worker mention that the manual torque wrenches is really tough 

to use when the nutrunners does not work as they should.   

 

Figure 64. A majority of the assembly workers experience awkward body postures while working. 
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Seven out of the twelve that were interviewed, say they experience problems. Three of these 

seven experience more than one problem area, see Figure 65. Five of them or 42% say that they 

do not have any problem areas at all. The different problem areas can be seen in Figure 66. 

 

Figure 65. Shows the percentage of the assembly workers who have problem areas. 

The problem area that most assembly workers have problems with is the shoulders, see Figure 66. 

Out of the five assembly workers who experience problems with their shoulders four are female. 

The only male assembly workers who mentions a problem with his shoulder has also five other 

problem areas. He has worked as an assembly workers for 14 years and other than his shoulder 

he also have problems with his wrists, elbows, neck, back and feet. He mentions that he thinks 

that a warm-up session before each shift might help. After the shoulders the neck and the elbows 

are the major problem areas.  

 

Figure 66. Problem areas that the assembly workers experience. 
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Most of the tools have a good grip and form and they are easy to use and fairly easy to move 

around. When operating in cramped spaces they might not be so easy to use or to maneuver. 

Tools that are mounted on balancers are easier to move around than those on torque arms. A few 

of the assembly workers mention that the air hoses for the pneumatic tools easily gets tangled up 

with other air hoses if there are nearby. The electric tools do not have this problem due to that 
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the cords for the electric tools hangs from the ceiling suspended in balancers, thus the entire 

electric tools is suspended and the cord is suspended in strings. A suggestion form one of the 

assembly workers was a hose-reel. Several assembly workers mention that they think that some 

tools jerk, from small pneumatic pistol nutrunners to bigger ones such as electric and pneumatic 

angle nutrunners. Mostly it seems to be nutrunners with a high torque, such like over 100Nm. 

One assembly worker for instance, who uses an electric nutrunner with a torque of 240Nm, 

mentions that it jerks a great deal. A few assembly workers also mention that the angle of the 

wrist or arm is very difficult when they use a pneumatic pistol nutrunner and that they would 

rather have an angle nutrunner. In addition to this several also mention that they would rather 

have electric nutrunners than pneumatic ones. Reasons for this is such as you get better feedback 

from the electric ones such as the lights on the handle, the cord does not get in the way as much 

as the hose and the traceability, be able to trace what torque has been used where and when etc. 

A few also mention that some tools are a bit too heavy or that a really huge electric nutrunner in 

the marriage point has a too small button in relations to the size of the rest of the tool.  

 

Figure 67. The types of tools that the assembly workers use. 
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Figure 68. The assembly workers view on the lights on the electric nutrunner. 

A number of those who look at the lights on the handle while working also looks at the screens 

they have at every station. The screens show what bolts and torques that have to be performed at 

that specific station. They also show if every bolt after being fasten is ok, the bolt in question 

lights up in green if the torque is ok and red if it is the wrong torque or if the fastening is not as it 

should be. When working you might get a couple of meter away from the screen and then it is 

hard to see what it says, as can be seen in Figure 69. They would like to be able to change the font 

size of the text so it will be easier to see from one or a couple of meter away. At some station 

there also might be a beeping sound if the torque is not as it should be and at some stations the 

assembly line will stop is there is one faulty fastening. 

 

Figure 69. The screen the assembly workers want larger text font on, at the assembly line. 
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workers has a lot of thoughts on his mind, he wants a six hour workday, relative pension age and 

better employee policies. He feels that there are a lot of expectations on the employees but you 

do not get anything in return. He also mentions that there was a time when it was easier to get a 

job where the physical demands were not that high and where you could go when you had 

problems or got older. Now everything like that is outsourced to other companies. In addition to 

this there are mentioned that some want better lifting aids due to that the ones they have now get 

stuck and are hard to use, they want torque arms that are easier to use and maneuver, lighter tools 

and that one assembly workers wants to get more influence on the construction of certain parts. 

One assembly worker thinks that he finds the pace to high due to his age and another mentions 

that the lower the pace, the better the quality.  

When talking about the future four out of the six assembly workers, who have been employed for 

less than ten years, say they want to be working with something else in five years. They might 

still be at Volvo but they want to get an education provided by Volvo or working with something 

different one wants to become a manufacture engineer. In addition to these four assembly 

workers there are two more that has been employed longer that also want to do something else in 

five years time and one of them also wants to become a manufacture engineer. One out of twelve 

will be retired in five years and one wants to be assembling police cars at a different department.  

Besides the assembly worker that is going to retire, there is only one that says that he does not 

want to still be at Volvo in five years time.  

 

3.6.1.3. Observations 

There is good lighting throughout the facility. At the first visit some awkward arm positions 

were noticed. The arm twisted behind the assembly worker trying to do a tightening of a bolt.  

There is a quite a high noise level throughout the facility, although some parts of the facility is 

much quieter than others. They have offices high up which works as insulation and some parts 

also have insulation in the ceiling which helps a lot too.  

 

3.6.1.4. Conclusions interviews & observations 

Throughout the facility the lighting is good and the majority of the assembly workers find their 

work situation to be good. Despite that it may get a little stressful and monotonous at times and 

that it can be noisy and tough they still like their job. All but one find the pace of work to be high 

or too high, and it is extra stressful when they get cars with a lot of options on it.  

Two assembly workers find that there is heavy lifting involved in their work. Some have height 

adjustable tables. Others have lifting aids to help them with the heavy lifting. A few mention that 

they find the job a bit heavy due to its monotonous character. Ten of the twelve assembly 

workers experience awkward body postures while working. Several of them mention that there is 

a lot of working upwards with arms at some stations, such as at the station where you mount the 

cargo net in the V60 model. It is too narrow to be able to fit a torque arm into the car so they 

have to do it manually. Several mention that there are also a lot of awkward positions of the wrist 

and arm. The majority of the assembly workers experience problems. The biggest problem area 

is the shoulders followed by the neck and elbows.  

The most common tool at the Final Assembly Department at VCC is the pneumatic pistol 

nutrunner followed by the electric angle nutrunner. The assembly workers mention that the air 

hoses for the pneumatic tools poses a problem at many work stations. The electrical cables do 

not pose the same problem due to the fact that they are suspended in string and the tools in 

balancers. The air hoses can get tangled up in each other and one assembly worker thinks that if 

there is more space between the stations that will not be an issue. Others mention that the 
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pneumatic nutrunner can be replaced by wireless battery driven ones. A few of the assembly 

workers mention some awkward position of the wrist and arm while using pneumatic pistol 

nutrunners, they would rather have angle nutrunners to work with. Several of the assembly 

workers also say that they would rather work with the electric nutrunners than pneumatic ones, 

much due to the traceability and they feel that the electric nutrunner gives a better feedback. In 

addition they mention that some tools are a little too heavy and some have such a small button 

compared to the size of the tool. Regarding those of the assembly workers who use the electric 

angle nutrunner, five want the lights on the handle to be bigger. If they were bigger it would be 

easier to see them while working. One assembly workers asked if there was a possibility that the 

light could go all around the handle. Other assembly workers who look at the screen would like 

the font size of the text to be bigger so it would be easier to see and read it from a distance of one 

or two meters.  

Other things that the assembly workers mention is that one assembly worker wants more 

information about how to actually use the tools. Another one wants better lifting aids, the ones 

they have at present time are very hard to use. Someone wants a new torque arm that are easier 

to maneuver and another assembly workers mentions that he wants lighter tools. One assembly 

worker also mentions that back in the days it was easier to get a job as you got older that did not 

involve that high physical demands, but that possibility does not exist anymore. Ten out of the 

twelve will still be working at Volvo Car Corporation in five years.  

 

3.6.1.5. Suggestions of improvement 

If possible, it would be good with more insulation so that the noise level would go down. There 

might be a way of hanging panels of insulation from the ceiling and thereby lowering the noise 

level. 

The air hoses poses a problem, one way of solving it may be to have hose reels like one of the 

assembly worker mentioned. Another is if the air hoses and the pneumatic tools could be 

suspended from strings and balancers such as the electric tools, then the air hoses would not get 

in the way or get tangled up in each other. The last way is to maybe replace the pneumatic tools; 

however, there are a lot of pneumatic tools at VCC and the tools themselves are very good tools. 

The easiest way would be if they could be suspended such as the electric tools. Nevertheless it 

would probably be good if the salesmen and the responsible persons or persons at VCC could go 

over the tools the assembly workers have a problem with and see if there is another tool that 

would be more suitable. Such as the pneumatic pistol nutrunners were the assembly workers find 

that it requires such awkward positions of the wrist and arm.  

A few mentions that they want better lifting aids, and that would be good if they could get that. 

One assembly worker who has a problem with his shoulders, wrists, elbows, neck, back and feet, 

mention that a warm-up before each shift would probably help him. It would be good if the 

whole shift together had a warm-up before their shift, then everyone would be warmed up and 

less prone to injure themselves. If this is not possible VCC might be able to provide a room 

where those who want and need to warm-up can do so, before their shift start. The warm-up 

would be a shared responsibility among the assembly workers and the role as leader of the 

warm-up can rotate from day to day or week to week.  

 

3.7. Visit to Deutz AG, Cologne, Germany 

Deutz AG manufactures engines, and the company has a long history that starts over 140 years 

ago in 1864, when the company was founded. They have about 5 500 employees around the 

world in 130 different countries. [11] The main development and also the main production are in 
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Cologne. During the visit to Deutz interviews were not allowed and photos were not allowed 

either.  

 

3.7.1. Engine department 

At the engine department in Cologne they manufacture engines mainly for trucks and tractors. 

They have three different assembly lines, two in the main hall and one in a smaller one, here they 

manufacture seven different engines with approximately 4 500 different variations. The engines 

come in seven different colors and currently they manufacture 150 – 200 000 engines per year. 

At present time they are launching a new engine that is the reason behind the no photos policy. 

They use a so called shopping list of each engine and a type of cart with all the different parts 

that the specific engine needs. This cart follows the engine through the assembly line. This 

minimizes the human error in assembling the wrong parts to an engine, which was a known to 

happen before the introduction of this system.  

In 2009 they had a big loss with the arrival of the financial crisis, resulting in that they had a lot 

of employees that had to do short time work, i.e. they worked approximately two days per week. 

In 2010 they had no earnings at all but now in 2011 they are earning good money and are back 

on track. They opened a factory in China, this enables them to be closer to their customers and 

they mention that if you want to make business in China, you have to spend money in China.  

Out of all the employees working at the factory, 70% are hired by Deutz and 30% are hired by 

different consulting companies. The average age of the employees in the Deutz Cologne factory 

is approximately 45 years of age. They seem to be changing work stations every day or every 

other shift, although the foreman did not seem to understand the question in any of the several 

different ways it was asked, so they may not change stations at all.  

There are approximately 600 hand operated tools in the factory and all the tools used are 

suspended in balancers. However, the cable poses a problem, it often gets in the way and broken 

cables are nothing unordinary. They find the battery driven tools to be clumsy due to that the 

battery is so big and you have to charge it quite often, and Bluetooth is not allowed everywhere. 

They calculate approximately 10 000 cycles for a battery driven tool. All the tools are calibrated 

once a year. They experiences a problem with the ST nutrunner, older workers cannot see what 

is shown on the display.  

As of now they manufacture 21 engines per hour, the bottle neck is a station where they have to 

turn the engines by hand and this station can only turn 24 engines per hour. However, there are 

always 65 engines on the line at all times. The high storage can fit approximately 180 engines. 

The engines are painted by robots and then manually improved if the robots have missed 

anything. When the engines are complete they are tested, the test takes approximately 10-15 

minutes.  

Atlas Copco has a service contract with Deutz, although they like to do the hardware service 

themselves but the electrical services are sent out to Atlas Copco. Atlas Copco makes a lot of 

sales due to the huge amount of accessories that are available for the tools but also the 

installations.  

All the different variation of the engines that Deutz have, can pose as a problem with new 

installations; you cannot test all the different variations. If the robot at station A07 shuts down, 

everyone can go home. Deutz does not have a backup for that specific robot and so the entire 

production will stop until the robot is fixed. The foreman says that they would like to have height 

adjustable carriers; this would make the work easier. The height adjustable carrier would come in 

handy due to the fact that there is a high average age at Deutz. There is also a dramatic increase 

in the average age at some other companies as well, such as VW, BMW in Munich & Daimler in 
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Kölleda. The foreman also mentions that they would like to get Toolsnet, this to make 

maintenance better and easier, however, this is very expensive. He also mentions that the boxes 

at the stations are a problem, the boxes from Bosch works for both old and new tools, but not the 

ones they have form Atlas Copco Tools.   

  

3.7.1.1. Observations 

The conveyor belt they use for transporting the engines around the assembly line looks very old 

and seems to be quite awkward and clumsy. The assembly workers need to manually flip or turn 

the engines located on the conveyor belt to be able to reach the various sides of the engine.  

The lighting in the facilities is quite dark, except for in the newer part where they are in the 

progress of building a new assembly line. The lighting there is very good and the facilities 

themselves are much brighter than in the older part of the facility.  

They had a relatively new system of programmed unmanned trains that fetch the parts at the inlet 

and then deliver them to the right station. They seem to work well, although they move slower 

than manned forklifts or trains. They position themselves by reading sensors that are put up 

throughout the facilities; they seem to be very accurate. They also break when they sense a 

person nearby.  

 

3.7.1.2. Conclusions visit & observations 

The lighting in the older part of the factory is not that good. There is an average age of 

approximately 45 years of age. They have approximately 600 hand operated tools in the factory. 

They have some problem with the electric cables; it is not unusual that the cables break, they get 

in the way for the assembly workers quite often. The battery nutrunners they find a bit clumsy 

due to the big battery. They do experience a problem with a ST nutrunner. The display is too 

small for the older assembly workers. They cannot see what is on the display.  

The engine conveyor belt seems to be quite old and inconvenient, the assembly workers have to 

flip or turn the engines by hand at one station with the help of a lifting aid. They do want a new 

system consisting of height adjustable carriers that transports the engine through the assembly 

line. The transport system consists of programmed unmanned train that transports the part to the 

right station along the assembly line. There are sensors in the facilities enables the train to locate 

themselves. Another thing that they would like to have is the Toolsnet. This would improve the 

maintenance and make the maintenance easier to perform.  However, as the foreman mentions it 

is very expensive. 

 

3.7.1.3. Suggestions of improvement 

The lighting in the older part of the facility would need some improvement. It is not very good as 

it is right now. The conveyor belt needs an updating. The best would be to update it to the system 

they are thinking of at the time: the height adjustable carrier. They want height adjustable 

carriers to go along the assembly line. This system would make things so much easier for the 

assembly worker. If they got the new system they would not have to flip or turn the engines 

manually with a lifting aid. In contrast to the old fashioned conveyor belt there is the very 

modern transporting system with the programmed train that transport the parts to the different 

stations along the assembly line. Improving the lighting and updating the conveyor belt would 

bring that world closer to the world of the unmanned trains.  
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4. Summary & comparison between the different visits 

A total of 75 assembly workers have been interviewed during the different company visits. The 

total average age of the assembly workers is 45.1 years. In total there are 16 female assembly 

workers out of the 75 that were interviewed. Although being an apparent male dominated field 

some departments or companies have experienced a raise in female assembly workers the last 

couple of years.  

The total span of employment ranges from six months to 45 years. The majority of all the 

assembly workers have been employed as an assembly worker for 15 years or less. Out of the 75 

assembly workers, eleven have been employed for over 30 years.  The majority of the assembly 

workers find their work situation to be good, even though some of them mention that they find it 

a bit stressful at times. One assembly worker finds the work situation to be unorganized and 20 

find it stressful or very stressful. There are many different jobs that the assembly workers had 

before becoming an assembly worker, some of them are such as working within construction, 

painter, or teacher, working in a restaurant, forklift driver or working within healthcare.  

Regarding the pace of work at the different departments and companies, the majority finds the 

pace of work to be high or too high, four also find the pace to be uneven due to different reasons. 

Such a reason can be different types of products, more options on the product or if the supplier is 

late with delivering the parts which are to be assembled.  

The opinions on if there is heavy lifting involved in their job is quite even at the majority of the 

departments or companies. At all the departments except one the opinion varies between 40-60% 

regarding if there is heavy lifting involved in the job respectively not involved. There is only one 

department where the difference is bigger than that. In that department 17% do find heavy lifting 

involved in their job. However, 83% do not think that it is involved in their work. In total there is 

a slight majority for the assembly workers who do not think that heavy lifting is involved in their 

work.  

Awkward body postures are something that the majority at all but one department or company 

experience very frequently. The department or company where the majority did not think there 

were awkward body postures had almost a fifty-fifty distribution. Two thirds of all the assembly 

workers that have been interviewed also find that there are awkward positions of the wrist and/or 

arm while working.  

Forty-six assembly workers experience problems and 17 of them experience more than one 

problem area. All of the different problem they experience can be seen in Figure 70. The biggest 

problem area that the assembly workers have is the shoulders, 19 assembly workers experience 

problems with their shoulders. This is closely followed by the back, which 14 assembly workers 

experience problems with. The shoulders are among the biggest problems at six of the seven 

departments or companies where assembly workers have been interviewed, the back being a big 

issue at four out of seven departments.  
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Figure 70. The distribution of the problem areas the interviewed assembly workers experience. 

Pneumatic pistol nutrunner is the most common tool, followed by the electric angle nutrunner. 

Two of the departments or companies use more electric tools than pneumatic ones. A third one 

uses the same percentage of pneumatic nutrunners as electric nutrunner, according to the 

interviews. One of the two that uses mostly electric nutrunner manufactures engines, which 

might explain the electric nutrunners. They need the precision and traceability of the electric 

nutrunners. The other of the two made an investment of over one billion Swedish kronor and 

invested in new electric tools, among other things. The two major users of pneumatic nutrunners, 

who use 81% and 83% pneumatic nutrunners, have a slightly older tool parks.  

 

Figure 71. The total distribution of the tools used by the interviewed assembly workers.  

Among the three main companies that use the electric nutrunners 14 out of 34 assembly workers 

would like the lights on the handle of the electric angle nutrunner to be a little bigger. Five were 

not asked about the lights because of the fact that that question came about after the first visit 

and five did not give an answer. Three say they do not need the lights to be bigger, four say that 

they look at the focus box and five say that they look at the screen.  
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Lighter tools, is the general thought that is most common among the assembly workers. Six 

mention that they want lighter tools when asked if they had some general thoughts about the 

assembly line or the work situation. Five want the assembly line to have a longer tact time and 

new tools; in addition four want more and better lifting aids. More rotation and more information 

about and how to use the tools as well as better connections between the air hose and the tool 

itself are mentioned by three assembly workers. Other things on the list are such things as height 

adjustable tables, more space between the stations on the assembly line and a wider assembly 

belt.  

Looking in to the future, fifty of the 75 interviewed assembly workers still wants to be working 

at the same company in five years time. Five of the 75 assembly workers were not asked this 

question due to the fact that the question arose after the first visit was performed.  Out of these 

fifty assembly workers who still want to be working at the same company, 14 want to pursue 

something else within the company. They mention that they may want to get an education or just 

working in a different department. So even though the majority finds the work to be very 

stressful and the pace too high and the job to involve awkward body postures, they still want to 

stay and work at the company the next upcoming years. In five years time eleven assembly 

workers will already be or be retiring. Three do not know what their future holds and six want to 

pursue something completely different. One young girl mentions that she wants to continue to 

get an education and start college.  

 

4.1. Conclusions summary & comparison 

The duration of employment varies a great deal. However, the majority of the employees have 

been employed for 15 years or less. The greater part of the assembly workers find their work 

situation to be good even though several of the assembly workers find their job to be stressful or 

very stressful. The majority also find the pace of work to be high or too high.  

There is a slight majority for that heavy lifting is not involved in their work, but it is very even. 

Most companies have an almost fifty-fifty response to this. Awkward body postures are 

something that the assembly workers at all of the departments or companies but one say occur 

frequently. The majority of the assembly workers also find that awkward positions of the wrist 

and/or arm also occur quite frequently.  

Over 50% of the assembly workers experience some kind of problem, and 17 experience more 

than one problem area. The biggest problem areas are the shoulders followed by the back. The 

shoulders are among the biggest problems at six of the seven departments or companies that have 

been interviewed. The back is also a big issue among the departments or companies and it is 

among the biggest problem at four departments or companies. Other big problems areas are such 

as the elbows, the neck and the wrists.  

The most common tool is the pneumatic pistol nutrunner followed by the electric angle 

nutrunner. There are two departments that use more electric nutrunner than pneumatic ones. The 

electric nutrunners are often used to ensure safety, precision and traceability. Another 

department uses approximately 50% electric nutrunners and 50% pneumatic nutrunners, the 

other departments have more pneumatic nutrunners than electric ones. There are two 

departments that uses over 80% of pneumatic nutrunner and their tool park seem to be slightly 

older than other departments. An upgrade would be beneficial for the assembly workers. Several 

of the assembly workers want the tools to be lighter. Among the three main users of the electric 

nutrunners several assembly workers would like the lights on the handle to be bigger. Five were 

not asked the specific question and other id not answer, looked at the focus box, the screen or 

thought that the lights on the handle did not need to be bigger.   
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Some of the major general thoughts or whishes from the assembly workers entail things like 

more rotation, more and better lifting aids, a longer tact time, new tools and more information 

about the tools. Looking into the future the majority of the assembly workers still want to be 

working at the same company in five years time despite several finding the work situation to be 

stressful or very stressful and involving awkward body postures as well as awkward positions of 

the wrist and/or arm.  
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5. Suggestions for areas of improvement on tool design 

The tools used on the assembly line are not the biggest problem for the assembly workers. 

Nevertheless there is always room for improvements and a few suggestions follow below. 

A couple of assembly workers mentioned that at some stations on the assembly line they work 

far away from the screen, that some of the companies use. The screen which can be seen in 

Figure 69, shows what tightenings are to be done or are already done. The different tightenings 

are highlighted when performed, either green for an ok tightening or red for a incorrect one. 

Being two or more meters away from the screen they cannot see what is displayed on it. They 

can see the different colors but not what is written. Several of them mention that they want the 

text to be bigger so that it would be easier to see and read the text. A suggestion would be to 

make the font size adjustable, so that the company itself can choose what size they want on the 

screen at the specific station. At some stations the assembly workers might work alongside the 

screen, i.e. either the screen follows the tool and the operator mounted on an arm with the tool or 

the operator is not moving away from the screen. On others, operators work two or three meter 

away from the screen at times during assembly.  

Something else mentioned by several of the assembly workers, who use the electric angle 

nutrunners, is that they would like the indication lights on the handle to be a little bigger. As the 

lights are at present time they are quite small, their color is more green-yellow than green and 

they can very easily get overlooked, see the upper left picture in  

Figure 72. The new Tensor STR, upper right picture in  

Figure 72, shows the indication lights on the new angle nutrunner that is currently being 

developed. The lights on this nutrunner are more distinctive green and the lights are slightly 

bigger. The new Tensor ES, which can be seen in the two lower pictures in  

Figure 72, has three round lights on each side of the tool. The lights are also much bigger and 

more distinctive. Yet another aspect is the background surrounding the lights;  

Figure 72 shows the yellow background to the green-yellow lights on the current nutrunner at a 

department that was visited during this project. A vast improvement would be to have a black 

background to the green lights as the new Tensor ES and STR nutrunners have. The black 

background makes the green lights much more distinctive and not so easily overlooked.  
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Figure 72. In the upper left picture is the lights and the background as they are at present time. The 

upper right picture is the new Tensor STR and the two lower pictures is the new Tensor ES in the ACTA 

Expo. 

One idea that came up during a discussion with an assembly worker was if it is possible to make 

the indication lights go all around the handle so that the assembly workers would be able to see 

the lights however they hold the tool. The lights would then be much like the yellow stripe to the 

right of the lights on the new Tensor ES in the lower right picture  

Figure 72. Instead of having lights as dots, imagine the tool to have three stripes like the yellow 

stripe as the lights, approximately 2-3mm thick and the space in-between them around 5mm to 

make certain that they are distinctive enough and easy to notice.  

A great number of the assembly workers want lighter tools. Discussions regarding this have been 

had loosely with some of the assembly workers and a process engineer. The process engineer 

had an idea about maybe being able to make a tool in carbon fiber. This question needs further 

investigation, whether it concerns carbon fiber or some kind of composite or plastic.  There are a 

lot of questions regarding the material that has to be answered, such as the materials abrasion 

resistance etc. There are a lot of different variables to take into account before one can say that it 

is possible. A tool in carbon fiber would also be very expensive and would probably not be 

defendable. In addition to this an interviewed calibrator mentioned that he wanted better plastic 

in the plastic tools. He feels that the plastic feels quite cheep and not rugged. Concerning the 

plastic material, the same is required as for the composite material. It needs deep investigation to 

find a good enough material that would meet all the different demands that are to be fulfilled by 

the material.   
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6. Conclusion 

Several of the assembly workers find their work situation to be stressful and the pace of work to 

be too high. The majority also find the work to involve awkward body postures and awkward 

positions of the wrist and/or arm. Despite this the majority of the assembly workers still find 

their work situation to be good and will still be working at the same company in five years time. 

Some may change departments and do not want to be working at the assembly line but over all 

there is just six assembly workers who say that they want to change jobs and eleven will be 

retired in five years.  

The biggest problem area that the assembly workers experience is the shoulders, it is among the 

biggest problem areas at six of seven departments. The shoulders are followed by the back. The 

back is among the biggest problem areas at four of seven of the departments. Shoulder problem 

can arise from such things as awkward body postures, monotonous movements and heavy lifting. 

Back problems can come from standing long periods on a concrete floor (hard inflexible floors), 

awkward body postures and heavy lifting. There are a number of things that the departments can 

do to help ease these problems. Some of the departments have a system where they go through 

all the different positions at a station on the assembly line to assess them. This enables them to 

improve the work situation for the assembly workers. They investigate everything from the 

movements to body postures and so on. In a way the flooring is entailed in this category as well. 

Implementation of wooden or parquet flooring like some of the departments have done help ease 

back problem with its high spring back effect. Wooden or parquet flooring also help ease the 

problems the assembly workers may have with their feet or knees.  

Proper lifting aids are another thing that would help ease a lot of the back and shoulder 

problems. Several assembly workers say that they have few lifting aids or that the ones they have 

are not working as they should, it takes too long time to use them or they are difficult to use. 

With proper lifting aids manual heavy lifting is avoided and thus some problems as well. To help 

improve the problems that arise from monotonous movements, more rotation is a good idea. If 

the assembly worker is working at a station where there is a lot of monotonous movement, 

rotation is the solution if the tasks at hand cannot be changed. Rotation every 30 or 60 minutes 

are good but even longer rotations are fine, just so that the assembly workers do not stay at the 

same station for a whole day.  

The lighting is good at most departments but there are some that need to improve the lighting a 

little. The departments do not have that bad lighting over the assembly lines but in the rest of the 

facilities at some departments the lighting is not so good. Bad lighting can cause accidents with 

forklifts or such and that has happened at some departments. Improved lighting will improve the 

total spirit and atmosphere at the department. Good lighting is also very important if there are 

older assembly workers present at the work site. The eye-sight decreases as a person grows older 

and if an assembly worker is working under bad lighting and have to squint his or her eyes to be 

able to see, that can lead to headaches.  

In some of the different article many authors talk about the 55+ worker as the older worker. 

However, at some departments it seems like many assembly workers do not make it to 55+ while 

working on the assembly line, i.e. they leave the assembly line earlier. This may cause a so 

called healthy worker effect, i.e. the older workers that are left are the stronger and healthier 

ones. The reason for leaving earlier differ, it can be due to that the tact time is too fast and they 

feel it is too stressful or that their bodies are worn out from heavy lifting, monotonous activities 

and awkward body postures. Departments located in smaller cities have a higher average age, 

which can be implied to be caused by the lack of other job opportunities in the smaller city. They 

do not have as many companies as the bigger cities. This can also be seen in one department in 

the proximity of Stockholm which has almost 50% of the work force commuting form a smaller 

city an hour or so away. Despite the department moving from the smaller city a couple of years 
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ago the assembly workers still commute to the new location. Most of the departments in this 

study which are located in smaller cities also have a longer tact time, which is better for older 

workers.  

The tools are not the biggest problem for the older assembly workers. Problems with awkward 

body postures, monotonous movements and heavy lifting are bigger problems. Nevertheless 

there are areas of the tool that can be improved upon. The overall grip and form of the handles 

on the tools are perceived as good. Although there are several pneumatic pistol nutrunner that 

can get a little cold, this is due to that they are slightly old, i.e. they do not have the rubber 

coating on the handles to insulate the handle from getting cold like the newer models have. There 

are also departments that have some problems with the connections between the air hose and the 

tool itself. Some assembly workers also say they experience problems with a new electric pistol 

nutrunner. The process engineer does not think there is a problem but a discussion between them 

would be good. Most situations with problems will be improved if the responsible persons at the 

company or department sit down with the salesmen from Atlas Copco Tools and go through the 

tools that the assembly worker experience problems with. There might be a better suited tool for 

the specific task at hand or maybe an update of the tools to a newer model is sufficient to solve 

the problems the assembly workers are having.  

Among the three main users of the electric nutrunners, several of the assembly workers want the 

lights on the tool handle to be bigger. This is already realized by the new Tensor ES and STR 

which have new bigger and more distinctive lights on their handles. Further improvements could 

be in form of making the lights go all around the handle so that the assembly worker will see the 

lights however he or she maneuvers the tool. The lights would then be approximately 2-3mm 

thick stripes next to each other and that goes around the handle. The space between the stripes 

would have to be enough to ensure that they are distinctive. Regarding the question of 

manufacture the tools out of carbon fiber or composite material to make them lighter. It is a good 

idea but it needs further investigation to know if the materials at hand can withstand the forces 

that will occur.  

A couple of questions were asked in the beginning of this report. What conditions should apply 

in order to enable assembly workers to work until their retirement? Is the pace of the assembly 

line to fast? Is there a need for special tools? Should the tools be redesigned to better suit the 

older assembly worker? Are the assembly workers using the tools in the right way?  

Conditions to enable all of the assembly workers to work until retirement may be difficult to 

obtain. However, longer tact time, less awkward body postures, less heavy lifting or being able 

to do the heavy lifting with good lifting aids and the proper tools and rotation are the key stones. 

If the wrong tool is used for an operation it can hurt the assembly worker.  

The pace of work is a bit too high. The majority of the assembly workers say so. However, the 

tact time is very difficult to change towards the slower side. The company always wants more 

products manufactured. A solution would be if there were assembly lines for the older assembly 

workers that have a longer tact time.  

There is no need for special design tools for the older assembly workers. The tools are as 

mentioned before not the biggest problem. However, there can always be improvements, not to 

just suit the older assembly worker but all assembly workers. Also younger assembly workers 

that have been interviewed feel that for instance the lights on the handle could be a bit bigger. 

Improvements made for older assembly workers will also benefit the younger ones.  

The majority of the assembly workers seem to be using the tools in the right way, although many 

do mention that they would like more information regarding the tools. This entails both 

information about the tool and information about how to use the tool in a correct manner.  
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7. Discussion 

Several of the assembly workers find the work stressful and the pace of work very high, so why 

do they still think that their job situation is good? This might to a great deal be due to the 

atmosphere at the department, the atmosphere among the assembly workers, how they get along 

etc. Co-workers are an important influence on our opinion of how we might perceive a certain 

situation. If an assembly worker likes his or her co-workers and they have fun working together, 

that will influence the opinion of the work situation in a positive way.  

The different problem the assembly workers have due to their work and the awkward body 

postures and heavy lifting etc. can be improved by implementing the suggested improvements. 

However, not all departments or companies will be able to this. Several of the companies have 

had a really tough time during the financial crisis and are just getting back on their feet. Even 

though huge improvements most certainly will improve the work moral and over all work 

situation they could start with small improvements that do not require huge amounts of money. 

This also applies to the tools, some of the companies was not able to buy new tools or new 

accessories during the financial crisis and had to make do with the ones they had and mend them 

as good as they could. It may be better to invest in new tools than a wooden floor if the company 

had severe financial problem the last couple of years. Some tools the assembly workers use they 

have problems with, the tools hurt their bodies in one way or another, i.e. their wrist or shoulder 

etc, and it is important to remove that object.  

Further improvements such as the lights on the handle of the electric nutrunner and different 

suggestions of new material should be investigated further. A suggestion can be to have new 

master thesis projects that follow up on how to improve the light, the material and the screen, 

having one project for each, or if Atlas Copco Tools wants to investigate it further internally. 

Furthermore in regards to the project itself, the visits to the different companies came into the 

project very early on. It was good to come out to different companies and to see different 

variation etc. However, if the literature search would have been able to be done before the visits 

there might have been more questions or different questions in the semi-constructed interviews 

with the assembly workers. 

The thesis and the visit represent this section of the Swedish industry quite well. There is only 

one section of the industry represented here, which is the automotive industry. So the thesis 

represents the different types within the automotive industry and not the entire Swedish industry. 

The different companies and departments have different standards. Some are in the forefront in 

terms of ergonomics and good standards of the facilities. Others have had it more difficult the 

last couple of years during the financial crisis and the facilities would need some improvements 

and updating. There are both departments at the top of the rank and at the bottom represented in 

this thesis; nevertheless some of the problems they experience are similar. A few of the 

departments have a very low average age. This phenomenon is more common near the bigger 

cities. Young people come in and work a few of year and then they move on, either they want to 

move upwards within the company or they feel that they want to get an education elsewhere. 

There are young people who stay on the assembly line longer than just a few years. However, 

they are not as many as they were 20 or 30 years ago.  
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8.2. Pictures 

Most of the pictures are taken by Louise Johansson, author of this thesis.  

Pictures from Scania, Diesel Engine Department in Södertälje are requested by Louise Johansson 

and taken by Kerstin Tegbrant 

Pictures from Volvo Construction Equipment in Hallsberg are requested by Louise Johansson 

and taken by Robert Karlsson.  

Pictures from Volvo Cars Corporation are requested by Louise Johansson and taken by Raymond 

Pettersson.  

Swivels picture – Atlas Copco homepage. 

Pictures taken from other literatures are referred to in the figure text. 
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Appendix A. Current prognosis of population, according to 
age (40-65), gender and time (2011-2015) 

  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

40 y men 65575 65780 64856 65970 63494 

 women 63674 63802 62868 63685 61267 

41 y men 63759 65722 65898 64962 66033 

 women 62254 63840 63958 63019 63810 

42 y men 63095 63873 65821 65971 65013 

 women 61083 62403 63984 64086 63137 

43 y men 65697 63224 63989 65923 66032 

 women 63984 61232 62544 64116 64196 

44 y men 69523 65780 63309 64058 65968 

 women 66807 64078 61331 62634 64192 

45 y men 70182 69557 65819 63352 64077 

 women 67313 66899 64171 61427 62713 

46 y men 70226 70157 69524 65790 63320 

 women 67471 67368 66946 64216 61470 

47 y men 69611 70182 70111 69470 65733 

 women 67616 67510 67407 66974 64238 

48 y men 65368 69544 70108 70036 69378 

 women 62501 67621 67513 67409 66964 

49 y men 61772 65266 69424 69980 69904 

 women 60022 62496 67601 67490 67381 

50 y men 59866 61687 65157 69293 69839 

 women 58080 59990 62454 67541 67426 

51 y men 58623 59749 61553 65000 69114 

 women 57617 58056 59953 62406 67472 

52 y men 59210 58484 59607 61393 64817 

 women 57575 57564 58004 59890 62330 

53 y men 58637 59028 58292 59413 61181 

 women 57389 57496 57481 57922 59793 

54 y men 58864 58447 58834 58088 59206 

 women 58381 57292 57396 57374 57815 

55 y men 59486 58655 58249 58630 57874 

 women 57870 58267 57186 57286 57257 

56 y men 57838 59228 58404 58005 58381 

 women 57534 57734 58130 57055 57150 

57 y men 56546 57573 58954 58134 57742 

 women 56069 57370 57571 57963 56894 

58 y men 57878 56271 57298 58669 57854 

 women 57240 55893 57189 57389 57777 

59 y men 56990 57550 55956 56979 58339 

 women 56798 57035 55693 56983 57181 

60 y men 56043 56658 57219 55637 56657 

 women 56247 56582 56819 55481 56764 

61 y men 58391 55691 56309 56866 55298 



III 

 

 women 58185 55994 56331 56568 55234 

62 y men 59865 57963 55300 55917 56474 

 women 60487 57904 55730 56067 56304 

63 y men 61442 59378 57503 54875 55492 

 women 62424 60142 57580 55423 55759 

64 y men 61646 60852 58822 56973 54383 

 women 62521 62026 59764 57222 55081 

65 y men 62153 60992 60223 58228 56407 

 women 62688 62085 61599 59358 56835 

       

       

 Y 2011 3188116  Y 2015 3184450  

       

  Diff = Y2015-Y2011 = -3666   

       

  Percent = 

Diff/Y2011 

   

       

  Decreases with 0.115% the next 5years.  
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Appendix B. Current prognosis of population, according to 
age (40-65), gender and time (2011-2020) 

   2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

40 y men 65575 65780 64856 65970 63494 61481 60822 59977 62041 63579 

 women 63674 63802 62868 63685 61267 58998 58184 57588 59242 60615 

41 y men 63759 65722 65898 64962 66033 63525 61493 60828 59974 62022 

 women 62254 63840 63958 63019 63810 61372 59068 58245 57645 59294 

42 y men 63095 63873 65821 65971 65013 66045 63521 61489 60823 59961 

 women 61083 62403 63984 64086 63137 63901 61436 59130 58306 57704 

43 y men 65697 63224 63989 65923 66032 65048 66047 63517 61486 60820 

 women 63984 61232 62544 64116 64196 63228 63956 61490 59187 58364 

44 y men 69523 65780 63309 64058 65968 66037 65039 66022 63491 61463 

 women 66807 64078 61331 62634 64192 64247 63253 63969 61507 59208 

45 y men 70182 69557 65819 63352 64077 65961 66004 65004 65974 63443 

 women 67313 66899 64171 61427 62713 64252 64275 63278 63988 61531 

46 y men 70226 70157 69524 65790 63320 64026 65897 65926 64927 65885 

 women 67471 67368 66946 64216 61470 62735 64250 64262 63268 63973 

47 y men 69611 70182 70111 69470 65733 63260 63953 65820 65837 64840 

 women 67616 67510 67407 66974 64238 61480 62722 64231 64238 63248 

48 y men 65368 69544 70108 70036 69378 65637 63165 63855 65717 65726 

 women 62501 67621 67513 67409 66964 64217 61449 62683 64191 64192 

49 y men 61772 65266 69424 69980 69904 69235 65500 63040 63726 65587 

 women 60022 62496 67601 67490 67381 66921 64163 61400 62629 64135 

50 y men 59866 61687 65157 69293 69839 69758 69084 65361 62915 63599 

 women 58080 59990 62454 67541 67426 67310 66836 64080 61325 62549 

51 y men 58623 59749 61553 65000 69114 69649 69568 68896 65188 62755 

 women 57617 58056 59953 62406 67472 67347 67224 66745 63993 61247 

52 y men 59210 58484 59607 61393 64817 68911 69442 69367 68697 65004 

 women 57575 57564 58004 59890 62330 67372 67240 67118 66636 63890 

53 y men 58637 59028 58292 59413 61181 64582 68658 69188 69119 68454 

 women 57389 57496 57481 57922 59793 62219 67239 67106 66986 66503 

54 y men 58864 58447 58834 58088 59206 60955 64337 68395 68925 68863 

 women 58381 57292 57396 57374 57815 59673 62087 67089 66957 66840 

55 y men 59486 58655 58249 58630 57874 58986 60721 64084 68125 68656 

 women 57870 58267 57186 57286 57257 57695 59540 61945 66930 66801 

56 y men 57838 59228 58404 58005 58381 57619 58732 60454 63800 67825 

 women 57534 57734 58130 57055 57150 57112 57550 59385 61782 66750 

57 y men 56546 57573 58954 58134 57742 58112 57349 58462 60174 63502 

 women 56069 57370 57571 57963 56894 56982 56940 57381 59206 61595 

58 y men 57878 56271 57298 58669 57854 57471 57842 57077 58192 59894 

 women 57240 55893 57189 57389 57777 56712 56796 56751 57195 59011 

59 y men 56990 57550 55956 56979 58339 57531 57160 57530 56767 57883 

 women 56798 57035 55693 56983 57181 57564 56507 56589 56541 56989 

60 y men 56043 56658 57219 55637 56657 58008 57209 56851 57221 56461 

 women 56247 56582 56819 55481 56764 56957 57338 56290 56370 56321 

61 y men 58391 55691 56309 56866 55298 56311 57655 56867 56521 56893 



V 

 

 women 58185 55994 56331 56568 55234 56507 56701 57080 56042 56122 

62 y men 59865 57963 55300 55917 56474 54921 55933 57270 56494 56161 

 women 60487 57904 55730 56067 56304 54974 56243 56437 56816 55789 

63 y men 61442 59378 57503 54875 55492 56047 54514 55525 56855 56091 

 women 62424 60142 57580 55423 55759 55994 54672 55935 56131 56510 

64 y men 61646 60852 58822 56973 54383 55000 55557 54043 55054 56376 

 women 62521 62026 59764 57222 55081 55415 55652 54338 55596 55794 

65 y men 62153 60992 60223 58228 56407 53853 54471 55030 53538 54548 

 women 62688 62085 61599 59358 56835 54711 55044 55282 53977 55230 

            

Y2011 3188116           

Y2020 3196496           

            

Diff = Future - Now = 8380  

     

Percent = Diff/Now = 0,263%  

     

Increase with 0.26% the next 10 

years.  
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Appendix C. Current prognosis of population, according to 
age (40-65), gender and time (2011-2030)  

  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

40 y men 65575 65780 64856 65970 63494 61481 60822 59977 62041 

 women 63674 63802 62868 63685 61267 58998 58184 57588 59242 

41 y men 63759 65722 65898 64962 66033 63525 61493 60828 59974 

 women 62254 63840 63958 63019 63810 61372 59068 58245 57645 

42 y men 63095 63873 65821 65971 65013 66045 63521 61489 60823 

 women 61083 62403 63984 64086 63137 63901 61436 59130 58306 

43 y men 65697 63224 63989 65923 66032 65048 66047 63517 61486 

 women 63984 61232 62544 64116 64196 63228 63956 61490 59187 

44 y men 69523 65780 63309 64058 65968 66037 65039 66022 63491 

 women 66807 64078 61331 62634 64192 64247 63253 63969 61507 

45 y men 70182 69557 65819 63352 64077 65961 66004 65004 65974 

 women 67313 66899 64171 61427 62713 64252 64275 63278 63988 

46 y men 70226 70157 69524 65790 63320 64026 65897 65926 64927 

 women 67471 67368 66946 64216 61470 62735 64250 64262 63268 

47 y men 69611 70182 70111 69470 65733 63260 63953 65820 65837 

 women 67616 67510 67407 66974 64238 61480 62722 64231 64238 

48 y men 65368 69544 70108 70036 69378 65637 63165 63855 65717 

 women 62501 67621 67513 67409 66964 64217 61449 62683 64191 

49 y men 61772 65266 69424 69980 69904 69235 65500 63040 63726 

 women 60022 62496 67601 67490 67381 66921 64163 61400 62629 

50 y men 59866 61687 65157 69293 69839 69758 69084 65361 62915 

 women 58080 59990 62454 67541 67426 67310 66836 64080 61325 

51 y men 58623 59749 61553 65000 69114 69649 69568 68896 65188 

 women 57617 58056 59953 62406 67472 67347 67224 66745 63993 

52 y men 59210 58484 59607 61393 64817 68911 69442 69367 68697 

 women 57575 57564 58004 59890 62330 67372 67240 67118 66636 

53 y men 58637 59028 58292 59413 61181 64582 68658 69188 69119 

 women 57389 57496 57481 57922 59793 62219 67239 67106 66986 

54 y men 58864 58447 58834 58088 59206 60955 64337 68395 68925 

 women 58381 57292 57396 57374 57815 59673 62087 67089 66957 

55 y men 59486 58655 58249 58630 57874 58986 60721 64084 68125 

 women 57870 58267 57186 57286 57257 57695 59540 61945 66930 

56 y men 57838 59228 58404 58005 58381 57619 58732 60454 63800 

 women 57534 57734 58130 57055 57150 57112 57550 59385 61782 

57 y men 56546 57573 58954 58134 57742 58112 57349 58462 60174 

 women 56069 57370 57571 57963 56894 56982 56940 57381 59206 

58 y men 57878 56271 57298 58669 57854 57471 57842 57077 58192 

 women 57240 55893 57189 57389 57777 56712 56796 56751 57195 

59 y men 56990 57550 55956 56979 58339 57531 57160 57530 56767 

 women 56798 57035 55693 56983 57181 57564 56507 56589 56541 

60 y men 56043 56658 57219 55637 56657 58008 57209 56851 57221 

 women 56247 56582 56819 55481 56764 56957 57338 56290 56370 

61 y men 58391 55691 56309 56866 55298 56311 57655 56867 56521 



VII 

 

 women 58185 55994 56331 56568 55234 56507 56701 57080 56042 

62 y men 59865 57963 55300 55917 56474 54921 55933 57270 56494 

 women 60487 57904 55730 56067 56304 54974 56243 56437 56816 

63 y men 61442 59378 57503 54875 55492 56047 54514 55525 56855 

 women 62424 60142 57580 55423 55759 55994 54672 55935 56131 

64 y men 61646 60852 58822 56973 54383 55000 55557 54043 55054 

 women 62521 62026 59764 57222 55081 55415 55652 54338 55596 

65 y men 62153 60992 60223 58228 56407 53853 54471 55030 53538 

 women 62688 62085 61599 59358 56835 54711 55044 55282 53977 

Continuing table… 

  2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 

40 y men 63579 62253 63236 63253 64568 66791 68077 68688 72325 

 women 60615 59292 59342 59215 60317 62316 63821 64958 67523 

41 y men 62022 63539 62217 63182 63197 64500 66718 68002 68621 

 women 59294 60651 59338 59382 59252 60350 62346 63848 64986 

42 y men 59961 61995 63491 62174 63122 63135 64428 66640 67923 

 women 57704 59348 60691 59387 59426 59294 60387 62380 63880 

43 y men 60820 59952 61973 63449 62136 63069 63079 64363 66569 

 women 58364 57759 59400 60729 59434 59468 59334 60423 62413 

44 y men 61463 60797 59924 61931 63389 62081 62998 63007 64282 

 women 59208 58386 57779 59416 60733 59447 59475 59340 60425 

45 y men 63443 61420 60755 59876 61871 63311 62008 62910 62918 

 women 61531 59236 58416 57807 59440 60745 59467 59490 59354 

46 y men 65885 63355 61336 60672 59788 61771 63194 61895 62783 

 women 63973 61521 59231 58411 57801 59430 60725 59453 59473 

47 y men 64840 65788 63260 61244 60581 59693 61664 63071 61777 

 women 63248 63948 61500 59215 58396 57784 59410 60693 59430 

48 y men 65726 64732 65669 63144 61133 60470 59579 61539 62930 

 women 64192 63206 63901 61459 59178 58360 57747 59369 60643 

49 y men 65587 65587 64596 65524 63001 60995 60334 59438 61388 

 women 64135 64132 63149 63841 61404 59127 58311 57697 59315 

50 y men 63599 65459 65451 64463 65382 62862 60861 60202 59304 

 women 62549 64054 64046 63068 63754 61323 59052 58238 57622 

51 y men 62755 63438 65295 65281 64296 65206 62690 60695 60038 

 women 61247 62467 63970 63957 62983 63665 61240 58975 58162 

52 y men 65004 62587 63267 65122 65101 64120 65021 62509 60521 

 women 63890 61152 62367 63869 63852 62882 63560 61142 58882 

53 y men 68454 64777 62375 63053 64905 64877 63901 64794 62287 

 women 66503 63762 61033 62244 63744 63723 62757 63431 61020 

54 y men 68863 68203 64543 62156 62832 64681 64648 63677 64562 

 women 66840 66355 63621 60901 62107 63605 63580 62619 63289 

55 y men 68656 68601 67946 64304 61933 62606 64453 64414 63448 

 women 66801 66686 66200 63473 60763 61964 63459 63432 62475 

56 y men 67825 68356 68308 67659 64036 61681 62352 64195 64153 

 women 66750 66622 66511 66023 63304 60605 61802 63294 63264 

57 y men 63502 67509 68042 68001 67357 63755 61417 62087 63926 



VIII 

 

 women 61595 66544 66418 66310 65822 63111 60423 61614 63104 

58 y men 59894 63205 67194 67727 67693 67056 63474 61154 61822 

 women 59011 61392 66322 66197 66092 65603 62902 60225 61411 

59 y men 57883 59574 62867 66837 67371 67343 66713 63154 60853 

 women 56989 58796 61168 66077 65955 65853 65364 62672 60007 

60 y men 56461 57578 59259 62532 66482 67017 66996 66373 62838 

 women 56321 56773 58569 60931 65819 65698 65599 65111 62430 

61 y men 56893 56136 57253 58924 62176 66104 66640 66627 66012 

 women 56122 56071 56526 58312 60664 65528 65409 65314 64826 

62 y men 56161 56534 55783 56899 58559 61790 65695 66232 66226 

 women 55789 55869 55816 56275 58051 60392 65232 65116 65024 

63 y men 56091 55771 56146 55399 56515 58163 61373 65254 65793 

 women 56510 55495 55574 55520 55982 57747 60076 64890 64777 

64 y men 56376 55626 55320 55696 54954 56069 57705 60891 64747 

 women 55794 56173 55169 55247 55191 55657 57409 59726 64514 

65 y men 54548 55863 55127 54835 55212 54475 55589 57213 60374 

 women 55230 55430 55809 54818 54894 54837 55305 57045 59349 

Continuing table… 

  2029 2030 

40 y men 73655 77066 

 women 68869 71991 

41 y men 72250 73581 

 women 67550 68897 

42 y men 68548 72171 

 women 65020 67581 

43 y men 67851 68483 

 women 63912 65053 

44 y men 66482 67763 

 women 62413 63910 

45 y men 64184 66380 

 women 60436 62422 

46 y men 62790 64048 

 women 59335 60414 

47 y men 62652 62658 

 women 59444 59306 

48 y men 61641 62503 

 women 59386 59397 

49 y men 62764 61481 

 women 60579 59330 

50 y men 61243 62604 

 women 59237 60491 

51 y men 59138 61067 

 women 57546 59157 

52 y men 59866 58964 

 women 58072 57456 

53 y men 60306 59653 



IX 

 

 women 58767 57958 

54 y men 62062 60088 

 women 60885 58638 

55 y men 64326 61833 

 women 63142 60745 

56 y men 63193 64064 

 women 62312 62975 

57 y men 63881 62928 

 women 63071 62125 

58 y men 63658 63610 

 women 62898 62863 

59 y men 61520 63351 

 women 61188 62672 

60 y men 60557 61223 

 women 59778 60954 

61 y men 62504 60242 

 women 62157 59519 

62 y men 65621 62140 

 women 64537 61882 

63 y men 65795 65199 

 women 64690 64204 

64 y men 65288 65299 

 women 64404 64321 

65 y men 64203 64745 

 women 64106 64000  

    

    

Y 2011 3188116   

Y 2030 3291405   

    

Increase of 3.24% the next 20 years 
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Appendix D. Current prognosis of population, according to 
age (20-39) and time (2011-2015)  

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

20 år 134558 132397 127352 122691 114393 

21 år 136067 135452 133343 128293 123586 

22 år 129851 137448 136878 134757 129662 

23 år 128558 131714 139333 138720 136541 

24 år 123481 130481 133686 141215 140527 

25 år 123288 125348 132346 135495 142883 

26 år 121528 124935 127018 133926 136975 

27 år 118147 122977 126363 128410 135186 

28 år 116392 119519 124326 127646 129607 

29 år 117345 117707 120792 125534 128742 

30 år 116821 118536 118877 121879 126509 

31 år 120403 117906 119573 119867 122751 

32 år 117716 121325 118847 120441 120651 

33 år 114435 118639 122182 119695 121171 

34 år 116348 115282 119443 122898 120360 

35 år 118300 117080 115983 120086 123417 

36 år 123088 118936 117702 116562 120571 

37 år 128465 123648 119487 118222 117003 

38 år 126901 128923 124093 119913 118583 

39 år 129196 127353 129333 124482 120256 

      

Y2011 2460888     

Y2015 2529374     

 

Diff = Future - Now = 68486 

  

Percent = Diff/Now = 2.78% 

Increase with 2.78% the next 10 years.  
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Appendix E. Current prognosis of population, according to 
age (20-39) and time (2011-2020)  

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

20 y 134558 132397 127352 122691 114393 106920 102526 101577 

21 y 136067 135452 133343 128293 123586 115214 107690 103300 

22 y 129851 137448 136878 134757 129662 124847 116428 108916 

23 y 128558 131714 139333 138720 136541 131324 126414 118020 

24 y 123481 130481 133686 141215 140527 138235 132918 128003 

25 y 123288 125348 132346 135495 142883 142039 139633 134312 

26 y 121528 124935 127018 133926 136975 144158 143171 140757 

27 y 118147 122977 126363 128410 135186 138084 145063 144047 

28 y 116392 119519 124326 127646 129607 136217 138959 145849 

29 y 117345 117707 120792 125534 128742 130580 137016 139714 

30 y 116821 118536 118877 121879 126509 129567 131273 137643 

31 y 120403 117906 119573 119867 122751 127244 130151 131830 

32 y 117716 121325 118847 120441 120651 123402 127757 130620 

33 y 114435 118639 122182 119695 121171 121250 123851 128165 

34 y 116348 115282 119443 122898 120360 121702 121658 124208 

35 y 118300 117080 115983 120086 123417 120804 122010 121936 

36 y 123088 118936 117702 116562 120571 123771 121083 122237 

37 y 128465 123648 119487 118222 117003 120900 123961 121271 

38 y 126901 128923 124093 119913 118583 117263 121050 124047 

39 y 129196 127353 129333 124482 120256 118847 117434 121180 

         

Continuing table… 

 2019 2020 

20 y 100694 102949 

21 y 102344 101462 

22 y 104542 103591 

23 y 110534 106190 

24 y 119652 112208 

25 y 129414 121128 

26 y 135458 130598 

27 y 141643 136383 

28 y 144824 142448 

29 y 146543 145529 

30 y 140320 147107 

31 y 138157 140829 

32 y 132293 138597 

33 y 131003 132686 

34 y 128498 131328 

35 y 124452 128730 

36 y 122147 124641 

37 y 122386 122290 

38 y 121366 122452 
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39 y 124130 121465 

   

Y2011 2460888  

Y2020 2512611 

  

Diff = Future - Now = 51723 

  

Percent = Diff/Now = 2.10% 

Increase with 2.10% the next 10 years.  
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Appendix F. Current prognosis of population, according to 
age (20-39) and time (2011-2030)  

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

20 y 134558 132397 127352 122691 114393 106920 102526 101577 

21 y 136067 135452 133343 128293 123586 115214 107690 103300 

22 y 129851 137448 136878 134757 129662 124847 116428 108916 

23 y 128558 131714 139333 138720 136541 131324 126414 118020 

24 y 123481 130481 133686 141215 140527 138235 132918 128003 

25 y 123288 125348 132346 135495 142883 142039 139633 134312 

26 y 121528 124935 127018 133926 136975 144158 143171 140757 

27 y 118147 122977 126363 128410 135186 138084 145063 144047 

28 y 116392 119519 124326 127646 129607 136217 138959 145849 

29 y 117345 117707 120792 125534 128742 130580 137016 139714 

30 y 116821 118536 118877 121879 126509 129567 131273 137643 

31 y 120403 117906 119573 119867 122751 127244 130151 131830 

32 y 117716 121325 118847 120441 120651 123402 127757 130620 

33 y 114435 118639 122182 119695 121171 121250 123851 128165 

34 y 116348 115282 119443 122898 120360 121702 121658 124208 

35 y 118300 117080 115983 120086 123417 120804 122010 121936 

36 y 123088 118936 117702 116562 120571 123771 121083 122237 

37 y 128465 123648 119487 118222 117003 120900 123961 121271 

38 y 126901 128923 124093 119913 118583 117263 121050 124047 

39 y 129196 127353 129333 124482 120256 118847 117434 121180 

         

Continuing table… 

 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 

20 y 100694 102949 103564 107710 110854 112595 112839 116781 

21 y 102344 101462 103700 104318 108437 111560 113290 113533 

22 y 104542 103591 102709 104933 105551 109643 112745 114463 

23 y 110534 106190 105245 104366 106573 107193 111258 114341 

24 y 119652 112208 107894 106955 106080 108272 108892 112930 

25 y 129414 121128 113732 109454 108521 107650 109824 110447 

26 y 135458 130598 122378 115036 110793 109867 109004 111158 

27 y 141643 136383 131558 123408 116117 111910 110993 110136 

28 y 144824 142448 137226 132437 124351 117113 112941 112031 

29 y 146543 145529 143179 137993 133237 125214 118025 113887 

30 y 140320 147107 146102 143777 138625 133900 125935 118791 

31 y 138157 140829 147575 146581 144279 139160 134465 126555 

32 y 132293 138597 141266 147978 146993 144712 139623 134956 

33 y 131003 132686 138971 141639 148321 147344 145084 140023 

34 y 128498 131328 133020 139290 141957 148613 147645 145405 

35 y 124452 128730 131551 133253 139509 142179 148810 147850 

36 y 122147 124641 128906 131720 133433 139676 142346 148955 

37 y 122386 122290 124763 129017 131824 133545 139777 142449 

38 y 121366 122452 122351 124804 129047 131849 133579 139800 
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39 y 124130 121465 122524 122418 124853 129086 131881 133621 

         

Continuing table… 

 2027 2028 2029 2030 

20 y 117653 119017 121027 123995 

21 y 117449 118319 119678 121676 

22 y 114707 118597 119466 120821 

23 y 116046 116290 120155 121025 

24 y 115994 117687 117932 121773 

25 y 114454 117497 119174 119420 

26 y 111782 115756 118776 120437 

27 y 112270 112895 116838 119837 

28 y 111183 113298 113924 117836 

29 y 112985 112143 114241 114869 

30 y 114685 113790 112956 115039 

31 y 119455 115380 114493 113667 

32 y 127094 120034 115986 115105 

33 y 135380 127562 120538 116516 

34 y 140368 135748 127969 120977 

35 y 145628 140615 136016 128273 

36 y 148003 145799 140808 136230 

37 y 149037 148094 145906 140936 

38 y 142473 149041 148105 145934 

39 y 139832 142506 149057 148129 

     

Y2011 2460888    

Y2030 2482495    

Diff = Future - Now = 21607 

     

Percent = Diff/Now = 0.88% 

Increase with 0.88% the next 10 years.  
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Appendix G. Calculations 

 

Young population year 2011: 2 460 888  Young population year 2015: 2 529 374 

Older population year 2011: 3 188 116  Older population year 2015: 3 184 450 

 

Young population year 2020: 2 512 611  Young population year 2030: 2 482 495 

Older population year 2020: 3 196 496  Older population year 2030: 3 291 405 

 

Total working population 2011: Older population + Young population = 5 649 004 

Total working population 2015: Older population + Young population = 5 713 824 

Total working population 2020: Older population + Young population = 5 709 107 

Total working population 2030: Older population + Young population = 5 773 900 

 

Percentage older population year 2015: Older population 2015 = 55.7% 

Total working population 2015 

 

Percentage older population year 2020: Older population 2020 = ~56% 

Total working population 2020 

 

Percentage older population year 2030: Older population 2030 = 57% 

Total working population 2030 
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Appendix H Questions 

 

Age: 

 

Gender: 

 

Years working as an assembly worker: 

 

 

How do you experience your work situation? 

 

 

 

How do you experience the tact time in your work? 

 

 

 

Do you feel that your work is heavy? 

 

 

 

What kind of tools do you use in your work? 

 

 

 

How do you experience the tools that you use; its shape, grip etc.? 

 

 

 

Are they easy to use? 

 

 

 

How are they to move around? 
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Do you feel that the tools give you enough feedback, such as information regarding if the torque 

is good enough etc.? 

 

 

 

Do you think that it is shown well enough on the tool, when the torque is good enough? 

 

 

 

Do you experience that the tool jerks? 

 

 

 

Is there any additional information that you wish the tool could give you? 

 

 

Do you feel that your work demands difficult or extreme body postures while working?  

 

 

 

In your experience, does the assembly demand extreme or difficult angles or positions of your 

wrist or arm? 

 

 

 

Do you experience any body aches or problems at present time? 

 

 

 

Spontaneously, do you have any ideas on what can be done about your problems? 

 

 

 

What are you doing in 5 years? 

 

 

Do you have any additional thoughts regarding the line that you would like to change? 
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Appendix I Answers to Interviews at Diesel Engine 
Department, 1st visit, Scania AB, Södertälje, Sweden 

Person 1. 

Age: 41 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: Currently 1 year and earlier 6 months between 2008 and 2009, 

has worked at a daycare center earlier. 

Work situation: Thinks the work situation is rather good, a bit heavy at times at certain work 

stations, such as when you need to lift up the oil cooler from floor level.  

Pace: The pace is a little stressful but pretty good.    

Tools: He uses pneumatic and electric tools, mostly electric angle nutrunners but also spindle 

and pneumatic nutrunners. He feels like the tools have a good grip and size and they are fairly 

easy to use. The spindle and pneumatic nutrunners are heavy to lift and, the spindle is more 

difficult to move around.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations demand more force and then you may have to 

stand in some awkward body postures.  

Problems: He experiences backaches, probably from heavy lifting he thinks. 

General thoughts:  

 

Person 2. 

Age: 41 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 22 years, 3 years here at the engine assembly, was at chassis 

before. 

Work situation: Likes his job and thinks it is good. His job involves heavy lifting; he has no 

tool to help him lift heavy parts from floor level. 

Pace: Feels that it is more stressful at the engine assembly than at chassis where he was before. 

  

Tools: Uses mostly angle nutrunners and thinks that they have a good grip and a good 

dampening. He thinks that they are easy to use and easy to move around. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations require extreme or awkward body postures. 

Problems: Has a problem with his shoulder, has been to a chiropractor and is going to talk to 

Kerstin. Thinks the problem is from heavy lifting. 

General thoughts: Wants a lifting aid tool. 
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Person 3. 

Age: 42  

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 6 months, has worked as a painter for 20years before this. 

Work situation: She feels that it is fairly OK, in the big picture. Sometimes the job is tough and 

requires heavy lifting.  

Pace: Not too bad.  

Tools: Uses mainly three different electric nutrunners, such as angle and multi-nutrunners. She 

thinks that the tools have a good grip. They are fairly easy to use, a bit difficult in the beginning. 

Some tools have a button placed at an odd spot and it is hard to keep pushing the button. (Not an 

Atlas Copco Tool) Thinks the tools are fairly easy to move around, although the bigger ones who 

are situated on special arms are much heavier and more difficult to move around.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations require extreme or difficult body postures. 

Heavy lifting due to the fact that the engine cannot be lowered more. Some parts are heavy and 

put 3kg per arm in an awkward lifting position.  

Problems: No problems yet, but can feel where they will appear. 

General thoughts: Height adjustable floor so heavy lifting gets easier. (Shorter persons) You 

have to have flexible learning and be quick to learn; you have a week to learn a new station.  

 

Person 4. 

Age: 43 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 2.5 years, before that he was a teacher’s assistant. 

Work situation: Thinks the work situation is good. He does not feel that there is heavy lifting. 

Pace: A bit stressful but you learn to live with it.  

Tools: Uses pneumatic and electric angle nutrunners. He thinks that the grip on the tools is good 

and that they are easy to use and move around. The bigger ones that are mounted on special arms 

are more difficult and heavier to move around. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Sometimes awkward body postures are needed. 

Problems: Has a problem with his wrists, which may arise from awkward wrist positions.   

General thoughts: Rotation to prevent problems. 
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Person 5. 

Age: 50 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 10 years 

Work situation: Feels that the line work is tough and stressful, he does not think that his work is 

heavy but he points out that it may be for others. 

Pace: Fairly tough, not adapted to people over the age of 20  

Tools: Uses electric angle nutrunners and feels they get a bit too warm. However they are easy 

to use and easy to move around at a station but not so easy to move between stations. They give 

feedback but he thinks that the lights on the electric angle nutrunners could be bigger and on the 

upper side of it.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations require awkward body postures, such when 

you need to get a part in a box at floor level and the part is far back in the box.  

Problems: No problems 

General thoughts:  

Future: Hard to say. 

 

Person 6. 

Age: 53 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: Since 1979, i.e. 32 years. 

Work situation: Fairly OK, heavier work here than at SAAB. 

Pace: It is starting to get very stressful.  

Tools: Uses electric angle nutrunners and some pneumatic nutrunners. He thinks the grip and 

form of the nutrunners are good; they are easy to use and fairly easy to move around. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Awkward body postures may occur, it depends on time. 

Problems: He has a problem with white finger syndrome which arose from the pneumatic 

nutrunners in the 1980’s.  

General thoughts: If the electric nutrunners are programmed well they have a softer damping, 

which feels better.  
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Appendix J Answers to Interviews at Diesel Engine 
Department, 2nd visit, Scania AB, Södertälje, Sweden 

 

Person 1. 

Age: 28 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 2 years, worked in a retail store before this. 

Work situation: He thinks it work situation is very good, does not feel that the job is heavy. 

Pace: The pace varies; sometimes it is good sometimes it is too high. 

Tools: He uses electric angle nutrunners and pneumatic nutrunners. He thinks the grip and shape 

of the tool is good but you can always make improvements. They are easy to use but a bit 

awkward to move around. He would also like the lights on the electric angle nutrunner to be 

bigger. At 50Nm it jerks a bit.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Sometimes awkward body postures are required but no 

awkward hand/arm positions. 

Problems: None 

General thoughts: He would like them to be located on a wall instead of hanging from the 

ceiling. 

Future: In five years he probably will still be at Scania, but maybe somewhere else. 

 

Person 2. 

Age: 41 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 24 years 

Work situation: Feels like that the work situation is fairly good. He states that some stations are 

heavier to work than others.  

Pace: Sometimes the pace can be a bit too high. 

Tools: Electric angle nutrunners and two or three pneumatic pistol nutrunners. He thinks that the 

rip of the electric angle nutrunner is good. It has a fairly long shaft which gives you a possibility 

to hold it as you wish; hands close together or wide apart. He also feels that the long shaft 

distributes the force well. The tools are easy to use; however on stations where you have multiple 

nutrunners, spindles, some of them can feel very hard to move. The electric angle nutrunner that 

he uses has a torque of 90Nm and he does not think that he feels the torque at all. He can relax 

his shoulders and body. The boxes with the displays are located to high up and he never looks at 

the lights on the tool indicating if the torque is good enough. He does not feel that the electric 

angle nutrunner jerks at all despite the high torque of 90Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Occasionally extreme or awkward body postures are needed 

as well as awkward angles of the wrist and arm.  

Problems: He has had severe problems with his lower back, this problem arose due to no lifting 

aid was available despite him asking for one. 
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General thoughts: He wants the tables at the preassembly to be adjustable and more lifting aids. 

Future: Do not know, probably still at Scania, probably engine technology maybe C lab. 

 

Person 3. 

Age: 44 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 8 years 

Work situation: Fairly good, you adjust. He thinks that the work is very monotonous and just a 

few stations that are heavy to operate.  

Pace: He feels that the pace is high. 

Tools: He uses electric angle nutrunners and a pneumatic pistol nutrunner. The grip is good they 

are nice to hold and easy to use. There is a turbo compounder at station 4:6 where you really 

have to use your muscle force to be able to handle it. They are fairly easy to move around. The 

electric angle nutrunner gives good feedback but he wishes that the lights giving the feedback 

would be bigger.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations require awkward body postures and awkward 

angles of the hand/arm system.  

Problems: He has a problem with his shoulders and has tried physical rehabilitation and 

working out, it has not worked. He feels that he maybe should not be working on the assembly 

line. 

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years he hopes that he is not working at the assembly line. 

 

Person 4. 

Age: 48 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 21 years 

Work situation: He thinks the work situation is good. He has cardiac arrhythmia so he does not 

work on the assembly line, just preassembly.  

Pace: The pace is a bit too high. 

Tools: He uses electric and pneumatic angle nutrunners. He thinks that the grip and form of the 

tools are good and they are easy to use and to move around. He thinks they give good feedback 

though the lights on the electric angle nutrunners that indicate if the torque is good could be a bit 

bigger. The pneumatic tools may jerk depending on the torque, at 60Nm it jerks; he would like it 

to be a bit quieter.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Does not experience that the job requires awkward body or 

hand/arm positions. 

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: Good question, probably still at Scania. 
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Person 5. 

Age: 56 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 6 years, before that he worked with repairs on consumer 

electronics. 

Work situation: Thinks the work situation is fairly good does not feel that the job is heavy.  

Pace: Good pace. 

Tools: Electric angle nutrunner and electric spindle (4). He thinks that the grip and shape of the 

tools are good and that they are easy to use. It gets a bit tougher when they get worn out. The 

tools are easy to move around. He would like the lights on the electric angle nutrunner to be 

bigger and closer to the actual nutrunner. If an issue occurs he feels that it may be a good idea if 

the nutrunner can give some helping information.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations require awkward body postures.  

Problems: None.  

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years he might be retiring, would like another job but not many jobs out there 

right now. 
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Appendix K Answers to Interviews at Scania Bus Chassis 
Department, Södertälje, Sweden 

 

Person 1. 

Age: 31 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 2 years, before that she worked in health care. 

Work situation: Catastrophic, not much that is good or even ok. She finds the work to be heavy 

both physically and mentally. 

Pace: Not humane, very high.  

Tools: She uses a electric angle nutrunner. The grip is fairly good but not on the older tool and 

she finds the tools to be quite heavy. It is tough to pull the tools down from the balancers and the 

rail that both of the angle nutrunners are suspended in from the balancers is somewhat bended so 

if she lets the nutrunner go, it glides over to the other side of the station and she has to go over 

and get it next time she has to use it. She thinks they give fairly good feedback. The old electric 

angle nutrunner that she uses sometimes jerks a bit, it is fairly worn out and that might be due to 

that it has approximately done 2 million tightenings.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  Yes, both awkward body postures and awkward positions 

of hand and arm are required every day.  

Problems: She has a problem with her back and her wrists. She is not allowed to work on the 

assembly line anymore due to major inflammations in her back. She now works on the pre-

assembly. She thinks her problem would get better if there were some better flooring and if the 

tables were height adjustable.  

General thoughts: The management does not follow the production system 

Future: In five years she will not be at Scania, she is currently looking for a new job.  

 

Person 2. 

Age: 41 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 14 years, before that he was a welder for 5-7 years.  

Work situation: Very stressful! Not ergonomic for a second! Some parts of the job is heavy. 

Pace: Very high! 

Tools: Uses two electric angle nutrunners, with a maximum torque of 70Nm. (No torque arm 

here) He feels that the grip and form of the tools are good and that they give good feedback. The 

rail that the balancers are suspended in is bent so the tool will go over to the other side of the 

station if he lets go, and he will have to go get it. He feels that the old nutrunner of the two jerks 

a bit, but it has done over 2 million tightenings, so it is fairly worn out.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes, very often you need to bend and pick up things and 

also very often there is a need for awkward positions of the hand and wrist.  
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Problems: He has a problem with his wrist. He says that if you tighten the bolt a few degrees 

wrong, you have to fix it by hand. That puts a lot of strain on the wrist.  

General thoughts: A lot of his friends have had to end their working career due to injuries. He 

had a friend who worked with the tanks and he had to retire early due to the strain injuries to his 

shoulders. There is no pride for your work anymore. It is only supposed to go fast nowadays, the 

quality is not as good as it used to be, such as with the different welds. They do not remove the 

spatter anymore.  

Future: Will probably still be here in five years time, if he does not win on the lottery. Then he 

will be on Mallorca and having a drink.  

 

Person 3. 

Age: 48 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 16 years and before that he worked in construction.  

Work situation: It was calmer when the department was located in Katrineholm. No driven line 

yet and that is good, but they will incorporate the same assembly line as they have on the truck 

side. You cannot even go get a coffee. He finds the work to be heavy mentally.  

Pace: The new employees that come find the pace to be very high, the ones that have been here 

for a while have got used to it.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners. He feels that they have a good grip and 

form and they are awesome to use! Easy to move around and give good feedback. He has a tool 

that has a torque of 39Nm that jerks a little and there are some heavy ones that are very 

unpleasant.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He finds that the work sometimes require awkward body 

postures and positions of the hand or wrist, but he also says that it is a lot up to you as a person 

to decide for yourself.  

Problems: He has problems with his elbow, shoulder and neck. 

General thoughts: He wants there to be a flex system, which means of you learn a new job you 

get a raise. This way it would be easier to rotate and not be stuck at one station.  

Future: He will probably still be here in five years. 

 

Person 4. 

Age: 50 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 32 years 

Work situation: He feels that he has the best job. He is everywhere, helping or replacing people 

that are ill. Every now and then he can find the job to be heavy, he tries to use the helping 

equipment that is available, and otherwise they try to be two persons lifting something heavy.  

Pace: He does not find the pace to be a problem. 

Tools: He uses pneumatic pistol and angle nutrunners. The nutrunner with the largest torque is a 

pistol nutrunner that is used to tighten the bolt on the wheel; it has a torque of 1640Nm. He does 
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not like the impact wrenches, he thinks they vibrate and shake too much. He thinks that they are 

easy to use and to move around, except for the pistol nutrunner, it is very heavy. He also finds 

that the tools give good feedback.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He mentions that both awkward body postures and awkward 

positions of the wrist or arm do happen occasionally. He says that in the beginning do did not go 

around the chassis to tighten a bolt you leaned over and thereby working in an awkward body 

posture.  

Problems: He has a problem with his elbow and with a muscular attachment. He also has a 

problem with his wrist; however, that injury was received during a soccer game. In addition to 

this he also has problems with a disk in his spinal cord. He was in a motorcycle accident a few 

years ago and this injury sometimes makes him lose the feeling in his legs. He does not 

remember the week before the accident. 

General thoughts: None.  

Future: In five years time he will probably still be working here. His plan is to move further 

north when he is able to, i.e. when he is retired or if he wins a lot of money.  

 

Person 5. 

Age: 50  

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 2 years, before that he worked with industrial painting.  

Work situation: He finds the work situation to be fairly ok. The work can get heavy at times.  

Pace: He finds the pace of work to be ok. 

Tools: He uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners. The biggest torque is at 210Nm. He finds 

the shape and grip of the tools to be fairly ok. He thinks that they are easy to use, they give good 

feedback and most of them are easy to move around. There is one (LTP51) that is a bit awkward 

to move around and it can get very cold. He finds that the tools with high torques sometimes can 

jerk a little.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations or operation require awkward body postures 

and awkward positions of the wrist and arm.  

Problems: He has a problem with his wrists; they are very tired and worn. 

General thoughts:  

Future: Might still be here in five years, but he does not know. 

 

Person 6. 

Age: 51 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 14 years, before that he worked in logistics.  

Work situation: Very stressful at some times, heavy and they use a lot of pneumatic tools and 

some of them are really heavy.   

Pace: He thinks the pace of work varies, he thinks it depends on the specific chassis. Some 

chassis are more demanding than other models.  
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Tools: He uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners, with the largest torque being 135Nm. At 

one point he has to hold the bolt on the other side with a manual wrench and the nutrunner jerks 

a bit while performing that operation. Also it gives him an awkward body posture. He thinks that 

the tools are easy to use and that they give good feedback. The grip and form of the tools can 

always be improved but it is ok, he finds it very cramped to move the tools around. He has some 

nutrunners that does not have a reaction bar and there is an apparent risk to get pinched between 

the tool and the chassis if there is no reaction bar.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He mentions that awkward body postures and awkward 

positions if the wrist and arm occurs every day.  

Problems: He has some problems with his back and his knees. He thinks that exercise might 

help him somewhat with these problems.  

General thoughts: There are a so many little things that can be improved on the assembly line.  

Future: He does not know what he will be doing in five years. He wants to pursue something 

less stressful. He feels that he does not have the same stamina as he used to have 10-15 years 

ago.  

 

Person 7. 

Age: 57 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 31 years, before that he worked at a paper mill.  

Work situation: He finds the work situation to be stressful but not that heavy. They have good 

lifting aids.  

Pace: He finds the pace of work to be high; you have to build an axle in 27 minutes.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic pistol nutrunners and impact wrenches. He finds the grip and form of 

the tools to be good, they give good feedback, easy to use and easy to move around.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He does not experience that awkward body postures or 

awkward positions or the wrist and arm are required.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts: He would like the assembly line to slow down a bit.  

Future: In five years he might be retired.  

 

Person 8. 

Age: 58 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 42 years 

Work situation: Very stressful and it keeps on getting more and more stressful. He thinks the 

job is heavy more mentally than physically.  

Pace: The pace of work is getting higher and higher, you have to perform more and more.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic pistol and angle nutrunners, a battery driven pistol nutrunner and two 

electric angle nutrunners with focus boxes. He finds the electric angle nutrunners to be very 
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good. They have a good grip and form; they are easy to use, give good feedback and are easy to 

move around on the rail that is at the station. Most of the tools are suspended in balancers; 

however, the hoses can occasionally cause problems. Some tools jerks occasionally but he thinks 

that might have to do more with the band than the tool itself. He would like to have the focus 

boxes programmed so that you can only do the operations in a certain order. Apparently that is 

already in the works.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He says that there are some awkward body postures; 

assembling the cooler you are always leaning forward. However, much is up to you, how you 

decide to do the specific operation. 

Problems: He has some problems with his back, strain injury that is confirmed by a MRI. He 

believes that rotation can ease his problems and within his group they usually rotate once a day. 

You are at one station half the day and then another one half the day.  

General thoughts: None 

Future: In five years he hopes to be retired. 

 

Person 9. 

Age: 59 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 42 years. 

Work situation: He finds the work situation to be fairly good; they have a lot of lifting aids 

which are good. But he finds that the materials or the smaller parts are located to high up, you 

always have to stretch to be able to reach it.  

Pace: He says that he notices that he is getting older; it gets harder and harder to keep up. 

Tools: He uses pneumatic pistol nutrunners. They have a good grip and form; some are a bit 

heavy but the heaviest ones are suspended in balancers. They are fairly easy to move around 

although the rails are a bit too long so there is a lot of pulling. The tools give good feedback but 

he says that after a while you learn to hear when the torque is right or not.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He does not think that there are awkward body postures, 

they have height adjustable tables. Sometimes he feels that there are awkward positions of the 

wrist or arm.  

Problems: He has some problems with his fingers; they used to have only impact wrenches.  

General thoughts:  

Future: He hopes he will be retired in five year, he is hoping to be able to retire in three.  

 

Person 10. 

Age: 60 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 38 years 

Work situation: He finds the work situation to be stressful. He also thinks the work is quite 

heavy.  

Pace: He feels that the pace is very high, there is a lot to do and little time to do it.  
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Tools: He uses pneumatic pistol nutrunners, with a maximum torque of 800Nm. He find the 

shape and grip of the tool is not optimum, they are not that easy to use but fairly easy to move 

along the rail that they have, they also give good feedback.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He does not experience awkward body postures. There are 

operations where he has to work with his arm up high, and that creates an awkward angle of the 

wrist.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts: He wants more space and more information about the tools. 

Future: In five years he will be retired.  
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Appendix L Answers to Interviews at Cabin Department, 
Scania AB, Oskarshamn, Sweden 

 

Person 1. 

Age: 35 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 14 years 

Work situation: Stressful. The job is on its way to be more and more monotonous.  

Pace: The pace is high, it is very stressful.  

Tools: He uses a battery driven pistol nutrunner, a tensor and pneumatic angle and pistol 

nutrunners. He feels that the tools are not adjusted for the individual person. Overall they are 

easy to use and to move around. The feedback could be better. While using the tensor he is not 

so good at looking at the lights on the handle. He uses a pneumatic pistol nutrunner which he 

thinks jerks a bit. It is a small pistol nutrunner with a torque of 7-8Nm. He would like the tools to 

be lighter, smaller and better.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He does not think that the job requires awkward body 

postures. However, he feels that the positions of the hand or arm in some situations are not good.  

Problems: None. 

General thoughts: Better ergonomics. 

Future: He will still be at Scania in five years time, doing what he does now. 

 

Person 2. 

Age: 42 

Gender: Male  

Years as an assembly worker: 23 years 

Work situation: He finds his work situation to be really good, but he also feels that it is getting 

more and more monotonous. 

Pace: He finds the pace of work to be tougher and tougher; it is high and getting higher.  

Tools: He uses a pneumatic angle nutrunner as well as battery driven pistol and angle 

nutrunners. He finds the form and grip of the tools to be fairly ok and they are fairly ok to move 

around. He mentions that the battery driven nutrunners are heavier; the pneumatic nutrunners 

also have a drawback, the hose. He thinks the tools give rather good feedback. He thinks the 

tools are getting very run down. He has one battery driven pistol nutrunner that he thinks jerks a 

bit, 9.6Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Sometimes the job requires slightly awkward body postures. 

No awkward positions of the hand or arm.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts: Should not lift over shoulder height, lighter tools and wants the tools and the 

work posture to be better for the wrists.  

Future: He will still be at Scania in five years. 
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Person 3. 

Age: 43 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 17 years 

Work situation: He finds his work situation to be good. Some stations are heavy other more 

heavy due to monotonous movements. At a few stations there is a long way between the boxes 

with the supplies and the station itself, long way to carry the parts.  

Pace: He feel that the pace is high, it is stressful.  

Tools: He uses both electric and pneumatic pistol and angle nutrunners. Overall he finds the grip 

and form of the tools to be fairly ok, but not the grip and form of the handle of the new tensor 

pistol that they have. That grip and form is not good at all. They are easy to use and to move 

around, they also give good feedback. He has one tool that jerks a little, it is a big tensor.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He experiences that awkward body postures as well as 

awkward positions of the wrist and arm occurs every day.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: He might still be here in five years. 

 

Person 4. 

Age: 44 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 2 years, before that he worked with very miscellaneous things. 

Work situation: He finds the work situation to be good. 

Pace: He says that in the beginning the pace felt a bit high, but it works now.  

Tools: He uses battery driven or pneumatic screwdrivers. He thinks they have a good grip and 

form, they are easy to use and to move around and they also give good feedback. He thinks that 

the pneumatic ones shake too much.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He experiences awkward body postures daily and when he 

works on the higher cabins he also experiences awkward positions of the wrist or arm.  

Problems: He has had pain in his shoulder for six months.  

General thoughts:  

Future: He will quit at Scania in November, he is moving home to Kenya to be a web designer 

and to do some gardening. 

 

Person 5. 

Age: 44 

Gender: Male 
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Years as an assembly worker: 8.5 years, before that he worked with purchase.  

Work situation: He likes his job, the work situation is good. Although he feels that it can be a 

bit monotonous sometimes.  

Pace: The pace is high, it is a bit stressful.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners as well as a battery driven pistol 

nutrunner. He thinks the grip and form of the tools are good, they are easy to use and to move 

around, they also give good feedback. He has tools that jerks a little too much with torques of 

8Nm and 24Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He experiences awkward body postures and awkward 

positions of the wrist and arm at some stations.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts: He would like the cabin to stand still while assembling or the line to be a bit 

wider so it is easier to go with the line as it moves.  

Future: If he has not won his millions at Triss, he will still be at Scania in five years.  

 

Person 6. 

Age: 44 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 5 years, before that she was unemployed for 2 years. 

Work situation: She finds the work situation to be a little stressful at times, but good. Some 

stations might be a bit monotonous.  

Pace: The pace is high, it is stressful.  

Tools: She uses a battery driven pistol nutrunner as well as pneumatic angle and pistol 

nutrunners. The grip and form of the tools are fairly ok; they are easy to use although some of 

them are a little heavy. The tools are easy to move around and they give good feedback. She uses 

a battery driven pistol nutrunner with a torque of 8Nm that jerks a bit.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Both awkward body postures and awkward positions of the 

wrist or arm occurs.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: Do not know. Probably still at Scania.  

 

Person 7. 

Age: 45 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 8 years, before that she worked as a security guard.  

Work situation: She feels constantly under pressure, she is always getting parts from different 

boxes. She also finds the job heavy and a bit monotonous.  

Pace: The pace is high. 
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Tools: She uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners, battery driven angle nutrunner, blind 

rivet and tensor pistol and angle (electric nutrunners). She finds the form and grip of the tools to 

be good. Some of them are a little heavy, i.e. the battery driven ones and some tensors. They are 

fairly easy to use; some of them are a bit clumsy and could be a little better. Easy to move 

around and they give good feedback. She does not look at the lights on the handle of the tensor. 

She has a pneumatic pistol nutrunner that jerks a little too much, a LUM 12 with a pistol grip and 

a torque of 7Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Does not think there are awkward body postures, due to the 

fact that she has a height adjustable table which you also can tilt in different angles. Sometimes 

when it is too stressful you might get some awkward positions of the wrist and arm.  

Problems: She has a problem with her neck, right arm and elbow. She thinks that the pneumatic 

nutrunners make it worse sometimes, so to be able to get away from the pneumatic tools once 

and a while would be good.  

General thoughts:  

Future: She might still be at Scania in five years time.  

 

Person 8. 

Age: 48 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 28 years 

Work situation: She feels that the work situation is ok but it is very stressful, you can hardly 

talk to the person you are standing next to. She thinks that the cabin attachments to the chassis 

are heavy and you are always picking thing up from the boxes.  

Pace: The pace is very high. 

Tools: She uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunner as well as a tensor angle and pistol 

nutrunners. The form and grip of the tools is fairly ok, the new tensor pistol grip is not good it is 

too thin. She would rather use the old one. They are easy to use and fairly easy to move around. 

Some of the tools are a bit awkward to move when you work on the ceiling in the cabin, the air 

hoses gets in the way. The tools also give good feedback. She thinks that the light on the electric 

tenor nutrunner are good. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Both awkward body postures and awkward positions of the 

wrist and arm occur daily.  

Problems: She fell within the Scania compound last winter; she still has problems with her 

thumb, arm, back and legs. She can hardly sit down sometimes. She also has had a herniated disc 

a couple of years ago. She is currently waiting for an MRI.  

General thoughts: She wants a longer tact time, people need to breath. Even the younger ones 

are really beat when they leave work for the day.  

Future: She is hoping to recover from her injuries and she thinks that she will still be at Scania 

in five years. 

 

Person 9. 

Age: 49 
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Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 27 years 

Work situation: The work situation is a bit stressful. He also thinks that some stations are a 

little monotonous.  

Pace: The pace is very high.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners as well as a battery driven pistol 

nutrunner, which is not from Atlas Copco Tools. They are easy to use, to move around and they 

give good feedback. He uses a LUM 12 pistol grip and he feels that it jerks a little too much, 

7.5Nm. He also wants more and better information about the tools.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He does not experience awkward body postures due to the 

fact that he has a height adjustable table which he also can tilt in different angles. However, he 

do experience awkward positions of the wrist and arm occasionally.  

Problems: He has some problems with his shoulders and elbows. He thinks he would feel better 

if he did not have to work on the assembly line, he is worn out.  

General thoughts: He wants the station assembly back, but he also realizes that that is not 

possible.  

Future: He will probably still be at Scania in five years.  

 

Person 10. 

Age: 53 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 31 years, before that he built houses.  

Work situation: He thinks the work situation is rather good. He works as a coordinator every 

other day and every other at the assembly line. He thinks the work is both monotonous and 

heavy. He pulls and pushes a lot to be able to assembly different parts, such as the attachments 

between the cabin and the chassis.  

Pace: The pace is high and it only gets higher.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners, battery driven pistol nutrunner and 

electric angle nutrunner (84Nm). The electric angle nutrunner does not have a reaction bar or a 

torque arm; it is only used when a previous station has not completed its tightening in a correct 

way. He feels that the light on the electric angle nutrunner is a little too small; they could be a bit 

bigger. The tools have a good grip and form, they are easy to use, to move around and they give 

good feedback. He has a problem with a pistol nutrunner that jerks a little too much but that is 

not an Atlas Copco Tools tool.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He experiences awkward body postures and awkward 

positions of the wrist and arm daily.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: He will probably still be at Scania in five years.  
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Person 11. 

Age: 58 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 13 years at Scania, before that he worked 20 years as an 

assembly worker assembling office chairs.  

Work situation: He feels that the work situation has become more stressful. He also mentions 

that he finds some stations to be heavy; they do not have that many lifting aids. The work can 

also be a bit monotonous.  

Pace: The pace is very high and it only seems to get more stressful.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic angle and pistol nutrunners, blind rivets and a battery driven pistol 

nutrunner. He finds the grip and form of the tools to be good, they are easy to use and to move 

around. They also give good feedback. He would like the tools to maybe be a bit lighter, flexible 

and stronger. There are some pneumatic tools that he feels jerks a little too much.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: He experiences slightly awkward body postures and 

awkward positions of the wrist and arm at some stations.  

Problems: He has a problem with his hands, they are worn out. He thinks rotation helps him and 

to be able to get away from the pneumatic tools every now and then.  

General thoughts: He wants the tact time to be longer. 

Future: In five years time he might be retired, he has not decided yet.  
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Appendix M Answers to Interviews at Volvo Construction 
Equipment, Cabin Department, Hallsberg, Sweden 

Person 1. 

Age: 19 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 7 months 

Work situation: Some tasks are heavy to perform, aches in arms and elbows, besides that fairly 

good. Heavy lifting and lifting aids cannot be used.  

Pace: Pretty good. 

Tools: Electric angle nutrunner and pneumatic nutrunners. The pneumatic one (8Nm), air is 

leaking out, bad condition. She experiences the tools as awkward and clumsy, but fairly easy to 

use. She would rather have a battery driven nutrunner when you need to move it; they have 

problems with the hoses. The nutrunners give good feedback but she experiences that the 

pneumatic one jerks a lot.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: The job requires a lot of crawling and squatting. Also 

experiences extreme and awkward positions of the wrist and arm.  

Problems: Problems with the entire arm and wrist also with neck and back.  

General thoughts: She wants more helping aids such as something to lock the steering wheel in 

position while mounting it so you do not have to hold it in place with your head. 

Future: In five years she does not want to still be working as an assembly worker. If possible 

she wants to study sports and exercise, maybe be a personal trainer or dietitian.  

 

Person 2. 

Age: 38 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 15 years 

Work situation: Good right now. He does not feel that his job is tough.  

Pace: Sometimes stressful other times good.  

Tools: Battery driven angle nutrunner. Easy to use, good grip and this battery driven one is 

easier to move than the pneumatic he had before. It gives good feedback; you can see when the 

torque is done. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Does not think so. He feels they have a good rotation. (me: 

yes, working upward with arm) 

Problems: No problems.  

General thoughts:  

Future: Is probably still there in five years. 

 

Person 3. 
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Age: 43 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 22 years, 6 months VCE 

Work situation: Pretty good. Gets aches after a while from lifting and such things.  

Pace: Fairly high pace, but you deal with it. If there is any trouble or hassle it can be tough.  

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners and a battery driven Sica-gun (for the windows). Good grip and 

easy to use, when you need to move them the hoses get in the way. It gives good feedback. The 

pneumatic nutrunner shakes and jerks.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes, squats and working a lot upwards with arms, e.g. 

windows with the sica-gun and the load bars. 

Problems: Somewhat in shoulders and back. 

General thoughts: More rotation on stations. It would be good to get some rest in-between the 

cabins when you are working at a tough station, like 30seconds or a minute. If there is a hassle 

with the sica-gun, the cabin will be delayed and it happens occasionally.  

Future: He still wants to be here in five years. 

 

Person 4. 

Age: 47 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 10 years 

Work situation: Pretty good. Some tasks are tough and heavy.  

Pace: Not stressful, good. 

Tools: Battery and pneumatic nutrunners. The grip is good and the battery driven nutrunner is 

easy to use but not the pneumatic one. They are heavy to move around but they give good 

feedback. Pneumatic nutrunner jerks and has difficult connections with the hose. It is tight to 

squeeze into some places.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes, crawling and squatting.  

Problems: Problems with back and shoulders. 

General thoughts: Would like to have lighter nutrunners, better connections with hose.  

Future: Do not know what she will be doing in five years. 

 

Person 5. 

Age: 47 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 8 years 

Work situation: Feels that it is stressful right now as he is learning a new station, but does not 

feel that the job is heavy.  

Pace: Pretty high right now. 
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Tools: Pneumatic screwdriver (LUM 25) and hammer. Good grip and shape. LUM 25 shakes 

and jerks a lot! They are easy to use and to move around, they also give good feedback.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes, working high up above shoulder, also awkward angle 

on wrist and arm under short times.  

Problems: Psoriasis Arthritis, aches in joints, not due to work but can get worse from work 

sometimes. 

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years he will still be there, likes the job. 

 

Person 6. 

Age: 52 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 29 years 

Work situation: Good work situation, lots of lifting aids to help with heavy lifting.  

Pace: Tougher now due to tougher competition.  

Tools: LUM 25. Good grip and pretty light, easy to use and to move around and gives good 

feedback. It is calibrated every three months.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: No 

Problems: No 

General thoughts:  

Future: Will still be here in five years. 

 

Person 7. 

Age: 56 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 7 years 

Work situation: Find it a bit stressful at times and some tasks are heavy to perform. 

Pace: Uneven, calm/stressful.  

Tools: Pneumatic angle nutrunner. You have to think about how you are holding the nutrunner 

due to jerks so that your hand will not get pinched between the wall of the cabin and the 

nutrunner itself. Other than that it is easy to use and easy to move around. Would like to be able 

to see when the torque is done like on the battery driven nutrunner.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes, squatting and hanging over walls to be able to reach 

certain bolts etc., also awkward angles for wrist and arm sometimes.  

Problems: Shoulders and clavicle. 

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years she will be preparing for retirement.  
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Person 8. 

Age: 59 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 33 years 

Work situation: Good work situation, active job. He has had some injuries but always gotten 

better.  

Pace: Pretty good. 

Tools: LUM 25. Pretty good grip, easy to use and move around, gives good feedback. LUM 25 

jerks a lot! 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes, table to high so gets tiered in shoulders. Difficult 

angles for wrist.  

Problems: Some problems with his knee.  

General thoughts:  

Future: Wants to stay until retirement (6 years). 

 

Person 9. 

Age: 62 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 4.5 years 

Work situation: Good work situation. 

Pace: Pretty good. 

Tools: Pneumatic and battery driven nutrunners. Good grip mostly, pretty easy to use and move 

around, good feedback. The connection to the hose is not that good. He experiences jerking with 

the pneumatic nutrunner. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: No 

Problems: No, had a strain on his neck but got acupuncture.  

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years he is hopefully retired.  
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Person 10. 

Age: 65 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 22 years 

Work situation: Pretty good. It is pretty tough if you are at the same station for a long time.  

Pace: Pretty good pace, more stressful on the assembly line. 

Tools: Battery driven nutrunner. Good grip and easy to use and move around, not so well with 

battery when you need heavier torque.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Occasionally heavy lifting when things are placed in the 

wrong way arriving from the supplier.  

Problems: Aches in shoulders and neck. Strain in upper parts of her arms.  

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years she will be retired.  
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Appendix N Answers to Interviews at Volvo Construction 
Equipment, Axle & Transmission Department, Eskilstuna, 
Sweden 

 

Person 1. 

Age: 32 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 7 years 

Work situation: The work situation is good; the job is heavy due to its monotonous character.  

Pace: It can be both calm and crazy busy. Pretty good. 

Tools: Electric angle nutrunners and manual torque wrenches. The tools he uses on the assembly 

line have a good grip and are easy to use. There is one he uses at pre assembly which is a bit too 

heavy and you have to really hold it in place, it has a torque of 80Nm. Easy to move around and 

give good feedback, he thinks that the lights on the handle could be a bit bigger. One tools jerks 

at a torque of 80Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  Sometimes difficult angles of the wrist or arm are needed.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: Probably still at VCE. 

 

Person 2. 

Age: 36 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 9 years, before that he was a bartender among other things. 

Work situation: The work situation is good, except when it is hot outside, then it is hot inside 

too. 

Pace: Good pace. 

Tools: He uses electric angle nutrunners, spindles and manual torque wrenches. He finds them 

easy to use and the grip and form of the handle is good. Before there were lots of cords 

everywhere but now they have hung them up so not that many cords left on the floor to trip over. 

They give good feedback; he checks the station to see that the correct torque is done. He finds 

that the tools can jerk when it torques 50Nm. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: No 

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: No idea, probably still at VCE but maybe doing something different.  
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Person 3. 

Age: 41 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 17 years 

Work situation: Does not like the assembly line, he wants the station assembly back. He thinks 

his job is heavy much due to its monotonous character.   

Pace: He thinks the pace it fairly ok.  

Tools: Manual torque wrenches and electric angle nutrunners. He thinks that the grip and form 

of the tools are fairly good, they are easy to use and to move around. Some are a bit more 

awkward to move around. They give good feedback and he does not think that they jerk. There 

might be one or two that might jerk a little, according to him because they have a handle that is 

too short. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: No. 

Problems: He has a wrist injury from playing soccer. He has work related problems with his 

shoulders and a repetitive strain injury in his back from the concrete floor.  

General thoughts: He is working at the assembly line for the 2.185 ton axle and said that they 

work the hardest at VCE. 

Future: In five years he will hopefully have another job, however, he never applies for anything 

new. 

 

Person 4. 

Age: 41 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 9 years 

Work situation: He thinks the work situation is fairly good. He does not think his job is heavy; 

they have lifting aids for everything heavy.  

Pace: He thinks the pace is fairly ok. 

Tools: He uses mostly electric angle nutrunners and spindles. The grip and form of the handle is 

good and they are easy to use. To move around they are a bit difficult if they are on big torque 

arms.  Gives good feedback, he does not look at the lights on the handle; he looks at the stations 

when he can. Some of the electric angle nutrunners may jerk and the one he thinks jerk is a 

nutrunner with a torque of 310Nm. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations on the transmission line may require odd or 

awkward positions of the wrist or arm. 

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: Do not know. 

 

Person 5. 

Age: 42 
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Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 18 years, was supposed to stay only one year… 

Work situation: Finds the work situation fairly good. The work is fairly heavy; the smallest axle 

is 710kg.  

Pace: The pace is pretty crazy at times. 

Tools: Electric nutrunners. Good grip and form, they are easy to use and to move around. They 

give good feedback, older assembly workers look at the lights on the handle and the newer ones 

look at the station. The lights on the handle could be a bit bigger. When he uses the 310Nm 

nutrunner he thinks it jerks.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Sometimes the job requires awkward body postures, but he 

also adds that older assembly workers bend while the newer ones use the height adjustable 

tables. He also says that while assembling brake pistons you might have awkward angles of your 

wrist.  

Problems: He has a shoulder that is finished due to manual torque wrenches. 

General thoughts: He wants new pressing tools; they are starting to get old and tough. 

Future: Good question, probably still here, even though his body is tired.  

 

Person 6. 

Age: 43 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 17 years 

Work situation: Finds the work situation to be stressful. He is right now on the line with the 

smallest axle and they work at the same station all day, it gets very monotonous.  

Pace: He finds the pace to be a little stressful, everything has got so regulated.   

Tools: Electric angle nutrunners, spindles, manual torque wrenches and pneumatic nutrunners 

such as LTP. The grip and form is good but the pneumatic pistols with a reaction bar are tough 

and awkward. They are easy to use, tougher if they are on a torque arm. Easy to move around 

and they give good feedback, good with the lights. The pneumatic tools are calibrated one a 

week.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Some stations you need to work with your arms and 

shoulder high up, for lifting and such. Some stations also require difficult angles of the wrist and 

arm to be able to reach. 

Problems: Problems with his shoulders and neck. His problems might be solved by more 

rotation and/or height adjustable tables. 

General thoughts:  

Future: Difficult to say. If he wins the lottery he will not stay here. If he changes work he will 

not go to another industry job, then he will do a complete change of career.  

 

Person 7. 

Age: 44 
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Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 12 years, before that he was a CNC-programming teacher. 

Work situation: Thinks the work situation is good. He likes it like a fish likes the water. The 

work can be heavy at times both due to its monotonous character and to heavy lifting, but they 

have lifting aids. 

Pace: Good pace. 

Tools: Uses electric angle nutrunners and pressing tools. They have a good grip and form and 

are easy to use. Uses the lights on the handle, thinks they could be a bit bigger and maybe also a 

higher beep from the station, otherwise good feedback! He finds that some nutrunners jerk, 

50Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: No awkward body postures, is standing all day. A few 

stations require difficult angles of the wrist or arm.  

Problems:  He has a problem with back pain, but he does not know if it is related to work.  

General thoughts:  

Future: If he is not a millionaire he will still be at VCE.  

 

Person 8. 

Age: 47 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 23 years 

Work situation: Finds the work situation to be tough, heavy lifting and monotonous work. They 

rotate every week, i.e. they work the same station for a week before rotating.  

Pace: He finds the pace to be too high. 

Tools: He uses electric angle nutrunners and spindles, sometimes also pneumatic nutrunners. He 

finds the grip and form of the tools to be fairly good. The pneumatic one, LTP, is a bit awkward 

but he does not use it that often. They are easy to use and to move around, they also give good 

feedback. He mostly listens after the beep; he does not look at the light on the handle. They may 

jerk a little at 50Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: No 

Problems: He has problems with his elbows. He thinks if the heavy lifting and the manual 

torque wrenches are avoided it would be better for him and he might be able to work until 

retirement. 

General thoughts: He wants the boxes to e located lower and for the text to be bigger. If the 

heavy lifting and the heavy body work is avoided and there is lifting aids and the pace is slowed 

down he might be able to work until retirement. 

Future: Hopefully he will not be at VCE in five years time. 

 

Person 9. 

Age: 52 

Gender: Male 
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Years as an assembly worker: 26 years 

Work situation: Fairly good but stressful, a lot to do in a little time. Some operations are 

heavier than others and sometimes there is no time to use the lifting aids, they take too long.  

Pace: High pace due to a high work load. 

Tools: Electric angle nutrunner and manual torque wrenches. Good grip and form. They have the 

tools located on a wall. Easy to use and to move around, gives good feedback, might jerk a bit if 

it is a person who is not used to it, you have to hold on. Maybe could be good if the tools could 

tell you what the problem is when there is a problem. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: No not really, standing all day leaning slightly forward. 

Some operations might require difficult angles of the wrist and arm.  

Problems: No problems per say, just a little tired and slow.  

General thoughts: Wants the station assembly back, feels that that was better for his body. 

Future: Will still be at VCE in five years 

 

Person 10. 

Age: 60 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 40 years at VCE, 20 years as an assembly worker before that the 

paint shop and assembly worker on tractors. 

Work situation: Finds the work situation fairly good, some heavy lifting. There are lifting aids 

but they are not always used, they take too long time.  

Pace: The pace is good so far. 

Tools: Uses electric angle nutrunners and manual torque wrenches. The grip and form are fairly 

good, you get used to it. Easy to use and to move around, they also give good feedback. He does 

not look at the light on the handle; he looks at the box when he can see it. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: There is one station that requires you to hold from 

underneath as well as from above, that is an awkward body posture.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future:  In five years time he will be retired!  

 

Person 11. 

Age: 62 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 45 years  

Work situation: Finds the work situation to be fairly good. The work is a bit heavy at times.  

Pace: The pace is a bit stressful at times, such as when material is missing and then you get it 

and you need to catch up with the work. The trial runs takes up a bit of time too.  
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Tools: Uses ErgoPuls nutrunners. The grip is good and they are easy to use, also easy to move 

around due to the fact that they have them located into holsters. They also give good feedback. 

He finds it difficult with all the cords or hoses which get tangled up every now and then. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Before there were awkward body postures but now they got 

a height adjustable table, at least in high and low.  

Problems: Has some problems with his shoulders. 

General thoughts:  He would like some bigger tables at the pre-assembly. 

Future:  He will be retired in five years! 
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Appendix O Answers to Interviews at Atlas Copco RockDrill 
AB, Örebro, Sweden 

Person 1. 

Age: 25 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 1 years at Atlas Copco and before that 4 years. 

Work situation: Not good at all right now, thinks it is too unorganized. At some stations 

everything is heavy but there are good lifting aids.  However some tools are heavy, such as when 

you are putting the wheel on a hauler, the tool you use is heavy and the work position is not the 

best. 

Pace: Feels that the pace is good. 

Tools: Uses pneumatic nutrunners and ordinary manual wrenches. Thinks the tools have a good 

grip and that they are easy to use, however, she feels that they could be lighter. They are also 

fairly easy to move around. The tools do not always deliver the specified torque. They are 

calibrated once a year and she feels that they should be calibrated more often. She finds that the 

tools make a lot of noise and the bigger tools that deliver a torque of 800Nm jerks a lot. She 

would like to be able to see if the right torque has been delivered, on the tool.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Awkward and difficult body postures do occur daily; there 

is a lot on crawling underneath the dumpers/trucks, drilling rigs or the loaders. Also you need to 

bend your wrist or arm in awkward angles or positions to be able to get the job done, i.e. to get to 

some of the nuts or to install cables and such.  

Problems: Does not feel that she has any problems. 

General thoughts:  

Future: Do not know, hopefully still working at Atlas Copco but not as an assembly worker.  

 

Person 2. 

Age: 30 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: Total of 3 years, 2 years at Atlas Copco and 1 year at VCE 

Hallsberg 

Work situation: Thinks it is a good work situation. Does not feel that the work is heavy, there 

are some good lifting aids. 

Pace:  Thinks that the pace is good, not too fast and not too slow. 

Tools: Uses a lot of ordinary hand nutrunners and also pneumatic nutrunners. She feels that the 

pneumatic nutrunners are old and a bit awkward to use and, that the pneumatic nutrunners cannot 

get into the small and awkward places they sometimes need to get in to. However they are fairly 

easy to move around. She would like to be able to see on the nutrunner if the right torque has 

been delivered. They always check the bolt with a torque meter and it would be nice to not have 

to do that. Thinks that the tools make a lot of noise and the old tools vibrate a lot.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Both awkward body postures as well as awkward positions 

of the wrist and arm occur daily. 
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Problems: No problems.  

General thoughts:  

Future: Is probably still at Atlas Copco as an assembly worker. 

 

Person 3. 

Age: 31 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 6 years 

Work situation: There is a good work situation and only some tasks are heavy to perform.  

Pace: Thinks the pace is good.  

Tools: Uses pneumatic nutrunners and thinks they have a good grip, but some are big and 

awkward to use. They are fairly easy to move around. Bigger nutrunners can jerk so much that 

they jerk the entire arm and the level of noise is very high.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Sometimes awkward body postures, wrist and arm positions 

are necessary.  

Problems: Is having some problems with one of his shoulders but nothing big. 

General thoughts:  

Future: Is hoping for something else, but thinks he will still be there in five years. 

 

Person 4. 

Age: 35 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 10 years, is currently working in an office. 

Work situation: In the beginning she felt she had to prove her skills, that she was able to do the 

job. After a while she felt more relaxed and that she did not have to prove anything.  

Pace: Good pace of work. 

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners. The ones she used were fairly old and they did not have a plastic 

handle so they felt fairly cold due to the metal handle. The big nutrunner used when mounting 

the wheel is too big and awkward. The other smaller ones she thinks were easy to use and to 

move around. Thinks they gave a good feedback and only some models jerk. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Occurs fairly daily, both the body posture and wrist/arm. 

The body posture when mounting the wheel is not good at all. 

Problems: Experiences some problems with her hands, white finger syndrome. 

General thoughts:  

Future: Is moving to the USA in two months. In five years she might be back in Sweden. She 

will stay at Atlas Copco. 
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Person 5. 

Age: 38 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 13 years, before that he drove a forklift for 6 years. 

Work situation: Thinks the work situation is good and that it is a good job. 

Pace: Fairly slow right now but things are starting to happen. 

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners. Thinks the grip is good and that they are easy to use and fairly 

easy to move around. He also thinks they give good feedback. He feels that the bigger nutrunners 

jerk a lot.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Fairly daily, both body and wrist/arm. 

Problems: No problems 

General thoughts: Replace the pneumatic nutrunners with electrical or battery driven ones. 

Future: Probably still at Atlas Copco in five years, if nothing else in his hometown turns up. He 

drives 55km one way every day. 

 

Person 6. 

Age: 47 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 3.5 years 

Work situation: Fairy busy right now. He is a representative for the 5S (working for a better 

work environment etc) and involved in a new model.   

Pace: Feels the pace in the production fairly good right now, however there are problems with 

material and there are new employees that takes a lot of time.  

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners. They have a good grip, are easy to use and easy to move around. 

However, they are not reliable, the torque does not always right. Does not think they jerk so 

much but the noise level is high. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Both body and wrist/arm postures daily. 

Problems: Tinnitus, but do not know if it was work related. However, he thinks it has not helped 

with this high noise level at work. 

General thoughts: The noise and that the pneumatic nutrunners are not reliable to deliver the 

right torque. 

Future: Still working at Atlas Copco in five years. 

 

Person 7. 

Age: 49 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 17 years, before that he worked as a construction worker 

Work situation: Thinks it is a good work place and does not think the job is heavy. 
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Pace: Fairly high pace right now.  

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners. Thinks the grip is fairly good, he uses it just a couple of times per 

day. Prefers older tools because he feels they jerk harder. He would like battery driven 

nutrunners but does not like ergo pulse; he feels they are too tiered, i.e. they are too slow. He 

thinks they are easy to use and fairly easy to move around. However, the hose might get very 

dirty and there is a risk for tripping on the hose. He trusts the nutrunner to deliver the right 

torque but they always check with a torque meter on bolt above the size of M16. Does not 

experience jerk but the noise level is high. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes it happens occasionally, both the entire body posture 

and with the wrist/arm positions. 

Problems: No problems 

General thoughts: Would like to replace the pneumatic nutrunners with battery driven ones. 

Future: Most likely still at Atlas Copco in five years but maybe another department. 

 

Person 8. 

Age: 50 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 10 years 

Work situation: Experiences the work situation as fairly good, sometimes the job can be heavy 

but fairly good aids are present.  

Pace: The pace is pretty good, sometimes it can get stressful.  

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners. The biggest one (450Nm) is awkward to use. Easy to use and 

fairly easy to move around, they cannot get in everywhere they need it. He experiences that it 

gives good feedback. The biggest one jerk fairly much and the noise level is high.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Sometimes awkward body postures and difficult positions 

of the wrist and arm.  

Problems: No problems; knock on wood. 

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years, he will still be there.  

 

Person 9. 

Age: 50 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 30 years, 16 years at Atlas Copco before that at SJ since 1981 

Work situation: Experiences the work situation as good. Sometimes the job is heavy but there 

are some fairly good aids.  

Pace: A fairly good pace 

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners. He experiences the grip of the tools as fairly good, he would like 

them to be quieter. He also thinks they are easy to use and fairly easy to move around. However, 
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the delivered torque is not always the correct one. They use a torque meter to check every bolt 

over the size of M12. He experiences that the tools jerk fairly much and the noise level is high.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Occasionally yes, both body posture and wrist/arm. 

Problems: Experiences tennis elbow, possible strain injury. 

General thoughts: Wants the tools to be lighter, quieter and not jerk so much, maybe 

composite?  

Future: In five years he will still be at Atlas Copco but perhaps somewhere else. 

 

Person 10. 

Age: 58 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 13 years 

Work situation: Experiences the work situation as good. Sometimes the job can be heavy.  

Pace: Fairly good pace, sometimes stressful, mostly due to the fact that you have not got the 

right part and when you finally get them from the supplier you have to rush.  

Tools: Pneumatic nutrunners. Good grip, easy to use. When moving them the hoses get in the 

way. When using the nutrunner that gives 800Nm they always check with a torque meter after. 

They jerk a lot and the noise level is really high. He would like to have a display where he can 

see the torque. 

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes, daily, both body postures and wrist/arm positions.  

Problems: No problems 

General thoughts: Would like to get information about new tools. He would like to get new 

tools to work with. 

Future: Will still be working there in five years. 
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Appendix P Answers to Interviews at Volvo Car Corporation, 
Torslanda, Sweden 

 

Person 1. 

Age: 28 

Gender: Male  

Years as an assembly worker: 8 years, before that worked at Ericsson 

Work situation: Thinks the work situation is fairly ok. He feels that his work is heavy due to its 

monotonous character.  

Pace: He can understand those who come here and think that it is really stressful and fast, 

because it is, but you get used to it. 

Tools: He uses an electric angle nutrunner (48Nm) and a pneumatic pistol nutrunner (8Nm). He 

finds the grip and form of the tools good, he and his team had some influence in which tools they 

would use. He feels that they are easy to use; one nutrunner is on a torque arm the others 

suspended in balancers. The nutrunner on the torque arm is fairly easy to move around and the 

others on balancers are really easy to move around. He looks at the lights on the handle of the 

electric nutrunners; he feels that the lights could be a bit bigger than they are, they would be 

more distinct and easier to see. He feels that the pneumatic pistol nutrunner jerks a bit.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  Yes, he has one position where he needs to work with his 

arms over shoulder height. It is when they fasten the cargo net in the V60 and, they cannot get a 

torque arm into the car because it is too narrow.  

Problems: He has some problems with his fingers. 

General thoughts: The cords and hoses get tangled up every once and a while, it would be good 

with wireless and Bluetooth.  

Future: In five years time he will probably still be at Volvo Cars but maybe be doing something 

else.  

 

Person 2. 

Age: 29 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 9 years, before that high school and one year at Komvux.  

Work situation: She thinks the work situation is good. Some operations at different stations are 

heavy to perform due to that you have to use a lot of force at certain operations.  

Pace: The pace is a little high; she would like it to be slower so she does not get any problems 

with her back.  

Tools: She uses electric angle and pistol nutrunners as well as pneumatic angle and pistol 

nutrunners. She thinks they have a good grip and form, they are easy to move around and that 
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most of them are easy to use. They give good feedback as well. She feels that the CCC
6
 electric 

nutrunner jerks a bit.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: She has to bend often and also work upwards with her arm a 

lot and sometimes she has to turn while performing an operation.  

Problems: Has problems with her shoulders and neck, thinks it is due to overexertion. She is 

working out to prevent the problems.  

General thoughts: Would like to get more information on how to actually use the tools; how to 

hold it and how to stand etc.  

Future: Does not know, hard to say. She may go into one of the educations that Volvo Cars has 

to be a manufacturing engineer.  

 

Person 3. 

Age: 31 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 8 years, worked as a security guard before that.  

Work situation: He feels that the work situation is good; on his line they have height adjustable 

tables for the engine. He is currently a team leader and says it is much better than being an 

ordinary assembly worker. As an assembly worker you really have to work hard.  

Pace: Right now they manufacture 57 engines an hour; he feels that is a good pace.  

Tools: He uses pneumatic pistol, angle and spindle nutrunners as well as electric nutrunners; 

they are however not from Atlas Copco Tools. The electric nutrunners that are not from Atlas 

Copco jumps on the nuts and crawls up and jumps off them or the bit gets stuck. Even though 

this is a problem he thinks that electric tools are preferable. The electric tools are often hung up 

in balancers and also the cord. Pneumatic ones are not on balancers and the hose gets in the way, 

lying on the floor like they do. He thinks the form and grip of the tools is good, they are easy to 

use but a little hard to move. The hose can very easily get tangled up if there is more than one 

toll close to each other. He mentions that a hose-reel might be a good idea. He also feels that it 

might also be better with the electric tools due to the traceability. The electric tool that he uses, 

the non Atlas Copco tool, jerks when you put it in reverse. (Red) 

Extreme/awkward body postures:  Yes, sometimes when you do not adjust the height of the 

table and you need to fasten something from underneath.   

Problems: None 

General thoughts: The lower the pace, the better the quality. 

Future: Hopefully not at Volvo, want to pursue something higher up.  

 

Person 4. 

Age: 34 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 10 years, before that he worked in health care 

Work situation: He find the work situation fairly ok/good. Some operations might be heavy. 

                                                 
6
 Changed Consequence Class  
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Pace: Fairly high pace, increased since 2001. 

Tools: He uses a pneumatic angle nutrunner with a maximum torque of 25Nm and three 

different electric angle or spindle nutrunners, CC1
7
, with a maximum torque of 40Nm. The grip 

and form of the tools are good and they are easy to use; however, some of the tools are a bit too 

heavy. The electric tools are easy to move because their cords are also mounted in the air. The 

hoses for the pneumatic tools are in the way, lying on the floor and getting tangled up now and 

then. The pneumatic one clicks when the torque is done and it jerks a little. He feels that the 

lights on the electric tools could be a bit bigger and he also looks at the screens, all the bolts have 

to be green otherwise the assembly line will shut down. The pneumatic tools jerk and some of 

the electric tools too. One electric nutrunner they use for loosening bolts jerk so hard that if you 

are not prepared for it you can fall, they had one incident with an assembly worker falling like 

this.  

Extreme/awkward body postures: Yes some operations require you to bend or squat and some 

of these also might require difficult positions of wrist and arm.  

Problems: He has a problem with his hand, before they had to bend the wrist upward to be able 

to reach inside the car. It is better now when they do not have to do that anymore but he still 

feels it sometimes.  

General thoughts: Wants the tools to be lighter.   

Future: Somewhere at Volvo, hopefully not building or assembling cars.  

 

Person 5. 

Age: 38 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 17 years, 2 years as a team leader and before that 10 years as a 

machine operator.  

Work situation: He thinks the work situation is good and that it is just a bit monotonous at 

times.  

Pace: The pace is a bit tough but it is ok, sometimes difficult to keep up if there is a lot of 

“wrong models”, i.e. cars with a lot of extra options. 

Tools: CCC electric nutrunners, a lot of spindles and some angle nutrunners. The grip and form 

of the tools are good, easy to use if you use them in the right way and fairly easy to move. They 

run on rails in the ceiling and if two of them crash into each other it gets tough. He also says that 

the maintenance needs to be improved on the tools. He wants bigger text on the screen they have 

and that you should be able to choose what information you want to print on the screens. He also 

wants the lights on the electric nutrunner to be bigger; they could have a light that goes around 

the entire handle so you can see the light in any way you hold the tool.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  He mentions that sometimes, difficult positions of the wrist 

or arm occurs. Some engines are really tight to get in to and reach the bolt that needs to me 

fastened.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts: He would like to have more influence on the construction of certain parts. 

Future: He wants to work as a manufacturing engineer.   

                                                 
7
 CC1 is the highest classification grade, the highest demands and traceability. 
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Person 6. 

Age: 39 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 11 years, before that she studied to be a teacher. 

Work situation: Really likes her job, it is stressful but it is good.  

Pace: Very stressful, you never stand still.  

Tools: She uses a pneumatic pistol nutrunner and two electric spindle nutrunners. Most of them 

have a good grip and form of the handle. The pneumatic one is hard to use due to the angles she 

has to use it in, she would rather have an angle nutrunner. The other ones are easy to use and to 

move around, even though most of them are torque arms. One of the electric tools has a reaction 

bar but the reaction bar is worn out so it jerks sometimes.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  When you have to use the manual torque wrenches because 

the nutrunners does not work, that is tough. She also thinks there are operations where the angle 

of wrist or arm is not that good.  

Problems: She has a problem with her shoulders, they are sore and worn out.   

General thoughts: She wants better lifting aids, the ones they have now get stuck. 

Future: In five years she will still be at Volvo, but will probably be doing something else. She 

was on a job interview just a couple of days ago.  

 

Person 7. 

Age: 40 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 10 years, before that he was a chef.  

Work situation: He experiences the work situation as very stressful and noisy. He does not feel 

that his work is heavy, they have lifting aids for everything, although there are other parts of the 

assembly line that are heavier.  

Pace: Stressful 

Tools: He uses an electric screwdriver and pneumatic pistol nutrunner. The pneumatic nutrunner 

is only used for entering (2Nm). Feels that they are hard to use sideways, it would be better with 

an angle nutrunner. They are fairly easy to use, just an awkward position from underneath. Fairly 

easy to use, mounted on a torque arm although up and down are a bit difficult. He does not look 

on the handle, looks on the screen. The electric angle nutrunner he uses jerks fairly much, it has a 

torque of 240Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  Yes, they fasten everything from underneath so there is a 

lot of bending forward.  

Problems: None right now, she has had a tennis elbow but she has changed assembly lines since 

then.  

General thoughts:  

Future: In five years he wants to build police cars at SVS (still at Volvo). 
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Person 8. 

Age: 42 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 17 years, before that she worked in a restaurant. 

Work situation: She feels it is a good work situation; it is her third week at this part (the 

marriage point) of the assembly line so she has a lot to learn.  

Pace: The pace is tough, but it is better than out on the rest of the assembly line. 

Tools: She uses one pneumatic angle nutrunner and several electric angle nutrunners. All the 

nutrunners are mounted on torque arms and a bit heavy to maneuver. The button on the biggest 

tools is to small relative the size of the rest of the tool; otherwise they are good, good grip and 

easy to use. If there is a screen she looks at the screen otherwise she looks at the lights on the 

handle. The light could be a bit bigger. At her old part of the assembly line there was one electric 

nutrunner (25Nm) which jerked but only on a certain car model.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  The ergonomics is worse at the marriage point than on the 

line she was at before due to the fact that she is working a lot upwards with her arms, but here 

she has the time to relax before the next car comes. 

Problems: She experiences tennis elbows and has problems with her shoulder, both being 

attritional wear. She got acupuncture for her elbow and it got a bit better. Regarding the 

shoulders, she thinks that regular workout would help as well as regular massages.  

General thoughts: She wants torque arms that are easier to use. 

Future: Probably still somewhere at Volvo in five years.  

 

Person 9. 

Age: 44 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 23 years, before that mandatory military service and 10 months 

as an assembly worker at SAAB. 

Work situation: He thinks the work situation is good, he says that you make your own work 

situation, if you are a pessimist you do not belong here. 

Pace: He thinks that it is more stressful now than before but not as heavy and there are fewer 

operations per station. 

Tools: He uses light pneumatic tools to heavy electric angle nutrunners (not Atlas Copco tool). 

He finds the grip and form of the tools to be fairly ok but he wants a safer shell for the cap and 

spindle so you do not get stuck with your glove. They are easy to use and to move around, 

although the hoses can get tangled up. He likes that they click and jerk when the torque is done.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  Some operations may require difficult positions of the wrist 

or arm but they have height adjustable tables.  

Problems: None 

General thoughts: He want some more space between the stations, so there is a more airy 

working environment and so the hoses do not get tangled up with one and other.  
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Future: Probably still at Volvo in five years. 

Person 10. 

Age: 51 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 7 years, before that he worked at Pripps as a forklift driver 

among other things.  

Work situation: He thinks the work situation is good, he likes his job.  

Pace: He feels that it is a bit stressful.  

Tools: He uses an electric nutrunner (210Nm) and a pneumatic nutrunner (2Nm). They have a 

good grip and form except a double spindle he uses which is not good at all. They are easy to use 

but the double spindle one jumps off the bolts. They are easy to move around. The feedback is 

good; the double spindle has a lot of faults but otherwise ok. They both jerk a bit; the double 

spindle has a torque of 140Nm and the angle nutrunner a torque of 175Nm.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  No 

Problems: None 

General thoughts:  

Future: Hopefully still at Volvo in five years. 

 

Person 11. 

Age: 51 (but feel like 25) 

Gender: Male 

Years as an assembly worker: 14 years as an assembly worker but 23 years at Volvo, before 

that he was a teacher. 

Work situation: Everything is so regulated, when, where and how. Everything is standardized. 

He thinks his job is quite heavy both due to the monotonous nature of it and heavy lifting. He 

mentions that there is a lot of strain on the wrists.  

Pace: The pace is high, he does not have a problem with it but others might.  

Tools: He uses electric pistol and angle nutrunner as well as pneumatic pistol and angle 

nutrunners. They have a good grip and form and they are easy to move around if you use them in 

the right way. Generally they are easy to use however some are not, there are some cramped 

spaces. They give good feedback, if the torque is not right it is beeping everywhere. Some tools 

might jerk but that might be that the reaction bar is not located where it should be. He wants 

there to be a better indicator on in which direction it runs.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  Yes, he is quite long and the short guys set the standard. He 

has to bend over quite a lot. You have to be able to work with both your left and right hand.  

Problems: He has some problems with his shoulders, wrist, elbows, neck, back and feet. Most of 

them are attritional wear. He thinks that a warm-up session for each shift might help.  

General thoughts: He wants a six hour workday, relative pension age and better employee 

politics. There are a lot of expectations but you do not get anything in return. It used to be easier 

to get jobs that were not so physical demanding but now everything is outsourced.  

Future: He is hoping for something else but he will probably still be at Volvo in five years.  
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Person 12. 

Age: 59 

Gender: Female 

Years as an assembly worker: 27 years, before that she worked in an office and in a restaurant.  

Work situation: She thinks there is a good work situation but a tough one, tough due to the pace 

of work. She thinks that there is no good flow; she has to run back and forth for nothing.  

Pace: She feels that the pace is high.  

Tools: She uses battery driven pistol screwdrivers and nutrunners, pneumatic pistol and spindles 

as well as electric spindle nutrunners. Thinks that they have a good grip and form; they are easy 

to use and to move around. They give good feedback with both lights and the jerk. If the torque 

is wrong the assembly line stops.  

Extreme/awkward body postures:  No they have height adjustable tables. 

Problems: She has a shoulder that is worn out from attritional wear. She has done physiotherapy 

and is still doing it at home. She also says that you can always switch away from the station that 

is the worst for you, she has friendly co-workers.  

General thoughts: She thinks that he might find the pace high due to his age.  

Future: In five years time she will be retired! 
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